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feels seen and honored. From there, conversation is inspir-
ing, disagreement nourishing and, as a result, insight and 
empathy, compassion and understanding grow. This isn’t 
just a personal realization that shifts our way of being; it 
also encourages the awakening of all beings. Share tea safely 
and let love change the world, bowl by bowl…

This month, we return to our annual series on the Clas-
sics of Tea, which we think is important as it brings context 
and history to our understanding of tea, as well as a greater 
appreciation for the heritage and culture that tea has grown 
up around for thousands of years. Studying the classics also 
can inspire a sense of continuity and connection, a feeling of 
understanding and accord with tea lovers of any place and 
time. Though separated in space and time, we still share so 
much with the Chajin of yesteryear and have much we can 
learn from them. We have worked hard to translate and an-
notate classics from the Tang (618–907), Song (960–1279), 
Ming (1368–1644) and Qing (1644–1911) dynasties. In 
this issue, we are continuing our translation of the very long 
Sequel to the Tea Sutra (續茶經), by Lu Tingchan (陸廷燦). 
As you can see, this work is very long and the work of trans-
lating and annotating it and other classics is very involved 
and costly, in both time, energy and money. This is the third 
in this series of translations. 

This whole issue is devoted to the long seventh chapter 
of the book. We think we will be able to finish this book in 
our next installment of the Classics series. We have a special 
old tea to drink as we once more don our scholar hats and 
take a look through the cup back to other times and places 
tea was loved. Let’s raise a cup to all the great Chajin of the 
past, extending from these cups back through the centuries 
to the millennia between us and Shennong.

I n December, the winter weather sets in. For most of 
us, this is one of the best times of year to drink tea. 
We are warmed in body, mind and soul by sitting 
around the kettle, watching the steam and enjoying a 

cup or bowl of deep and warming teas. Winter is the water 
element. It is a time for stillness and relaxation—a time 
for less strenuous activities and more nourishing foods and 
daily routines. We may wish to explore more grounding, 
kidney-supporting foods like root vegetables, hearty stews 
and any other plants that grow in winter. Aged oolongs 
can control the excessive water, if you experience that, but 
we find that we need more nourishment this time of year, 
which means earthy teas: most shou puerh, some aged sheng 
and some black tea. Dian Hong and roasted red teas can be 
combined with these teas (sometimes within the same day), 
as fire will nourish the earth. For us, this is also a time for 
blending teas, in particular Five Element blends, which we 
hope to cover again in a future issue.

The world seems to be slowly emerging from a long 
hibernation, though the pandemic is, of course, far from 
over. It may feel like the stressful parts of isolation and time 
inhabiting our minds have followed us collectively out of 
our isolation and into the new public space, making things 
feel volatile and explosive. There is always divisiveness in 
the world, and in some ways, there should be, as healthy 
disagreement can wake us up, foster needed discourse that 
could lead to real change and test the truths we take for 
granted. Through honest dialogue, we are forced to face the 
ideas, beliefs and values we have rejected or excluded, which 
can open us up and shine light into the darkness. It also 
highlights our inflexibilities and the places where we con-
strict, rather than responding heart-first with compassion. 
The more entrenched we grow in our views, the more we 
foreclose on adaptability and transformation as companion 
to life, instead of an enemy of our fixed and separate egos. 

At such times as this, tea is needed more than ever. 
Through tea, we connect to our hearts, warm and soften 
our beings and converse from the heart. When we allow ex-
periences of interbeing to highlight our interconnectedness, 
through tea or meditation, we learn to sit upright through 
the swirling transformation of whatever arises. This gives us 
the chance to find intimacy with other beings, and, indeed, 
with all things. Intimacy with others means we can be pres-
ent and listen, finding connection beyond the mindmade 
separations and disagreements. We no longer need habitu-
ally react to our stories, filters and ideas about who or what 
others are, allowing connection to happen naturally in the 
present space beyond our stories. Intimacy also means we 
don’t need to see in categories, grasping or reducing things 
to oversimplified mental constructs that result in exclusion 
or rejection. Tea fosters friendship and a love of kindness. 
When we set aside our masks and lend the present an un-
prejudiced attention, everything and everyone softens and 

From the editor
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This month, it is worth reading the November 
2019 and September 2020 issues, which have the 
previous two sections of the Sequel to the Tea 
Sutra. Of course, we have translated and annotat-
ed several old texts in our Classics of Tea series, 
which are all available on the archive of the web-
site. Each one is a treasure!

–Further Reading–

Wu De
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ver the course of this month, we will once again 
be exploring the Classics of Tea, which lends 
history, heritage and longevity to our under-

standing of tea and a connection to the spirit and passion 
of the Chajin who have come before us. For that reason, 
we thought we would splurge and spend a bit extra this 
month to share a very special tea with you. This is one 
of our favorite loose-leaf aged sheng puerh teas: Forest 
Floor.

Many of you will know that Forest Floor is often dis-
cussed around here as part of the set of two teas that we 
call Forest Floor and Forest Path. We will be offering the 
set on our website at the time of reading this if you want 
to compare them. They offer some interesting lessons 
and insights that are very much worth learning. We have 
used them for years to help beginners and intermediate 
tea lovers learn about the energetics of tea. Before we get 
to that, though, let’s discuss these teas.

Most aged loose-leaf sheng are blends. This is why we 
often put the dates of such teas in quotes on our website. 
This is also the reason that such teas are so much cheaper 
than their cake cousins: they lack provenance and vin-
tage. Loose-leaf teas from the “1960s” may cost hundreds 
or thousands for a jin (斤, 600 grams), but a cake from 
that time would be several tens of thousands of dollars 
and only be around 300 grams (traditional cakes are 357 
grams at pressing, but always suffer attrition at the edges 
over time). Cakes have a vintage—they have a wrapper, 
an inner trademark ticket (內飛, nei fei) and other iden-
tifiable features that allow us to date them. Loose-leaf 
teas do not. Loose-leaf puerh often starts out blended 
but then is also added to over time as new owners pur-
chase it. That is why a “1960s” loose-leaf puerh is rarely 
from the 1960s, though it may contain tea from that pe-
riod—there really is no way of knowing. Most are blends 
of a well-aged tea, a younger wet-stored tea and a bit of 
shou. The only way to evaluate loose-leaf sheng teas is to 
rank them against one another, determining quality by 
drinking lots of them and then comparing them to one 
another—not age, especially the age quoted at the shop.

Forest Path and Floor are a bit different, though. They 
are blends of maocha from the late 1990s derived from 
trees in the greater Yiwu region. They have only ever had 
one owner who stored them from then until now. He is 
a good friend, and someone we trust, so this tea is a bit 
different from most loose-leaf aged sheng puerh teas, 
and allows us to pin a date on this tea we ordinarily can-
not do, which can influence how we date and evaluate all 
other loose-leaf aged sheng as well.

The second lesson we can learn from this tea is about 
storage. It is nigh impossible to store loose-leaf sheng 
in Taiwan or Hong Kong without it being what is called 
“wet storage.” (This is another reason why cakes are bet-
ter.) There are two types of wet storage: natural storage 
in more humidity and “traditional Hong Kong storage,” 
which involves intentionally cellaring. Wet-stored puerh 
is a world in itself. Forest Floor is damp, musty and in-
volved. This may not be to everyone’s taste (we love wet-
stored teas). If it isn’t to your taste, do a longer rinse. 
Remember, the last thing in is the first thing out. Since 
this tea isn’t crazy old, it should lose some of the storage 
flavors as the session unfolds.

By far the most important lesson related to our Tea of 
the Month is its relationship to its sister tea, Forest Path. 
(We saved this for last since not all of you will buy the 
set and compare these teas). Forest Path and Floor come 
from the same trip to Yunnan (age), the same region and 
were stored next to one another in the same way. And 
yet, they have completely different energies. It is amaz-
ing to compare two teas that look, taste and smell the 
same, but feel totally different in the body. Forest Floor 
scatters you. As the name suggests, the session leaves you 
open and lost. Our Tea of the Month has no direction, in 
other words. Forest Path, on the other hand, has a very 
specific direction and unfolds, steeping to steeping, in a 
progressive way. It is more like a quick walk through the 
woods, staying on the path, as opposed to getting lost. 
The experience of comparing these teas is incredibly re-
warding, allowing us to experience energy as a variable 
isolated from other features of these teas. 
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Brewing Tips
沖泡技巧 完成好茶

茶
道Our Tea of the Month is an aged, wet-stored sheng puerh called Forest 

Floor. A tea like this can be brewed successfully in a sidehandle as bowl tea, 
but it really shines when brewed gongfu. Also, if you find that you aren’t so fond of 
wet-stored tea, brewing gongfu will help you to mitigate the storage flavors and get to 
the tea more quickly.

Winter is the element of water, so we thought we would return to the fundamentals and 
offer some advice concerning the “Mother of Tea.” It is always important to review—to return 
to and strengthen our foundation. Water makes up most of every cup of tea, and so there is no 
easier, cheaper way to improve all of our tea than to focus on improving water. Learn to “taste” 
water by focusing on the mouthfeel (good water shouldn’t introduce flavors). You can even apply 
most of the Ten Qualities of a Fine Tea to water as well. 

The ancients divided water into Yin and Yang, Heaven and Earth. Heaven waters are those that fall 
from the sky, like snow and rain. If you live in a place where snow and/or rain are potable, then by all 
means experiment with different types of Heaven water. The ancients even paired particular teas with 
special waters, recognizing the difference between snow from a plum tree, pine tree, rocks and so on. 
One famous Zen master woke early each day and boated out to collect dew from lotus petals for years, 
storing the water in a jade urn, until he had enough to brew his favorite tea. Heaven waters usually do 
better with Yin teas, like white or green teas. Earth waters are springs, streams, rivers, lakes and wells. Of 
these, spring water will be best. See if you can find a spring near you. The act of gathering water will also 
improve your tea and your health, since you will be making an effort to hike out into Nature and carry 
water regularly. We have found that this also enhances an appreciation for life, and water, connecting us 
to the necessities most of us take for granted most of the time. This also inspires us to care better for the 
Earth, recognizing the toxicity of most natural fresh water as a symptom of our disharmony with Nature.

Once you have found a great water, the next step is to store it properly. Water is a lot like tea: it likes 
cool, even temperatures, good storage materials and an absence of light and aromas. Try to find a shady 
spot where light won’t hit the water and where it will be away from the kitchen and any other aromas. 
We recommend opaque storage containers. The ideal is to use a ceramic urn. If you aren’t sure about 
the quality of the clay, its influence on the water or if it is lead-free then make sure to get a glazed one. 
Otherwise, clays that have a positive influence on tea will also enhance water (Yixing is, of course, best). 
You can add crystals, medicine stones, active charcoal, jade and even silver to the urn to change the 
texture, purity and energy of the water if you are interested in experimenting with these factors (we sell 
many of these on our website). Active charcoal can help purify the water of unwanted flavors, while 
medicine stones will soften and smooth the water. Silver will also purify the water and will sweeten 
it as well, making the water more Yin. Crystals, stones and jades can effect the energy of the water. 

Many Chajin of the olden days discussed in this issue called their tea journey things like “water 
experiments” and their tea rooms things like “water study,” and most ancient texts devote large sec-
tions to an exploration of water. They knew the mother becomes the daughter. Exploring water is 
fun and rewarding, improving our sensitivity and all our tea. 

Gongfu Sidehandle

Water: spring water or best bottled
Fire: coals, infrared or gas (important here)
Heat: high heat, fish-eye, 95°C
Brewing Methods: gongfu or 
sidehandle (gongfu is best)
Steeping: long, single flash, then growing
(for gongfu; simpler for sidehandle)
Patience: 15–20 steepings (gongfu)

Try tasting different waters 
with a tea you are very famil-
iar with; pay attention to 
the mouthfeel more than 
the flavor and aroma. 
It may help to keep a 
journal as you go 
through waters.

Tea of  the Month
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ities, even admitting to once having 
been a actor and playwright, a lowly 
social outcast:

…He is talented and persuasive and 
sincere in character. In temperament, 
he is biased and irascible and often 
subjective. When his friends admonish 
him, however, he is at once liberal and 
respectful. Whenever he is at a gather-
ing and happens to think of something, 
he leaves without speaking, causing 
people to wonder if he is scornful. But 
when he makes a promise to someone, 
he keeps his word, even though the path 
be a thousand li in length, filled with 
ice and snow, and infested with tigers 
and wolves.

… It is his habit to roam about in his 
skiff to mountain temples, wearing 
only a gauze kerchief, plaited sandals, 
shirt and shorts, and loincloth. He of-
ten walks alone in the wilds chanting 

After publishing the Chajing  
(Tea Sutra, 茶經) in 780, the 
scholar Lu Yu (陸羽, c. 733–

c. 804) became the most celebrated 
tea master in Tang China (618–907). 
His rise to fame as an arbiter of taste 
and style was all the more remarkable 
given his humble origins and early cir-
cumstance. Eccentric and reclusive, Lu 
Yu’s commitment to the eremitic ideal 
and disinterest in conformity were 
contrary to the norms of a time when 
the highly educated were expected to 
serve as model officials of the impe-
rium and society. Pursuing knowledge 
instead of wealth, position or power, 
Lu Yu depended wholly on the support 
of patrons who admired him for his 
intellectual virtuosity and erudition. 
In 761, at the age of twenty-eight, he 
wrote an autobiography, writing of 
himself in the third person, candidly 
describing his personality and qual-

Buddhist scripture and reciting ancient 
poetry. Knocking about the trees with 
his staff and dabbling his hand in flow-
ing waters, he aimlessly wanders from 
dawn to dusk until the day is utterly 
dark, wailing and weeping, then finally 
returning home.

…With just a roll of clothes, he joined 
an itinerant troupe of actors for whom 
he wrote the play Mocking Banter in 
three acts and performed the leading 
roles of the blockhead, the phony civil 
servant, and the character who con-
ceals the pearl.

…Ever since he was young, Lu Yu en-
joyed writing, mostly satirical protests. 
Seeing people do good, he felt good. 
Seeing people doing evil, he felt shame. 
Bitter words grate in the ear. There was 
nothing and no one that he would not 
confront; things that an ordinary per-
son would perforce shun.

The lone goose neither drinks nor eats; 
It flies crying out, yearning for the flock.
Who pities the single shadow,
Lost in ten thousand layered clouds…

—Excerpt from Lone Goose by Du Fu (杜甫, 712–770)

孤雁不飲啄
飛鳴聲念羣
誰憐一片影
相失萬重雲
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care. Zhiji (智積, c. 680–c. 768) was 
Abbot of the Hidden Dragon Temple, 
a Chan Buddhist monastery on an is-
land in the shallows of West Lake. Fos-
tered by Zhiji, the boy was saved from 
being a pariah and raised among the 
priory brethren to become a monk. As 
a foundling, the child had no name, 
so he was called “Jici (季疵),” “Little 
Blemish,” an unappealing milk name 
that not only served to describe his de-
formity but also protected him from 
evil. From infancy to adolescence, the 
child answered to the name Jici, and 
though he remained ill-favored and 
spoke with a stammer, the boy was 
bright and engaging.

When Jici was eight years old, Zhi-
ji taught him to read and write from 
Buddhist scripture. Such lessons not 
only nurtured the boy’s curiosity and 
intelligence but also imbued him 
with religious morals and principles.  

Lu Yu also gave an account of his 
early teachers, the mentors and bene-
factors who taught and educated him. 
Later in life, the friends and supporters 
who shaped his path as a scholar and 
sage of tea included high officials, li-
terati, artists, poets, eremites, Daoists 
and Buddhists. The story of Lu Yu is 
a paradoxical, often improbable, tale 
of serendipitous yet profound and 
far-reaching relationships that extend-
ed from the hermitage all the way to 
the imperial palace and the steps of the 
dragon throne. 

Lu Yu was born during the Tang 
Dynasty around the year 733 in Jin-
gling, a small town settled between 
two lakes, East and West, on the cen-
tral plain of Hubei. For reasons un-
known, he was abandoned at the age 
of two and left exposed near an em-
bankment where by happenstance the 
prelate Zhiji found him in dire need of 

An enthusiastic student, Jici once 
asked Zhiji to be instructed in the writ-
ings of Confucius, a further source of 
ethics and ideals, but the abbot chided 
the boy and insisted on teaching only 
the holy texts; the boy, unwilling to 
submit, insisted on learning the sec-
ular canon. To test Jici’s resolve, Zhiji 
gave him a number of degrading tasks 
that included sweeping the monastic 
grounds, cleaning the privy, mixing 
plaster and repairing walls, carrying 
roof tiles and building rooms and herd-
ing animals. Jici was undeterred by the 
labor and continued to think endlessly 
about writing, tracing characters on 
the backs of cattle. One day, he met 
and questioned a passing scholar who 
gave him a copy of an ancient poem. 
Although he did not know many of 
the thousands of characters, Jici sat 
in the pasture and pretended to read, 
silently mouthing imaginary words.  

茶人: Steven D. Owyoung

Wild Goose
The Recluse Lu Yu, Erudite Master of Tea



the monastery. On their return, the ab-
bot admonished Jici to discard his song 
and dance books, hoping to excise the 
boy’s shameful episode as a lowly actor. 
But the local authorities, having wit-
nessed the lad on stage, kept asking for 
Jici to perform as master of ceremonies 
at their events. An official summons 
could not be ignored, and much to the 
dismay of the priory brethren, the ab-
bot had no choice but to send Jici, who 
was only too happy to oblige, eager to 
be among the officers and scholars and 
yet another appreciative crowd.

In the spring of 747, Zhiji received 
a directive ordering Jici to report to 
the Jingling prefectural office. The lo-
cal officials wanted Jici, who was now 
about fourteen years old, to preside 
over a party welcoming the new gov-
ernor. Under escort by a minor officer, 
Jici boarded a boat in the morning and 
floated down the Tianmen River to the 
lower reaches of the river Han. He ar-
rived at Canglang, near the confluence 
of the ancient river Xia, where the offi-
cers and people of the region gathered 
to drink and feast. Once Jici stepped 
on stage and into the limelight, he 
entertained the party through the day 
and into the evening, effortlessly de-
livering a stuttering stream of smart 

Reports of the boy’s behavior reached 
Zhiji, who confined him to the monas-
tery under the harsh guard of a senior 
disciple. Jici despaired of ever learning 
to read and write and often fell into a 
daze when he thought of a character. 
The senior disciple thought him lazy 
and beat him until breaking the cane, 
but even while suffering punishment, 
Jici never forgot the kindly scholar and 
his gift of poetry.

At the age of eleven, Jici wearied 
of the abbot’s abuse and ran away 
from the monastery. On the road, he 
met actors of an itinerant theater and 
joined them to wander from hamlet to 
village, entertaining the peasant folk. 
He learned to act and sing, perform-
ing the age-old roles of the pearl thief, 
the dunce and the phony civil servant. 
He studied libretti and wrote the play 
Mocking Banter, satiric skits and biting 
jokes, filling the audience with laugh-
ter and the company’s coffers with 
coin. Jici joyfully played the fool to 
enthusiastic crowds until one day he 
saw an old, familiar monk standing be-
fore him: fearing the loss of his young 
ward, Zhiji had scoured the country-
side and discovered him. Promising to 
allow Jici to study secular teachings, 
Zhiji convinced the boy to go back to 

jokes, satirical asides, clever quips and 
shrewd observations to the delight of 
the gathering.

From his seat of honor on the dais, 
the new prefect Li Qiwu observed the 
proceedings, carefully weighing the 
caliber of the local authorities and the 
attending gentry. Li Qiwu (李齊物, 
active ca. 736–761), whose father was 
an imperial prince, descended from a 
family that had served the throne for 
three generations. His success as a 
high official was curtailed when he was 
purged from court by political enemies 
and sent into exile. Arriving in Hubei, 
his reputation as a man of integrity and 
ability preceded him, for he had previ-
ously served with merit at other pro-
vincial posts as an incorruptible gov-
ernor. As befitting his rank and titles, 
Li Qiwu had expected the welcoming 
speeches by local scholars and officials, 
but the performance by Jici surprised 
him, for the boy was an unlikely master 
of ceremony. Yet, despite being home-
ly, speaking with an impediment and 
looking like a small, wayward monk, 
Jici captivated everyone with his sharp 
wit, keen intelligence, and remarkable 
charisma. Later, Li Qiwu asked after 
the lad and learned of his background. 
And then, in keeping with a practice 

Classics of Tea



ly the ways and manners of the upright 
official. It was once recorded that Li 
Qiwu spoke of his intent to rectify the 
corrupt practices in the region:

Inscription on the Stele along the 
Spirit Path of the Honorable Mas-
ter Li, Grand Master of the Palace 
with Gold Seal and Purple Ribbon, 
Acting Grand Mentor of the Heir Ap-
parent, Concurrent Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Clan, Chief Minister, 
Minister of Works, Supreme Pillar of 
State and Dynasty-Founded Duke of 
Longxi County:

His Eminence Li Qiwu was demoted 
to Prefect of Jingling Prefecture. At 
the time, Lu Yu Hongjian accompa-
nied the Master on a tour of inspec-
tion of the region. Lu Yu stated that 
Li Qiwu stepped from his carriage 
and summoned his officers, saying 
to them: “Among officials, there are 
those who do not cultivate the sacred 
rites; among Buddhists and Daoists, 
there are those who are incompetent 
at monastic discipline; and among 
the common people, there are those 
who are reckless and impulsive. Be-
fore my taking office, none were held 
responsible. But from now onward, 

among scholars to recognize and sup-
port the gifted, Li Qiwu took Jici’s 
hand, patted his back and presented 
the boy with a collection of poetry—
the second such gift from yet another 
benevolent scholar.

When Jici returned to the monas-
tery, Zhiji was dismayed to learn of the 
lad’s encounter with the new prefect. 
But of greater concern was the fur-
ther summons instructing the boy to 
appear once more at the government 
offices. Defying the prefect’s order was 
unthinkable, and the boy clearly want-
ed to go; but it was certain that, just 
as the abbot had intended for the boy 
to become a monk, the prefect meant 
to make Jici a scholar. Dreading the 
worst, the abbot sent Jici from the 
monastery. The surrender of his foster-
ling was a blow to Zhiji, but there was 
no defense against the authority wield-
ed by Li Qiwu who now prepared Jici 
for the next step in his education.

Quartered in the offices of the pre-
fectural compound, Jici lived among 
the local staff that was charged with his 
care. The boy attended Li Qiwu during 
the day and observed the prefect con-
ducting administrative affairs and tak-
ing tours of inspection throughout the 
region, learning by example and homi-

offenders will be relentlessly pur-
sued.” Within a number of years, 
the state of the prefecture completely 
changed, and Jingling flourished and 
prospered as in the golden age of the 
ancient sage emperor Fuxi.

While abroad in the countryside, 
Li Qiwu visited academic institutions, 
looking for a school for Jici. But first, 
Li Qiwu advised the boy to take a 
proper name, for the childish name 
of “Little Blemish” was no longer ap-
propriate, especially for a student en-
tering school. Among scholars and the 
literati, it was customary to draw from 
canonical literature, and so it was said 
that Jici divined his name and desti-
ny from the ancient Book of Changes  
(I Ching/Yijing, 易經): 

Jian (漸)漸
The wild goose 
gradually draws near land;
Its feathers can be used for rites.
Auspicious.

鴻漸於陸
其羽可用為儀
吉
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curriculum of nine texts, including the 
Book of Songs, Book of Documents (書
經), Book of Changes, Book of Rites (禮
記), Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋), 
Doctrine of the Mean (中庸), the Great 
Learning (大學), Mencius (孟子) and 
the Analects (論語). Lu Yu advanced 
in his studies until around 751, when 
he was released from the academy and 
returned to Jingling.

In his eighteenth year or so, Lu Yu 
was now educated and about to come 
of age. Li Qiwu welcomed him back 
as an assistant to the prefectural office 
staff. Later in the year, Li received a 
summons recalling him to Chang’an 
for reinstatement and promotion at 
court. At the farewell party celebrat-
ing Li Qiwu’s tenure as prefect, Lu 
Yu likely reprised his role as master of 
ceremonies, entertaining the gathering 
with quips and asides just as before, 
but now his presentation was learned 
and laced with quotes from the canon 

and allusions to literature and history. 
As was customary among friends, Lu 
Yu accompanied Li Qiwu on his de-
parture from Jingling, taking a boat 
together up the Han River and then 
parting ways at Xiangyang where Li 
continued north to the capital and Lu 
headed back to the middle reaches of 
the Yangzi to explore the tea gardens 
of western Hubei and eastern Sichuan.

After seeing the great tea trees 
of Mount Ba, Lu Yu returned home 
where he met the new governor of Jin-
gling, Cui Guofu (崔國輔, 678–755). 
Learning of Lu Yu’s affiliation with 
the prefectural office and recognizing 
the young man’s unusual talents, Cui 
appointed Lu as his assistant. Like Li 
Qiwu before him, Cui Guofu was ex-
iled to Hubei; Cui’s enemies, however, 
likely assumed that the seventy-four-
year-old would die on the journey,  

The augury was providential and 
foretold slow but steady attainment 
through perseverance. The passage was 
understood to indicate a new begin-
ning and advancement through moral 
and intellectual power, a promising fu-
ture in concord with the cosmos. So, 
the boy took from the oracle the sur-
name Lu (陸) and the name Yu (羽) 
as well as the courtesy name Hongjian  
(鴻漸). In literary terms, “yu (羽)” 
was intimately connected to “hongji-
an (鴻漸)” by which the meaning of 
the given name was enhanced by the 
courtesy name through allusion. The 
names Lu Yu (陸羽) and Lu Hongjian 
(陸鴻漸) thus revealed a harmony of 
sense and imagery as well as reflecting 
the propitious omen made by the Book 
of Changes. Moreover, the wild goose 
and its plumage further elicited the 
poignant but majestic metaphor of the 
lost prince in the Airs of Bin from the 
ancient Book of Songs (詩經):

The elegant evocation of the canons 
by such profound and prophetic allu-
sions marked the boy, and from that 
moment on, his elders addressed him 
as “Lu Yu (陸羽),” and his peers called 
him “Hongjian (鴻漸).”

Li Qiwu enrolled Lu Yu at the 
academy on Fire Gate Mountain, a 
great hill about thirteen miles north-
west of Jingling. The school sat within 
the woods halfway up the mountain 
and faced south overlooking a small 
lake, the site possessed a fine prospect 
and was in perfect accord with geo-
mantic principles (fengshui, 風水). 
The academy was directed by Master 
Zou Ye (鄒野, active ca. 747–752), 
an obscure and eccentric scholar who 
was self-taught and given to roaming 
about the surrounding hills. For about 
four years, Master Zou tutored Lu Yu 
in the Confucian canon, an orthodox  

either at the hands of bandits, by dis-
ease, or trauma. But in spite of the haz-
ards, Cui Guofu survived; indeed, he 
was quite accustomed to traveling by 
water, for he was a southerner from Su-
zhou, a town of canals near the eastern 
shore of Lake Tai, Jiangsu.

Cui Guofu was the scion of a Tang 
Dynasty family that produced twelve 
prime ministers. At the time of his 
demotion and banishment, he was a 
seasoned official and held several high 
posts at court; moreover, he was a fa-
mous poet who was celebrated for his 
rhyming quatrains. Cui Guofu arrived 
in Jingling with the vague and humble 
designation of Assistant Administrator. 
Yet, as the highest-ranking officer in 
the prefecture, he was de facto prefect 
with the authority of a governor sanc-
tioned by the court. He seemed to have 
taken advantage of his ambiguous title 
by leaving the daily administration of 
affairs to the local officials while he and 

Lu Yu took long, meandering tours of 
inspection. During these official but 
casual trips, the elder Cui taught the 
younger Lu the finer points of con-
noisseurship by visiting the springs 
and gardens throughout the region, 
tasting the waters and sampling the 
teas. As a native of Suzhou, Cui Guofu 
was accustomed to drinking the rare 
teas grown around Lake Tai and tast-
ing the excellent waters at Wuxi and 
Tiger Hill. When on their sojourns, 
if the mood struck him, Cui Guofu 
composed impromptu but masterful 
poems to express his appreciation of a 
particular moment together, whether 
enjoying an exceptional tea or drink-
ing the pure waters of a rock spring or 
viewing a beautiful vista. Softly chant-
ed for all to hear, the short but mem-
orable verses were shared with Lu Yu 
and the other scholars gathered about. 

Fine Net

The fish in the fine net are rudd and bream.
The one I see has a princely coat and embroidered robes.
The wild goose flies along the sandbars.
The prince is gone, nowhere to be found.
He must be staying with you.
The wild goose flies along the land.
The prince is gone, not returning.
He must be spending nights with you.
Just because he has a princely coat,
Don’t take my prince from me.
Don’t make my heart grieve.

九罭之魚鱒魴
我覯之子袞衣繡裳
鴻飛遵渚
公歸無所
於女信處
鴻飛遵陸
公歸不復
於女信宿
是以有袞衣兮
無以我公歸兮
無使我心悲兮
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Formerly known as “Xie Zhou (謝
晝),” Jiaoran (皎然, 720–ca. 800) was 
a southerner and a member of an il-
lustrious, aristocratic family from Hu-
zhou, Zhejiang. Raised to be a scholar, 
Jiaoran failed his examinations and 
thereafter lived in retreat on the banks 
of Tiao Stream. Whether by chance 
or by invitation, Lu Yu settled in Hu-
zhou, living in a cottage on the Tiao 
not far from Jiaoran. As neighbors, 
they spent time together drinking the 
local teas of Huzhou and Changxing. 
Jiaoran, after many years of lay practice 
and becoming a Buddhist monk, jour-
neyed to Hangzhou to study monastic 
discipline, returning home to become 
Abbot of Miaoxi Temple, a monastery 
on scenic Mount Zhu above the Tiao 
just south of Huzhou. When not alone 
in his cottage or traveling, Lu Yu was a 
frequent guest at the monastery, a lively 
place where Jiaoran hosted literary and 
tea gatherings. The abbot introduced 
Lu Yu to the local scholars and literary 
figures, some of whom indulged Lu’s 
avid interest in the genealogy of the re-
gion’s old clans, especially the Lu (陸) 
family to which Lu Yu chose to belong. 
In 761, Lu Yu wrote his autobiography 
in which he declared his surname, giv-
en name and courtesy name: Lu Yu, 
Hongjian (陸羽鴻漸). No longer the 
foundling, nameless and displaced, Lu 
Yu asserted his relationship to the an-
cient Lu clan and adopted Huzhou as 
his home.

Under Jiaoran’s encouragement 
and influence, Lu Yu refined his art 
of tea. In 761, Jiaoran wrote the Prin-
ciples of Tea (茶訣), a treatise that he 
shared with Lu Yu, who by that time 
had drafted the three volumes of the 
Chajing. As a lay Buddhist, prelate, 
and abbot, Jiaoran practiced tea as rit-
ual offering and meditational aid; as a 
literatus, he was skilled in the art of tea 
and a connoisseur with whom Lu Yu 
discussed the finer points of practice. 
In 764, Jiaoran likely sponsored the 
creation of Lu Yu’s bronze brazier, an 
expensive but essential implement in 
the brewing of tea and one that, by vir-
tue of its inscriptions and symbolism, 
took pride of place in the early and 
final drafts of the Chajing. (See our 
translation in the September 2015 edi-
tion to read more about this brazier.) 
At last, Lu Yu had fully acquired the 
distinctive equipage and reputation of 
an accomplished tea master.

For over two years or so, Lu Yu wan-
dered here and there with Cui Guofu, 
who taught him poetry and the ways 
and manners of the southern literati.

In 755, Lu Yu departed Jingling by 
water to travel the tea country, intend-
ing to return home within a number of 
months. It is unknown what was said 
as Cui Guofu saw Lu Yu off, but a well-
known poem by the old man conveyed 
the feeling of the moment:

Now Taking Leave

Our farewells left unresolved, 
Facing each other at the river crossing.
The boat moving, drawn by reflections 
of the distant shore. 
We, anxiously clasping hands, 
reluctant to let go. 

During his journey, Lu Yu wan-
dered the waterways, stopping to visit 
tea farmers and to query them about 
their gardens and methods. On his re-
turn to Jingling, Lu Yu learned that in 
his absence Cui Guofu had died at the 
age of seventy-seven; their parting at 
the river was their last time together.

Bereft of his friend and teacher, Lu 
Yu moved from Jingling about seven-
teen miles southeast to East Ridge Vil-
lage on the banks of Pine Stone Lake. 
There among the surrounding canals 
and ponds, he lived alone in a cottage, 
sorting his notes and drafts. But with-
in months, he was interrupted by re-
ports of the rebellion led by An Lushan  
(安祿山, ca. 703–757) and the fall of 
the capitals of Luoyang and Chang’an. 
In the north, millions were dying or 
fleeing south across the Yangzi to safe-
ty. Soon, Lu Yu joined the exodus, 
traveling by boat on the river Han to 
Wuhan and then floating downstream 
to Zhejiang. For Lu Yu, the trip south 
was long and leisurely. The tea gardens 
along the lower Yangzi were new sourc-
es of information for his study, and the 
relative safety of the south allowed him 
four years of unhurried field research. 
He was often in the company of friends 
and acquaintances that he happened to 
meet along the way. During a brief re-
spite from his travels, Lu Yu met the 
literatus and poet Jiaoran, a Buddhist 
monk who was about thirteen years his 
senior. 

In the summer of 766, when Lu 
Yu was but thirty-three years of age, 
he happened to be in Yangzhou when 
he was summoned to the town’s gov-
ernment compound where he was 
occasionally called on to make tea. 
Although the summons interrupted 
his research and writing, Lu Yu was 
obliged to the local officers on whose 
goodwill he depended. As a common-
er, Lu Yu had no choice but to attend, 
to prepare and serve tea to the visiting 
imperial commissioner Li Jiqing (李季
卿, 709–767), Censor-in-Chief of the 
Censorate.

Li Jiqing was a cosmopolitan native 
of Chang’an and born into the city’s 
most eminent and richest family. The 
son of a Grand Councilor, Li circulat-
ed among the privileged political and 
social circles of the imperial capital. A 
major advisor to the emperor, Li Jiqing 
headed the Censorate, the powerful 
and feared investigative bureau of the 
Tang regime, and commanded a vast 
network of informants and spies ap-
prising him of persons, movements, 
and events that threatened the securi-
ty of the throne and empire. After the 
northern uprisings of 755–763 were 
suppressed, the emperor appointed Li 
Jiqing as Pacification Commissioner of 
Henan, Anhui and Jiangsu with exten-
sive civil and military powers to deal 
with natural disasters, banditry, and 
insurgents. Li set forth from Chang’an 
in anticipation of his tour of the Jiang-
nan—South of the River—for he was 
a connoisseur about to enter the heart-
land of tea culture.

Li Jiqing’s interest in tea was born 
not only of his sophistication and 
wealth but also from his duties as lead-
er of the Censorate:

Record of the Censorate

The Investigation Hall of the Ministry 
of War is responsible for the tea for 
the bureaus of the Censorate. The tea 
must be the finest from the markets of 
Sichuan. It is stored in a ceramic vessel 
to protect it from heat and moisture. 
A censor personally oversees its care. 
Therefore, it is called the “Censor’s Tea 
Jar.”

送別未能旋
相望連水口
船行欲映洲
幾度急搖手
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As time passed, it was evident to ev-
eryone that Lu Yu and his scholarship 
were encumbered by circumstance. 
Although he had composed drafts of 
the Chajing, which were variously en-
titled Notes on Tea (茶記) and Trea-
tise on Tea (茶論), such writings were 
preliminary and incomplete. Lu Yu’s 
poverty, lack of a proper domicile, and 
constant travel conspired to hinder his 
work; moreover, he needed an encyclo-
pedic library without which he could 
not complete his study. The shared 
knowledge of Lu Yu’s predicament was 
such that Jiaoran teased him in a poem 
where Lu—the Man of Chu—was 
portrayed as an ambitious but frustrat-
ed luminary:

Song of Drinking Tea 
 on the Departure of Zheng Rong

The immortal Danqiu 
abandoned eating jade elixirs,
Picking tea instead, 
he drank, and grew feathered wings. 
The world is unaware of the Mansion 
of Eminent and Hidden Immortals,
People do not know of the Palace 
of Transmuting Bone into Clouds. 
The Lad of Cloudy Mountain 
blended it in a gold cauldron;
How hollow the fame 
of the Man of Chu 
and his Chajing!
Late on a frosty night, 
breaking cakes of fragrant tea.
Brewed to overflowing, 
the pale yellow froth; 
I sip and am reborn. 
Bestowed by the gentleman, 
his tea dispels my suffering, 
Cleansing my mind of worry and fear.
Come morning, the emotions 
of the fragrant brazier remain. 
Intoxicated still, 
we walk across the clouds 
reflected in Tiger Stream; 
In high song, 
I send the gentleman off.

For all of his mild chiding, Jiaoran 
was compassionate towards Lu Yu, 
complimenting his friend’s long en-
deavor as akin to the mystical, alchem-
ical concoction of an immortal. Treat-
ing themselves as elder and younger 
brother for nearly forty years, Jiaoran 
and Lu Yu were steadfast friends to the 
end of their days.

Making his way south through 
northeast Anhui, Li Jiqing stopped at 
Linghuai and ordered the government 
office to summon the local tea master 
Chang Boxiong (常伯熊, active ca. 
764–810), a suave man of impeccable 
decorum, who entered the hall dressed 
in formal attire and personally carry-
ing his tea equipage. As he prepared 
and served tea, Chang expounded on 
the names of tea, showing discrimina-
tion and providing instruction to the 
satisfaction of Li Jiqing, who sipped 
just two bowls—no more, no less—as 
prescribed by conservative, northern 
etiquette.

On arriving in Yangzhou, Li Jiqing 
again summoned a tea master, and this 
time Lu Yu was commanded to serve. 
On entering the hall, Lu Yu was seen 
to wear rustic clothes and to follow be-
hind his tea equipage and brazier car-
ried by porters. As Lu Yu prepared tea 
before the Censor-in-Chief, the bra-
zier sat between them; its inscription, 
which read “Minister Yi, Stew-Master 
Lu, Tea,” compared Lu Yu to Yi Yin, 
the great high chancellor and chef de 
cuisine of antiquity. Insulted by what 
he perceived to be Lu’s insolence and 
arrogance, Li Jiqing was most offended 
by the brazen, impudent inscription 
on the brazier. Stony and silent, the 
Censor-in-Chief stared at Lu Yu. It was 
noted in The Record of Things Heard 
and Seen (封氏聞見記) that “in his 
heart, Li Jiqing despised him.” Homely 
and stuttering, careless of politesse and 
attire, the skill and erudition displayed 
by Lu Yu was lost on Li Jiqing, who 
dismissed Lu out of hand, sarcastically 
addressing him as “Doctor Tea Cook” 
and paying him thirty cash as though 
Lu was a common vendor.

In response to the humiliation, Lu 
was said to have written The Ruination 
of Tea (毀茶論). Although the treatise 
was lost and its contents unknown, Lu 
Yu might well have written Ruination 
as a satirical work, a biting rebuttal 
that mocked prudish officials and their 
conservative and unimaginative prac-
tice of the art of tea. In any case, Li 
Jiqing died shortly after their disturb-
ing encounter. The demise of his nem-
esis Li Jiqing was, however, no conso-
lation to Lu Yu, who remained shaken 
by the shame and who would not fin-
ish the Chajing for another fourteen 
years. Perhaps the incident contributed 
to the delay.

After Lu Yu settled into his hermit-
age on the Tiao Stream, Jiaoran intro-
duced Lu to the Daoist priestess Li Jilan  
(李季蘭, 730/732–784), who like the 
abbot was a native of Huzhou and a 
renowned intellect and poet. Li Jilan 
was a child prodigy whose uninhibited 
nature was exhibited at so early an age 
that she was sent to a Daoist convent 
for moral instruction. From her tenth 
to fourteenth years, Li Jilan was tu-
tored by the abbess and nuns in com-
portment, art, music and belles lettres, 
excelling in poetry and playing the 
silk-strung zither. When she reached 
her majority, Li Jilan was initiated into 
the mysteries of the sisterhood of the 
Daoist church, and by virtue of her 
ordination, she was liberated from the 
norms and strictures that governed the 
social conduct of the majority of girls 
and women.

Li Jilan was an exotic figure. 
Adorned as a priestess, she carried a 
bamboo staff of nine nodes and wore 
a pleated cape of yellow and a skirt of 
rich brown. As she walked, her lotus 
crown of golden silk trembled and 
shimmered, diaphanous scarves trail-
ing behind her like those of seraphim 
from Heaven. Grants from the church 
and state afforded her a comfortable 
life in literary society, where she freely 
associated with men, enchanting the 
literati, officials and scholars with her 
beauty, wit, and poetry. According to 
the literary record, Li Jilan was amo-
rously linked to several admirers and 
patrons, including Lu Yu.

In her poem Lying Ill above the 
Lake, Happy for the Arrival of Lu Yu, 
Li Jilan received a visit from Lu Yu af-
ter months of separation. They met in 
the early springtime of 780, by which 
time Lu Yu and Li Jilan had known 
each other for over twenty years. In 
her fifties, Li Jilan was often in poor 
health, and such was the case when Lu 
Yu found her drinking alone, but on 
seeing him she was joyfully moved to 
tears and poetry:

Parting many wintry moons ago, 
You now come in bitter spring mists, 
Happening upon me still sick abed. 
I yearn to speak, but first fall my tears.
Compelled by Tao Qian’s wine, 
I hastily chant a poem by Xie Lingyun.
All of a sudden, 
I’m perfectly intoxicated…
More than this, is there anything else? 
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cial state events. Confined to the pal-
ace in the company of aristocratic but 
pampered women, female domestics, 
and eunuchs, Li Jilan was deprived of 
the personal freedom and intellectual 
society that she had taken for granted 
for most of her life. In letters to friends, 
she complained of ill health and hoped 
to return home to see the mountains of 
Huzhou once again. It was not to be.

In late 783, insurgents seized 
Chang’an, forcing the emperor to flee 
the city and abandon the palace to the 
rebel general, who claimed the throne 
and plundered the treasury, threatened 
officials and coerced the women left 
behind, including Li Jilan. Brought 
before the usurper, Li Jilan was com-
pelled to compose a poem praising the 
new reign. After months of fighting, 
the imperial forces regained the capital 
and pursued the usurper through the 
Gansu Corridor until he was killed. 
On returning to the palace in the sum-
mer of 784, the emperor discovered 
that Li Jilan had written poetry sup-
porting the rebellion and flattering the 
usurper. Furious, he had her beaten to 
death.

What the emperor did not know 
was that Li Jilan had secretly written 
to friends professing her fidelity to 
him, even though it was he who had 
abandoned her. In her poem, she hon-
ored him as husband, gathering herbs 
symbolic of their separation, all while 
contemplating suicide as the rebels 
roiled from the capital gates through 
the great halls of the Inner Palace:

Sent to My Old Husband 
 After Capture by the Thief

…When will I see my old husband? 
Ancient poems prophesy chaos, 
Causing me to pick lovage. 
War drums boom below the city walls,
Flags flick about the throne. 
Harried, I did not get to die,
But not because I cling 
to this worthless body. 

Declaring inebriation from the 
wine and his presence, Li Jilan won-
dered aloud what they might possibly 
do, now that they were together again. 
Among the literati, Li Jilan was known 
as an accomplished coquette, and it was 
only the most conservative of men who 
resisted her considerable allure. For his 
part, Lu Yu was a confirmed bachelor 
and singularly eremitic as well as mor-
ally upright, never marrying or siring 
any children. An inveterate wanderer, 
penniless and with few prospects, Lu 
Yu remained unattached, monkish, if 
not celibate, devoted to tea and schol-
arship, and in the constant company 
of learned men. Indeed, it seemed 
that Li Jilan was the only woman with 
whom Lu had a relationship, platonic 
or otherwise. In any case, finding her 
lonely and melancholy, Lu Yu prob-
ably stayed with Li Jilan to nurse her 
through her illness, enlivening a few 
of her days with tea, conversation and 
memories. It was the last time they saw 
one another, for soon after Lu Yu and 
Li Jilan both received commands from 
the emperor directing them to appear 
in Chang’an.

Li Jilan had been called to the pal-
ace once before. Around 775, her lit-
erary fame attracted the attention of 
the old emperor who wished for her 
to attend him as palace laureate. As a 
woman of the palace and a member of 
the imperial household, Li Jilan was 
expected to join the ranks of females 
in continuous, enduring service to the 
throne. Once inducted, no one was 
permitted to leave: servants who were 
infirmed or elderly were eventually 
dismissed and returned home; retired 
empresses and aged consorts were rele-
gated to the Cold Palace and forgotten. 
Li Jilan, however, to the astonishment 
of all, departed the palace after just one 
month with the emperor’s blessing and 
many presents. In 781, the new emper-
or summoned and installed her in the 
Abbey of the Jade Asterism, a Daoist 
convent and chantry in the gardens 
of the Palace of Great Brightness, the 
grand residential estate of the emperor 
and his immediate family. As priestess 
of the church and resident of the pal-
ace chapel, she may have assisted in re-
ligious rites performed in honor of the 
imperial clan; otherwise she attended 
the leisure hours of the emperor and 
composed poetry celebrating the dy-
nasty, royal family birthdays and spe-

That summer Lu Yu was near the 
Zhejiang border at Shangrao, Jiangxi 
where he was planting tea. It was not 
known how he learned of Li Jilan’s exe-
cution and the tragic circumstances of 
her death, but he was again deprived 
of yet another of his close friends and 
his only female companion. Although 
nothing survived to reveal or even sug-
gest what he actually felt, Lu Yu must 
have mourned her passing.

It may have been a shock for Lu Yu 
to realize that had he been in Chang’an 
during the rebellion or its aftermath, 
he might well have perished along with 
Li Jilan. Between 780 and 782, Lu Yu 
was commended to the emperor and 
awarded two appointments at court. 
In her role as palace laureate, Li Jilan 
undoubtedly endorsed these commis-
sions, for Lu Yu’s scholarly stature rose 
at court through his leading role in the 
Sea of Rhymes, Mirror of Sources (韻海
鏡源) project and his publication of 
the Chajing, both of which were sup-
ported by Lu’s greatest patron, Yan 
Zhenqing (顏真卿, 709–785).

Yan Zhenqing was an extraordi-
narily accomplished man. Born into 
a family of scholars who had served 
at court for generations, Yan achieved 
academic honors through the imperial 
examinations early on. As a high offi-
cial, a distinguished scholar, statesman, 
general and a major artist, Yan’s many 
attainments drew the admiration of 
the throne and the ire of powerful en-
emies at court. His forthright manner 
and incorruptible character thwarted 
the unscrupulous and earned him pe-
riods of banishment to the provinces. 
In 772, after a long career of high mil-
itary and ministerial posts, Yan was de-
moted and sent into exile to Huzhou 
where he spent about four years as pre-
fectural governor. 

When Yan Zhenqing arrived to 
take up his post, Huzhou was al-
ready known for its literary figures: 
Li Jilan and the Abbot Jiaoran were 
its most famous poets, and Lu Yu was 
its most celebrated scholar and tea 
master. During his tenure as prefect, 
however, Yan Zhenqing added luster 
to Huzhou, swelling its vibrancy as a 
center of culture and further elevating 
its artistic persona in the eyes of the 
throne. In the early months of 773, 
Yan Zhenqing enlisted over fifty schol-
ars, including Jiaoran and Lu Yu, to 
gather throughout the summer at the 

何曾見故夫
古詩渾漫語
教妾採蘼蕪
鼙鼓喧城下
旌旗拂座隅
蒼黃未得死
不是惜微軀
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following year, Lu Yu turned his atten-
tion to finishing the Chajing, particu-
larly Part Seven, which was composed 
of a chronological anthology, the rare 
sources for which the holdings of the 
Yan library proved invaluable.

After the publication of the Chajing 
in 780 to wide acclaim, Yan Zhenqing 
recommended Lu Yu to the throne, 
which granted the tea master two con-
secutive positions at court: Instructor 
to the Heir Apparent (太子文學) and 
Grand Supplicator at the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (太常寺太祝). The 
duties of an instructor in the Eastern 
Palace of the crown prince included 
secretarial assistance and literary schol-
arship; a grand supplicator was respon-
sible for the perpetual ceremonies and 
rites dedicated to the Tang imperial 
ancestors. Either appointment would 
have taken Lu Yu to Chang’an and 
provided him with rank, salary and 
prestige. Significantly, at the time of 
his recommendation of Lu Yu to the 
emperor, Yan Zhenqing was Grand 
Preceptor of the Heir Apparent and 
Commissioner for Ceremonial Pro-
priety, concurrent positions of power 
that assured Lu’s smooth transition to 
officialdom as well as Yan’s political 
guidance and protection from court 
intrigues. Furthermore, although pal-
ace rules prohibited her from leaving 
the Inner Court, Li Jilan was there in 
Chang’an and yet another reason for 
Lu Yu to go. However, when the impe-
rial summons was read to him, Lu Yu 
declined to accept.

In response to the appointments, 
Lu Yu later wrote his most famous 
poem, the Lament of Desires, a yearn-
ing for the home and earlier times:

prefectural compound to organize the 
project called the Sea of Rhymes, Mirror 
of Sources.

Begun in 734, the Sea of Rhymes was 
Yan Zhenqing’s great lexicon, a mas-
sive rhyme dictionary of five hundred 
volumes that he created over a period 
of forty years with the intermittent 
assistance of scholars from the many 
places to which he was banished, in-
cluding Huzhou. By the winter of 773, 
Yan Zhenqing had appointed Lu Yu as 
one of three senior editors, and with 
the assistance of Jiaoran, the whole en-
terprise was moved to Miaoxi Temple 
on Mount Zhu just south of town, 
where the dictionary was condensed 
to three hundred sixty volumes. As a 
portion of the lexicon was completed, 
Yan Zhenqing wrote out the entries 
by hand in the bold regular script cal-
ligraphy for which he was renowned. 
When finished and mounted as scrolls, 
the Sea of Rhymes, Mirror of Sources 
was a tour de force: the longest artistic 
and literary inscription by the empire’s 
foremost calligrapher. A year after he 
was recalled to the capital in 776, Yan 
Zhenqing presented the lexicon to the 
emperor, who ordered the dictionary 
added to the imperial library. The sin-
gular honor extended not only to Yan 
Zhenqing but also to all in Huzhou 
who participated in bringing the proj-
ect to fruition, especially Jiaoran and 
Lu Yu, both of whom were brought to 
the further attention of the throne.

Lu Yu’s friendship with Yan Zhen-
qing was a blessing, for when he came 
to Huzhou, Yan brought his library. 
As an editor of the Sea of Rhymes, Lu 
finally had access to an extraordinary 
collection of books inherited from 
generations of Yan family scholars as 
well as voluminous holdings acquired 
to support the governor’s own broad 
academic interests. Moreover, Yan 
Zhenqing built a hermitage for Lu Yu 
in 775 to honor Lu’s contribution to 
the lexicon. Known as the “Detached 
Study at Qingtang (青塘別業),” the 
garden villa lay beside the broad wa-
ters of the western branch of the Tiao 
Stream just beyond the northwest gate 
of Huzhou, a place surrounded by 
mulberry orchards, stands of bamboo, 
and scenic views of distant mountains. 
For the first time in his life, Lu Yu had a 
permanent home to call his own. With 
his editorial duties completed around 
774 and ensconced in his house the 

Disdaining wealth, evading office 
and skirting the halls of power, Lu Yu 
remained floating free on Tiao Stream 
and brewing tea in the Detached Study 
at Qingtang, pursuing scholarship, 
tea and friendship just as always. He 
stayed true to reclusion and dedicated 
to a learned society that admired his 
erudition, character and principles as 
well as his eremitism. Indeed, such was 
their esteem for Lu Yu during his life-
time and afterwards, the literati contin-
ued to address Lu as “Instructor” and 
“Grand Supplicant,” despite knowing 
that he utterly refused the imperial ti-
tles. At the age of fifty, Lu Yu reached 
the pinnacle of his scholarly career and 
lived the rest of his life traveling and in 
the company of friends, including the 
official and military man Zhou Yuan 
with whom Lu Yu once worked on the 
Sea of Rhymes.

Zhou Yuan (周願, active ca. 773–
816) and Lu Yu were birds of a feather. 
It was said by a priggish official that 
“Zhou by nature excels at banter: he 
is shameless, arrogant and rude. For-
tunately, wise men are solemn in their 
treatment of him.” No judgment of 
Zhou Yuan pleased Lu Yu more, and 
the two men got along famously. Later 
in life and in keeping with the strong 
personal connections that sustained 
them, Lu Yu and Zhou Yuan joined 
the staff of the general Li Fu (李復, 
738–797), son of Lu’s mentor Li Qiwu 
and governor of the vast southern cir-
cuit of Guangdong and Guangxi. The 
three men were all of a similar age and 
shared interests in scholarship and 
pursuits, including tea and pure con-
versation—the refined and demanding 
discourse of the literati.

不羨黃金罍
不羨白玉杯
不羨朝入省
不羨暮入臺
惟羨西江水
曾向竟陵城來

I do not desire wine vessels of yellow gold
Nor desire cups of white jade. 
I do not desire mornings at court
Nor desire evening audiences.
I only desire the waters of the West River
Flowing just beyond 
the walls of Jingling. 



After Lu Yu’s death, Zhou Yuan was ap-
pointed prefect of Jingling, where he visited the 
many places associated with Lu Yu, including 
the monastery where the tea master was raised. 
Zhou Yuan wrote a moving account of his time 
at the tomb of Abbot Zhiji, which Lu Yu es-
tablished in honor of his old teacher and foster 
father:

Composing Three Expressions of Be-
ing Moved after Visiting West Pago-
da as Metropolitan Governor of Jin-
gling

…For many unbroken years, the Imperial 
Instructor to the Heir Apparent Lu Yu and 
I were aides together in Li Fu’s office. Lu Yu 
was truly my brother! In his Autobiography, 
Lu wrote he was from Jingling. At the time, he 
said, “Jingling is beautiful. There is no place 
better than my hometown.” Now, I administer 
his town of Jingling. Remembering his words, 
Lu Yu truly did not exaggerate…A saint, in-
deed!...

Lu Yu, courtesy name Hongjian, was a seri-
ous scholar of the One Hundred Schools and a 
companion to half the dignitaries and senior 
officials Under Heaven. He was, moreover, a 
straight-forward and honest critic, a practi-
tioner of witty repartee—a lofty and sublime 
recluse whose literary works and integrity are 
incomparable. Ah!

To the west of my prefectural seat, there is 
Fufu, a place that is round like a mountain 
top and in the middle of which is a monas-
tery and a pagoda. The bamboo there—as big 
around as an arm—is a dark green thicket, 
indeed a living portrait of Hongjian’s teach-
er. My, such sadness! Resembling a mountain 
peak, the bamboo of Chu surrounds the pago-
da. The abbot whose remains are buried with-
in the pagoda is the same monk who raised 
and nurtured Lu Yu. The cane in front of the 
pagoda is the same bamboo once planted and 
cultivated by Lu Yu.

I look upon the pagoda, the earthly memorial 
to the elder monk. The bamboo grows old and 
weathered, and Lu Yu is long gone. As a gov-
ernor of Chu, I come to Fufu and its Buddhist 
cloister. It is daylight, and there is no incense 
burning for Lu Yu. All is abandoned, scat-
tered and lost. My robes tremble in the Chu 
wind. This is indeed the third expression of 
being so moved and stirred.

Classics of Tea
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calling the two friends Chan Master 
and Jingling Elder and likening them 
to matched waterbirds soaring high to-
wards the Isle of Immortals:

Lament to the Dead 
 at the Stupa of Jiaoran 
  and the Tomb of Lu Yu

Pouring rain before the temple, 
Pale waterclover 
gathers in the freshening wind.
Past poetry filled with friendship,
Now my poems, empty.
The lonely moan of the jade flute, 
doleful,
Distant thoughts, the vista—lush.
Here, the brick stupa 
of the Chan Master of Mount Zhu.
Here, 
the Jingling Elder of the Endless Night.
The sound of grasses and trees, 
profuse,
as if filled with a sense of wisdom
By you and all your verses,
Abundant and amassed…
Sending you astream, two mandarins,
Colors paired, flying east.
High and serene, the Eastern Realm,
Beautiful abode, cold and sublime.
My hands gather your treasured works,
Offerings that foster joy 
and full harmony,
Embracing them gratefully to the end…

Contrary to the deeply felt senti-
ment written by Zhou Yuan, Lu Yu was 
not forgotten. In 921, the Buddhist 
monk Qiji (齊己, 863–937) stopped 
in Jingling to see the stele that marked 
Lu’s former dwelling. To celebrate the 
occasion, Qiji made tea before the in-
scribed stone and composed a poem 
commemorating his visit to the site:

Passing the Old Abode 
 of Lu Hongjian

A visitor from Chu comes west, 
passing the old abode,
Reading the stele, examining the legend 
from beginning to end. 
Feigning unruliness, 
Lu Yu would not 
forgo Confucian studies. 
Can such loftiness 
hinder reciting Buddhist sutras?
Bamboo along the shore 
blends with the scent of lotus.
Brewing tea in the reflection 
of the spring—in plops a frog! 
Now, it all comes alive again…

After his death in 804 or so, Lu Yu 
was buried south of town on Mount 
Zhu at Miaoxi Temple near the tomb 
of Jiaoran, who died four years before 
around the year 800. Circa 811, the 
poet Meng Jiao (孟郊, 751–814) left 
a tribute that graces the abbot’s tomb, 

Over the centuries, others jour-
neyed to Hubei and Zhejiang, making 
the pilgrimage to honor and remember 
Lu Yu. Today in Huzhou, the memo-
rial site at Qingtang commemorates 
Lu Yu’s hermitage and life along Tiao 
Stream where he completed the Cha-
jing. On Mount Zhu, the ruins of 
Miaoxi Temple and the tombs of Jia-
oran and Lu Yu grace the scenic slopes, 
the pines whispering in the wind, 
faintly echoing their once-vibrant 
voices and softly chanted poetry. In 
Jingling, now known as “Tianmen (天
門),” the splendid garden park at West 
Lake is dedicated to the memory of Lu 
Yu, and present Mount Tianmen, the 
site of the academy he attended as a 
student, still preserves the sweet spring 
from which Lu Yu drew water to make 
tea. Like his namesake the wild goose, 
Lu Yu and his works persevere, stead-
fast and abiding. And despite the pas-
sage of a thousand years and more, 
Lu Yu endures the world over as the 
greatest tea master ever known, his life 
and work ever more relevant, and his 
spirit ever quickened by each and every 
mindful sip of tea.
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茶 It is recorded in the History of the Jin Dynasty (晉書) that 
“Wen Qiao once submitted a memorial to the emperor regard-
ing Tribute Tea (貢茶). He listed thousands of fine teas and 
three hundred tea cakes.”

茶 The Luoyang Buddhist Temple Records (洛陽伽藍記)1 state 
that “Shortly after Wang Su (王肅, 464–501)2 had left the 
South and gone to the Kingdom of Northern Wei (北魏), 
he did not like mutton nor buttermilk. He generally only ate 
fish soup with rice, and drank tea when he was thirsty. All 
the literati and court officials knew that Wang could drink 
ten liters of tea in one gulp, so they nicknamed him ‘Tea 
Funnel.’ Years later, seeing that Wang had started to eat a lot 
of mutton and to drink buttermilk, the Emperor Xiaowen  
(孝文帝, 467–499)3 asked him, ‘How does mutton compare 
with fish, and tea with buttermilk?’ Wang replied, ‘Mutton is 
the finest food on dry land, while fish is the finest in the water. 
Each has its fans—it’s simply a matter of preference. They are 
very different in flavor, so how can one judge them against one 
another? Mutton can be compared to a large kingdom, while 
fish can be compared to a small one. Tea, however, is not very 
popular here, so it is seen as simply a “maid to buttermilk.”’ 
Emperor Xiaowen was amused by this. The King of Pengcheng 
(彭城王, 473–508)4 followed this by asking Wang, ‘Then tell 
me, how is it that you prefer a small kingdom to a large one?’ 
Wang answered, ‘It is only natural for a person to prefer the 
food favored in his native land.’ Continuing this banter, the 
King of Pengcheng quipped: ‘Then please come to my house 
tomorrow, and I will treat you to a “small kingdom” and the 
“maid to buttermilk!”’ Ever since then, tea has been known by 
the nickname, ‘maid to buttermilk.’

“At that time, an official named Liu Gao (劉縞) greatly ad-
mired Wang and learned from him how to brew and appreciate 
tea. The King of Pengcheng said to Liu, ‘[It is indeed peculiar 
that] you don’t enjoy the eight delicacies of polite society, but 
prefer the “water disaster”5 favored by servants. Ancient texts 
tell of strange men who enjoy the company of malodorous 
companions at sea, and ill-favored women in the streets who 
try to put on the airs and graces of an elegant beauty. I do 
believe you must be one of those people from the stories.’ The 
servants in the King of Pengcheng’s own household were from 
the south, which is why he mocked Liu with these words. Later, 
when the son of the Emperor Wu of Southern Liang (南梁武
帝), Xiao Zhengde (蕭正德, ?–549),6 defected to the north, 
Yuan Yi (元義, 486–528) was throwing Xiao a tea party and 
asked him, ‘How are you at handling the “water disaster”?’ Not 
having any idea what Yuan Yi meant, Xiao took this question 

literally and replied, ‘Although I did grow up in a watery re-
gion, I have never encountered any water disasters.’ Yuan Yi 
and his guests all laughed heartily.”

茶 The Maritime Records (海錄碎事)7 recorded that “An ad-
junct official of the Jin Dynasty, Wang Meng (王濛, 309–347), 
alias ‘Zhongzu (仲祖),’ was very fond of tea. He often enter-
tained his guests with tea, and yet none of the officials appreci-
ated his hospitality. Whenever they received an invitation from 
Wang, they all complained, ‘Alas, there is to be another water 
disaster today!’”

茶 According to the Sequel to “In Search of the Supernatural”  
(續搜神記),8 “A military governor under Huan Xuanwu  
(桓宣武, 312–373) once suffered from excess heat due to weak 
health caused by a previous illness. As a result, he developed an 
insatiable appetite for tea, to the point that he had to drink at 
least one hu and two dou of tea (24 liters) to quench his thirst. 
This rare symptom lasted for a while, and he sunk into pover-
ty.9 One day, a guest came to visit him and found him gulping 
down tea. The guest had heard of this sort of illness, and asked 
him to drink one more liter of tea after he felt he’d already 
drunk his fill. This caused him to start throwing up violently, 
and he vomited up a strange object with a capacity of about one 
quarter of a liter, a heavily wrinkled thing that looked like an ox 
stomach with an opening. The guest told them to put this thing 
into a big basin and pour 24 liters of water over it. It absorbed 
all the water and only appeared the slightest bit swollen. Only 
after they poured a further liter of water onto it did the water 
finally begin to drip out. After vomiting up this object, the 
governor soon recovered from this rare disease. When asked 
what the disease was called, the guest replied “a twenty-four-li-
ter stomach obstruction.”

茶 The Qianque Encyclopedia (潛榷類書)10 records that an Im-
perial Scholar11 named Quan Shuwen (權紓文) once told this 
story: “Before ascending to the throne, Emperor Wen of Sui  
(隋文帝, 541–604) dreamed that his skull had been altered by a 
deity. From then on, the emperor suffered from constant head-
aches. Later, he met a monk who told him, ‘You must brew and 
drink the liquid from tea leaves found in the mountains. This 
will cure your headaches.’ This remedy worked very well for 
the emperor. Consequently, picking and drinking tea became 
so popular among the common people that there arose a pop-
ular saying: ‘A cartload of tea is worth more than a thorough 
study of the Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋) and the Hetu  
(河圖).’”12 
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T his continues where we left off. Remember, Lu Tingcan’s work is a collection of classical references to tea. Each Tea symbol  
(茶) marks a note he made. The footnotes provide additional resources that help in understanding the text. The records here 
span all of history up until that point. The contradictions are due to the opinions of the various authors coupled with the 

breadth of the various quotes that Master Lu draws from. The work is like walking down the halls of history and peering into many 
varied tearooms.



茶 The Book of Tang (唐書) recorded that “In the seventh year 
of the Taihe period (833), the court suspended the production 
of winter Tribute Tea from the Wu and Shu areas.13 In the ninth 
year, Wang Ya (王涯, ?–835)14 presented some tea to the em-
peror and was thus put in charge of tea monopolization. It was 
Wang Ya who established the system of tea taxes. That Decem-
ber, an official named Linghu Chu (令狐楚, 766–837),15 who 
oversaw salt and iron transportation and tea monopolization, 
presented a memorial stating that the tea tax was detrimental 
to the people. The Emperor took Linghu’s advice and abolished 
the tea tax. 

“Lu Guimeng was a great tea aficionado, and he bought 
a tea garden in the foothills of Mount Guzhu. He harvested 
the tea from his tea garden and rated the various teas him-
self. Zhang Youxin wrote Notes on Water for Brewing Tea (煎
茶水記),16 in which he categorized water into seven grades. 
The water from Huishan Spring ranked second, the water of 
Huqiu (Tiger Hill) Well ranked third and the water of Song 
River came in sixth. Impressed by Lu’s passion, various people 
sent him superb water from hundreds of miles away. Lu built a 
cover over his boat to store all his books, tea brewing parapher-
nalia, writing instruments and fishing gear, so he could stay on 
the river all the time. Ordinary visitors who called at his house 
would rarely find him at home. This earned him such nick-
names as ‘River Drifter,’ ‘Sky Follower’ and ‘Mr. Puli.’17 He also 
called himself ‘Father Fu’ after the Fu river, ‘the Fisherman’ and 
‘Old Man River.’ Later on, the emperor offered him a position 
as a senior official, but he declined it.”

茶 Supplement to the National Chronicle (國史補) states, “The 
elders say that a feverish disease was quite common about fifty 
years ago, and people who specialized in treating it could be 
found all over the place. One could see many people sitting 
in the Ba River from dawn till dusk as a treatment—this was 
known as ‘Fever Immersion.’ Nowadays, the disease is no lon-
ger common, yet many people have trouble with their waists 
and legs, which is a result of drinking tea.

“Hearing that the emperor was besieged in Fengtian, Han 
Huang (韓湟, 723–787) sent an envoy who rushed to bring 
the emperor some powdered tea wrapped in white silk.

“Once, while Chang Lu (常魯) was serving as an envoy 
to Tibet in 781, he was brewing tea in his tent. One of the 
local Tibetans asked him what it was. Chang answered ‘This 
can soothe your worries and quench your thirst. It is called tea.’ 
The Tibetan replied ‘I have some, too.’ Then he took out his tea 
collection, saying, ‘This one is from Shouzhou, this one is from 
Guzhu and this one is from Qimen.’”

茶 Zhao Lin (趙璘, active 834–876) recorded in his Tales of 
Repayment and Retribution (因話錄) that “Lu Yu was an in-
genious writer and he was accomplished in all areas, especially 
tea. He invented the jian cha (煎茶) method of brewing tea 
by boiling it. Nowadays, most tea merchants have clay statues 
of Lu Yu the Tea Sage in their shops, and they pray to him for 
steady tea sources and a prosperous business. In Gong coun-
try they make ceramic idols of Lu Hongjian;18 any customer 
who buys ten pieces of teaware gets a free Hongjian. Whenever 
business is slow, the tea merchants will pour tea onto these fig-
urines. There was an old monk in Fuzhou who was a disciple 
of Lu Yu; he could often be heard reciting Lu Yu’s poem ‘Six 
Admirations,’ and he even composed a poem of his own in 
honor of his teacher.”

Notes
1. Written by Yang Xuanzhi (楊衒之, active 528–547).
2. During the Six Dynasties (220–589), the northern peoples tried 
to take over the more southern regions of China and established their 
own dynasties and courts. Wang Su’s father and uncle were killed by 
Emperor Wu of Southern Qi (南齊武帝, 440–493), so he had no 
choice but to flee and defect to the North in the year 493. As a mi-
nority among a different people with a different language and culture, 
Wang was subjected to all kinds of teasing.
3. Other than moving the capital to central China, Emperor Xiaowen 
also engaged in wars with the Southern Dynasty, aiming to conquer 
all of China. To this end, he enacted several policies to sinicize his own 
people, having them adopt Chinese surnames, learn the Chinese lan-
guage and wear Chinese-style clothing. He led by example, changing 
his own surname to encourage his officials and subjects to do the same. 
4. The King of Pengcheng was Yuan Xie (元勰), the emperor’s younger 
brother and one of the most important officials at the court. He and 
Wang Su won several wars for the Northern Wei Dynasty.
5. The “water disaster” was a disparaging nickname for tea; in the early 
days of tea drinking, many people thought of it as quite a hassle as wa-
ter could end up all over the place during brewing. The term appears 
in a few of the texts quoted earlier in this book. 
6. Xiao Zhengde’s father adopted him after going a long time without 
any sons. But the year before he ascended to the throne, the Emper-
or of Wu the Southern Liang fathered a male heir, so he made Xiao 
Zhengde a marquis instead of crown prince. Resenting this change of 
status, Xiao partook in several dishonorable incidents, even defecting 
to the North. However, the North did not suit him, and he returned to 
his father’s court one year later. He eventually usurped the throne and 
became emperor, only to be hung one year later by the general who 
helped him with his coup.
7. The author of this book, Ye Tinggui (葉廷珪), was demoted to 
the most remote posting in southeastern Fujian after falling victim to 
inter-factional politics. He devoted his time to reading all the books he 
could lay his hands on and compiling all the information he learned 
from them. However, the book fell into obscurity after it was pub-
lished in 1149, as the sources Ye quoted from were not considered 
sufficiently authoritative. 
8. This book is traditionally attributed to Tao Qian (陶潛, 365–427).
9. Implying that tea was expensive at the time.
10. This 120-volume encyclopedia was compiled by Chen Renxi (陳
仁錫, 1581–1636).
11. Imperial Scholar (jinshi, 進士) was the title awarded to those who 
passed the highest imperial examination. From the Song Dynasty 
(960–1279) onward, the exam was held every three years. Most senior 
officials were successful jinshi, so anyone who wanted to pursue a ca-
reer as a civil official would prepare for these exams from childhood.
12. The Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋) has been one of the core 
Chinese classics since ancient times. The Hetu (河圖) is an ancient 
cosmological diagram and has been said to be the physical manifesta-
tion of a mandate from Heaven verifying ancient rulers. 
13. Wu is the region to the south of the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang), 
while Shu is modern-day Sichuan Province.
14. Wang Ya was the Prime Minister in 833. In 826, a group of influ-
ential eunuchs assassinated Emperor De and installed Emperor Wen 
on the throne. Emperor Wen subsequently realized that he had been 
manipulated. In 835, the emperor gathered support and staged a cha-
rade intending to trap the eunuchs. However, the eunuchs not only 
maintained control over the emperor, but also executed more than five 
hundred senior officials who didn’t side with them. Wang was amongst 
them. In addition, the emperor ordered that all Wang’s immediate 
family be killed as a punishment. 
15. Linghu Chu was appointed to investigate Wang Ya’s coup. Linghu 
hinted in his report that Wang was coerced. Thusly, he didn’t become 
Prime Minister as initially planned. Linghu wrote another memorial 
to the Emperor three months later urging a proper burial for Wang Ya. 
16. Here the book is referred to by a shorter name, About Water (水
說). It is also sometimes called Classic of Water (水經).
17. Local records show that Lu Guimeng’s birthplace was renamed 
“Puli” (甫裡—the local pronunciation of “甫” is “pu” rather than the 
standard Mandarin “fu”) after Lu’s famous style name. It is located in 
modern-day Luzhi (甪直), Jiangsu Province. It is preserved today and 
is a popular tourist destination and has applied to become a UNESCO 
world heritage site.
18. “Lu Hongjian (陸鴻漸)” is Lu Yu’s alias.
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茶 Wu Hui (吳晦)19 wrote in his Selected Accounts (摭言) that 
when Zheng Guangye (鄭光業, active 859–876) was prepar-
ing for the Imperial Examination, one of the other examinees 
walked into his room one night and asked him in a southern 
dialect, “Senior, senior, do you have room to put me up here 
for the night?” Zheng cleared half of his sleeping space for him. 
Then the man asked, “Fetch me a ladle of water, would you, 
and brew me a bowl of tea?” Zheng got him some water and 
amicably brewed him a bowl of tea. Two days later, the news 
was announced that Zheng was the top scoring candidate in 
the examination, earning him the first-place title of ‘zhuang- 
yuan (狀元).’ The man went to congratulate Zheng and apolo-
gize to him, saying, “I troubled you to fetch me water and brew 
me tea. In my layman’s ignorance, I didn’t recognize your lofty 
status. Now all of a sudden I can but hope to follow in your 
footsteps with my poor and humble bones.”

茶 Li Yishan (李義山, 813–858) recorded in his Miscellaneous 
Compilation (雜纂) that “the sound of pounding medicinal 
herbs and grinding tea leaves is a sure sign of a rich and prom-
inent household.”

茶 Feng Zhi (馮贄)20 wrote in Amorous Anecdotes (姻花記), 
“The camellia cakes sent as a tribute from Jianyang come in all 
shapes and sizes, and are truly charming. The Imperial ladies 
and concubines all wear light make-up with gold foil decora-
tions applied to their faces, and wear these camellia cakes above 
their temples to adorn their hairdos. They call this style ‘Bei- 
yuan make-up.’”21

茶 There is a passage from The Jade Spring (玉泉子) that goes, 
“When Cui Li (崔蠡, active 806–827) took time off from his 
work as an edict-writer for the emperor to go back to his late 
mother’s house in Luoyang to mourn her passing, those who 
came to offer their condolences only brought tea and medicine 
as gifts. As austerity was the zeitgeist of the time, people did 
not bring any money or silk, even when visiting such a high 
official.”

茶 In Letters by Yan, the Duke of Lu (顏魯公帖), Yan Zhen-
qing (顏真卿, 709–785) wrote, “On the 29th, Master Tong of 
the South Temple held a tea ceremony. All who attended sat 
peacefully together and had our worries dissolved away. This 
event was of great benefit to all. What you had described bare-
ly expressed one tenth of what I experienced. You are simply 
too modest. Please accept Yan Zhenqing’s sincere gratitude and 
reverence.”

茶 Gleanings from the Kaiyuan Era (開元遺事) records the 
following: “At the foot of Mount Taibai there lived a hermit 
named Wang Xiu (王休), who often associated with monks, 
Daoists and eccentrics. When winter came, he would break off 
some crystal clear ice from the nearby brooks to brew tea from 
Fujian for his guests.”

茶 Family Records of the Marquis of Ye County (鄴侯家傳) 
states, “King Fengjie, a grandson of the emperor, was fond of 
poetry. He used to brew tea with ghee and pepper for Li Bi  
(李泌, 722–789), and he asked Li to write a poem for him. So 
Li playfully offered these lines: ‘Snowy foam swirls atop a jade 
pond; Added ghee makes bubbles like eyes of colored glass.” 
King Fengjie would later become Emperor Dezong of Tang (唐
德宗, 742–805).” 

茶 Stories from the Mid-Tang Dynasty (中朝故事) records the 
following: “A new governor was appointed to Shuzhou. The 
Prime Minister, Li Deyu, told him, ‘When you get there, please 
send me some tins of tea from Mount Tianzhu.’ He sent the 
Prime Minister several kilograms of the tea, but the minis-
ter refused to accept it. The following year, the governor was 
dismissed. Before leaving Shuzhou, he selected several tins of 
high-quality tea and sent them to the Prime Minister. This 
time, the Prime Minister accepted with pleasure, saying, ‘This 
tea is the antidote to alcohol and heavy food.’ So he asked for a 
pot of the tea to be brewed and put some meat in a sealed silver 
container to soak in the tea overnight. When they inspected 
the container the following morning, the meat had completely 
dissolved into the tea. Everyone present was impressed by the 
Prime Minister’s vast knowledge.”

茶 Duan Gonglu (段公路) wrote in his Record of Lingnan  
(北戶錄)22 that “In the past, measures used for tea included 
‘thin (bo, 薄)’ or ‘layered (jia, 夾).23’ In addition, terms such 
as ‘thin tea (bo ming, 薄茗)’ and ‘thousand layers (qian jia, 千
夾)’ appear in the Regulations and Laws of the Liang Dynasty 
(502–557).”

茶 Su E (蘇鶚, active 885) recorded in his Miscellaneous Writ-
ings from Duyang (杜陽雜編) that whenever Emperor Dezong 
(唐德宗, 742–805) offered a selection of delicacies to Princess 
Tongchang (同昌), it would always include fine teas such as 
Lühua (‘Green Flower’) and Ziying (‘Purple Blossom’).”

茶 Retirement in Fengxiang (鳳翔退耕傳) states, “During the 
Yuanhe period (806–820), the National Library offered Qilin  
(麒麟) herbal tea to all the scholars.”24

茶 Wen Tingyun (溫庭筠, 812–870) wrote in his Tea Picking 
Diaries (採茶錄) that “Duke Li Mian’s son Li Yue (李約), alias 
‘Cunbo (存博),’ had never been one to seek the company of 
women, instead living a simple and lofty existence, with an af-
finity for mountains and forests. He enjoyed tea very much and 
brewed it himself. He once said that ‘To brew good tea, bear 
in mind that the water must not simply be boiled any old way. 
When the water first begins to boil, scattered bubbles the size 
of fish eyes will appear, and a faint rustling sound can be heard. 
Then, bubbles like strings of pearls begin gushing out from the 
sides of the pot. Then, the water will reach a vigorous, rolling 
boil, and all the water vapor will dissipate. This is the three-
stage method for well-done water, which can only be achieved 
with a lively flame.’ He treated his friends to as many cups of 
tea as they wanted, which meant that his fire was kept burning 
all day long to boil the water. It seemed he never tired of hold-
ing teaware. He was once sent on an imperial mission; on the 
way, when he passed through the eastern part of Xiashi County 
in Xiazhou, he was so enamored of the crystal clear water there 
that he lingered for more than ten days before getting back on 
the road.”

茶 There’s a passage in the New Book of the South (南部新書)25 
that goes: “Du Cong (杜悰, 794–873), the Duke of Bin, held 
the highest possible position for a commoner and had a great 
deal of wealth. He once told his friends of three unsatisfactory 
episodes that had happened in his life: one was being the gov-
ernor of Lizhou, another was being demoted to the Minister 
of Agriculture and the third was an experience involving tea. 
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While he was transferring from a post in Xichuan26 to one in 
Guangling,27 the boat he was traveling on was shaken violently 
by strong waves near Qutang. Frightened, he cried out for help, 
but no servants came to his aid. Out of extreme thirst, he had 
to brew the tea himself.

“In the third year of the Dazhong period (850), a 120-year-
old monk came to Luoyang. Emperor Xuan of Tang asked what 
medicine he took in order to live to such a ripe old age. The 
monk replied, ‘I have lived a life of poverty, so I’ve never taken 
any medicine. But I do love drinking tea, and I beg for tea 
everywhere I go. Sometimes I can drink as much as a hundred 
bowls of tea in a single day, but most days I can manage at least 
forty or fifty.’ The Emperor bestowed upon him twenty-five 
kilograms of tea and an abode in the Baoshou Temple.28 The 
place where the monk was accustomed to drinking tea was ti-
tled ‘the Tea Hut.’ 

“Once there was a blacksmith whose last name was Hu; 
his first name is unknown. He lived near Baipingzhou along 
the Zha River, and he specialized in making nails and scissors. 
There was an old nameless tomb close to his house. Whenever 
Hu drank tea, he would always make an offering of a cup of tea 
to the deceased. One night, a man appeared to Hu in a dream 
and said, ‘My last name is Liu, and I spent my life compos-
ing poetry and drinking tea. After I passed away, I was buried 
in a grave near your house. You have been giving me tea all 
this time, yet I have not been able to return the favor. So have 
I decided to teach you to write poetry.’ Thinking that such a 
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thing was simply impossible, Hu declined the offer. Nonethe-
less, Liu insisted, telling Hu, ‘Simply write whatever is on your 
mind. I’m certain it will work.’ When Hu woke up the follow-
ing morning, he tried to write some poetry and, sure enough, 
a poem came out quite naturally. Since then, he was able to 
compose fine poems that people referred to as ‘Hu Nails and 
Scissors Poems.’ The spirit called Liu was none other than Liu 
Yun.29

“There’s another story about this same Hu that goes like 
this: The renowned scholar Liezi (列子, 450–375 BCE) passed 
away in the Zheng Kingdom and was buried on the outskirts 
of town. Since this was the hallowed resting place of a sage, 
no worldly chores such as gathering firewood or herding cattle 
were allowed in the area. A certain man surnamed Hu hap-
pened to live nearby, barely eking out a living. He had been 
poor from childhood and supported his family by doing odd 
jobs such as cleaning mirrors and making nails. Whenever he 
was able to obtain some decent food such as sweet fruit, good 
tea or other appetizing edibles, he would bring it to Liezi’s me-
morial temple to pray for wisdom and literacy. Years later, he 
had a dream in which someone cut open his abdomen and put 
a book into his chest. Upon awaking, every phrase he spoke was 
poetic and beautifully composed, not the sort of thing that he 
could have learned from his friends or teachers. Yet after receiv-
ing this mysterious ‘book,’ he still did not abandon his humble 
work as a repairman, thus showing his true hermit’s spirit. He 
became famed near and far as ‘Repairman Hu.’”

19. The author made a mistake here. The author of Select-
ed Accounts was in fact Wang Baoding (王保定, 870–940), 
rather than Wu Hui.
20. Later research suggests that this might be a pseudonym 
of Wang Zhi (王鋕, ?–1144).
21. Beginning in the Song Dynasty (960–1279), Beiyuan 
(North Garden, 北苑) tea was the finest tribute tea from 
Jianyang.
22. Duan recorded many aspects of life in the Lingnan 
area—modern-day Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan prov-
inces. He wrote notes on the local flora and fauna, products 
and customs that he observed there.
23. These terms are difficult to translate and understand. 
They might refer to the thickness of the froth.
24. Assuming that the name “qilin” has been used to refer 
to the same herb since the eighth century, then the herb in 
question is Solidago altissima, a species of goldenrod.
25. This book was written by Qian Yi (錢易, 968–1026).
26. Xichuan (西川) is located in modern-day Chengdu, Si-
chuan Province.
27. Guangling (廣陵) in located in modern-day Huai’an, 
Jiangsu Province.
28. “Baoshou (保壽)” means “longevity.”
29. Liu Yun (柳惲, 465–517) was a famous poet during the 
Six Dynasties (220–589).
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25/ Sequel to the Tea Sutra: Part III

茶 Zhang Youxin (張又新) recorded in Notes on Water for 
Brewing Tea (煎茶水記) that “During the reign of Emperor 
Daizong of Tang, Li Jiqing (李季卿, ?–767) was the governor 
of Cizhou. He met Lu Yu in Weiyang. Li had heard of Lu Yu’s 
fame and admired his ability to appreciate tea, so he stopped at 
the Yangtze Post to visit him. Before they began their dinner, Li 
said to Lu, ‘It is well-known that you are an expert on tea, and 
the water of Nanling is the best suited for brewing tea. Today 
we are encountering these two rare chances at once, so why 
don’t we make the most of them?’ So, he ordered one of his 
trusted officers to take a boat and fetch a bottle of water from 
the Nanling section of the Yangtze River while Lu prepared to 
brew the tea. After a while, the solider returned with the bottle 
of Nanling water. Lu scooped out a ladleful of water and com-
mented, ‘Though this water is indeed from the Yangtze River, 
it is not from the Nanling section. It seems to be from near the 
riverbank.’ The solider replied, ‘I rowed the boat to the center 
of the river, with more than a hundred people as witnesses. 
How would I dare to deceive you?’ Lu kept quiet and contin-
ued pouring the water out to a basin. About halfway through, 
Lu suddenly stopped and began ladling the water out again 
saying, ‘Now, this is real Nanling water.’ The soldier was aston-
ished and guiltily admitted: “When I was not far from the riv-
erbank, the boat rocked and I accidentally spilled some of the 
water. I was afraid that a half-full bottle wouldn’t be enough, so 
I topped it up with some water from near the bank. Your mas-
tery is truly God-like, Mr. Lu—I shall never dare hide anything 
from you again!’ Li and his retinue of several dozen people were 
awed by Lu Yu’s expertise.”

茶 In the biography section of the Tea Sutra, it states that 
“Lu Yu was very fond of tea, and he wrote a three-part work 
all about tea. Tea merchants revered Lu Yu as the ‘Tea Sage,’ 
and they would make clay figurines of him and pray to them. 
After reading Lu’s treatise, Chang Boxiong (常伯雄) was also 
inspired to write about the benefits of tea. When the Grand 
Secretary (yushi daifu, 御史大夫) Li Jiqing (李季卿) went to 
supervise the south on behalf of the Emperor, he visited the 
Huai River. Li had heard about Chang Boxiong’s knowledge of 
tea brewing, so he summoned him. Chang brought his own tea 
paraphernalia to serve Li, and Li enjoyed his tea so much that 
he kept raising his cup for more.30 Ever since then, tea drinking 
has been in vogue.”

茶 Secret Notes on the Imperial Academy (金鑾密記)31 noted 
that “According to convention, all the imperial scholars took 
turns staying in the Academy all day long, while on the other 
days they are allowed to run errands. On spring evenings when 
people tend to get sleepy, refreshments such as fruits, nuts and 
tea would be served at Chengxiang Hall to the academy schol-
ars who needed to stay there all day.”

茶 According to The Story of Lady Plum (梅妃傳),32 Tang Ming- 
huang33 once lost to his concubine Lady Plum in a tea-whisk-
ing competition. Upon losing the contest, the emperor turned 
to the officials sitting around them and joked, “She must be the 
Plum Goddess! When she plays the jade flute and dances like 
a soaring swan, she lights up my palace with her elegance and 
beauty. And now she’s even beaten me in a tea contest!” Lady 
Plum replied, “This is but a simple commoner’s game, and I 
beat Your Majesty out of sheer luck. When it comes to matters 

of national importance, making policies and maintaining har-
mony throughout the land, Your Majesty is unsurpassed. How 
could a humble woman such as me ever compete with your 
grandeur?” The emperor was very pleased with these words.

茶 Du Hongjian (杜鴻漸, 708–769)34 wrote the following in a 
letter accompanying a gift of tea to Principal Yang Wan (楊綰, 
?–777):35 “Here are two cakes of Purple Bamboo Shoot (zisun, 
紫筍) tea from Guzhu. One is for your esteemed mother, and 
the other one is for you, my brother. It is a pity indeed that the 
emperor has not had the chance to taste it.”

茶 According to the Encyclopedia by Bai and Kong (白孔六
帖),36 “The governor of Shouzhou,37 Zhang Yi (張鎰, ?–783), 
once sent Prime Minister Lu Zhi (陸贄, 754–805) a very large 
sum of money. Lu declined to accept the money and would 
only accept a string of tea cakes, saying, ‘How dare I not appre-
ciate your kind gift?’”

茶 The Maritime Records (海錄碎事) state, “Deng Li (鄧利) 
said that Lu Yu was a great tea aficionado and was crazy about 
wine, too.”

茶 Accounts of Delicacies (侯鯖錄)38 records that “The Impe-
rial Censor (youbuque, 右補闕) Qiwu Gu (綦毋焸)39 was an 
erudite man and a skilled writer. He did not like to drink tea, 
and he wrote in Preface to the Disadvantages of Tea-Drinking 
(伐茶飲序) that ‘Tea is good for temporarily clearing inter-
nal blockages. In the long run, it will deplete one’s vigor and 
energy. Eventually, tea does more harm than good for one’s 
health. [Most people] attribute many benefits to tea yet ignore 
the harm it causes. Isn’t this a case of noticing the immediate 
benefits yet remaining oblivious to the distant calamities of the 
future?’ Qiwu was certainly both virtuous and talented, but he 
died suddenly of a fever with no obvious cause.”

茶 Writings While Fishing at Tiao Brook (苕溪漁隱叢話)40 
states that Yixing (義興) tea only became a Tribute Tea fairly 
recently. While Li Qiyun (李棲筠, 719–776) was in charge of 
Yixing, a monk once gifted him some wonderful local tea. Lu 
Yu considered this tea superior to the rest and suggested that it 
would make a good tribute to the imperial court. Li took Lu’s 
advice and began presenting ten thousand liang41 of the tea as 
a tribute. 

茶 Compiled Records of Joining Two Matching Jade Discs (合
璧事類)42 records the following: “Emperor Su of Tang (唐
肅宗, 711–762) granted Zhang Zhihe (張志和, 730–810) a 
servant and a maid. Zhang called them the ‘Fishing Lad’ and 
the ‘Wood-gathering Lass,’ and had the two of them wed. The 
Fishing Lad was in charge of looking after Zhang’s fishing gear 
and rowing the boat among the reeds, while the Wood-gath-
ering Lass would collect firewood and brew tea in a bamboo 
grove.”

茶 The Valley of Ten Thousand Flowers (萬花穀)43 quotes the 
following from Record of Tea from Guzhu Mountain (顧渚山
茶記): “On the mountain there lives a type of bird with green-
ish-yellow feathers, as small as a mynah. They chirp ‘spring is 
here’ in the first and second lunar months and ‘spring is go-
ing’ in the third and fourth months. Tea pickers call these birds 
Spring Heralds.”
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Notes
30. This was an uncommon behavior for a cultivated gentle-
man; a polite, cultured person was supposed to act in a reserved 
manner and wait to be served, so as not to appear greedy.
31. The Chinese title is “Jinluan Miji (金鑾密記).” The orig-
inal meaning of “jinluan” was “golden chariot.” During the 
Tang Dynasty (618–907), the Imperial Academy was near 
Jinluan Hill. Later on, people started referring to the imperial 
scholars as jinluan. This book was written by imperial scholar 
Han Wo (韓偓, 844–923).
32. This is a fictional short story originally attributed to Cao 
Ye (曹鄴, 816–sometime after 869). However, later scholars 
suspected that it was actually written much later, probably well 
after the tenth century.
33. Tang Minghuang was the name of the famous Emperor 
Xuan of Tang (唐玄宗, 685–762).
34. The author made a mistake in identifying the writer of this 
letter—it was actually written by the famous Lu Yu, who also 
went by the alias “Lu Hongjian.” See the following note for 
more detail.
35. Yang Wan received the title of Principal (Jijiu, 祭酒, liter-
ally “The One Who Sacrifices Wine”) of the Imperial Uni-
versity in 770. However, Du Hongjian had passed away a year 
earlier, in 769—at that point, Yang Wan was still serving as the 
deputy minister of civil service affairs (Libu Shilang, 吏部侍
郎). Therefore, it can’t have been Du Hongjian who gifted Yang 

these two cakes of precious Purple Bamboo Shoot tea from Gu-
zhu. The only person named Hongjian who would have had 
access to fine, rare teas during that period was none other than 
Lu Yu himself.
36. The famous poet Bai Juyi (白居易, 772–846) compiled 
a reference book with six categories titled Bai’s Six Sections  
(白氏六帖). A descendant of Confucius named Kong Zhuan  
(孔傳, 1065–1139) also compiled a reference book in the same 
format as Bai’s, titled the New Six Sections (六帖新書). Soon 
afterward, publishers decided to put these two books together.
37. The author mistakenly stated the prefecture where Zhang 
served as Shouzhou (壽州). Zhang only served as the governor 
in one prefecture, which was Haozhou (濠州)—modern-day 
Chuzhou (滁州) in Anhui province.
38. The author was Zhao Lingshi (趙令時, 1051–1134).
39. The only Youbuque in the Tang Dynasty (618–907) with 
the surname Qiwu was Qiwu Qian (綦毋潛, 762–749) alias 
“Qiwu Xiaotong (綦毋孝通).”
40. By Hu Zi (胡仔, 1110–1170) alias “Yuanren (元任).” 
41. During the Tang Dynasty, 10,000 liang was equivalent to 
413 kilograms in modern measures.
42. The author was Xie Weixin (謝維新), and the first edition 
was printed in 1257.
43. This was the biggest encyclopedia from the Song Dynasty 
(960–1279) and was printed in 1189.
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茶 Dong You (董逌, active 1120) wrote in his Postscript to a 
Painting of Lu Yu Brewing Tea (陸羽點茶圖跋) that “The great 
Master Zhiji (智積)44 was a pious Buddhist monk at Jingling. 
He had enjoyed drinking tea for a very long time, but he would 
not drink any tea that was not brewed by his apprentice Lu Yu. 
During the five years that Lu Yu was away on a long journey, 
Master Zhiji did not drink any tea at all. Once, Emperor Dai 
of Tang (唐代宗, 726–779) summoned Master Zhiji to the 
court and offered the monk some tea brewed by a royal tea ex-
pert, but the master only took one single sip. Feeling skeptical 
about this unwavering loyalty, the emperor sent someone to 
bring Lu Yu back to the court. The following day, the monk 
was served his vegetarian meal accompanied by tea brewed by 
Lu. The master took the tea cup in his hands, his eyes glowing 
with joy. He drank the tea, savoring it and finishing the entire 
cup. When the emperor’s attendant asked the master how he 
found the tea, the master replied, ‘This tea tastes just like what 
my dear boy Lu Yu would brew.’ The emperor exclaimed over 
the master’s expertise in tea and called Lu Yu out to meet his 
master.”

茶 According to Records of Wenzhou (蠻甌誌), the poet Bai Juyi 
(白居易, 772–846) used to observe a vegetarian diet. One day, 
his friend and fellow poet Liu Yuxi (劉禹錫, 772–842) was 
suffering from a hangover, so he sent Bai Juyi some chopped 
wild chrysanthemum with pickled radish in exchange for some 
Liuban (六斑) tea to serve as a hangover remedy.

茶 Critique of Poetry (詩話) records that “Pi Guangye (皮光
業, 877–943), alias ‘Wentong (文通),’ often indulged in tea 
drinking. Once, a cousin of Pi’s invited him to taste some fresh 
oranges at a grand feast attended by a host of officials. Upon 
entering the dining hall, before he’d so much as glanced at all 
the delicacies on offer, Pi immediately called out for some tea. 
The host presented Pi with a huge jar of tea, and Pi composed 
a poem on the spot: ‘Before meeting the sweet-hearted girl, we 
must face the bitter-mouthed earl.’ The entire hall burst into 
laughter, joking: ‘This earl is a lofty gentleman indeed. But can 
he relieve our hunger?’”

茶 Conversations in a Time of Peace (太平清話)45 records that 
Lu Tong (盧仝, 795–835) titled himself the “King of [Tea] 
Addicts,” while Lu Guimeng (陸龜蒙, ?–881) called himself 
the “Chief of Eccentrics.”

茶 The Qianque Encyclopedia states that Qian Qi (錢起, 710–
782), alias “Zhongwen (仲文),” held a tea banquet for Zhao 
Ju (趙莒) and also attended a tea party with Master Lang in 
Changsun’s (長孫) mansion. Qian wrote poems to commem-
orate both occasions.

茶 In Accounts of Smoke Above the Xiang River (湘煙錄), the 
Marquis of Minkang (敏康侯) commented, “After his book, 
the Tea Sutra, was slighted by Li Jiqing (李季卿), Lu Yu wrote 
another book titled Discourse on the Slander of Tea (毀茶論) 
under the pseudonym ‘Ji’ (疾, which literally means ‘disease’ or 
‘blemish’), alias ‘Jici’ (季疵, meaning ‘nitpicked by Ji’).46 The 
details of this story are recorded in his biography.”

茶 Tales from Wuxing (吳興掌故錄)47 states that “During the 
Tang Dynasty, the governors of Wuxing and Piling made Trib-

ute Teas and held tea parties at Zhuomu Ling (Woodpecker 
Ridge) at Changxing.48 On the ridge there stood a pavilion 
named Jinghui Pavilion, which is why Bai Juyi wrote a poem 
titled ‘Hearing Governor Jia (賈餗 ?–835) of Changzhou and 
Governor Cui (崔) of Huzhou Having a Party at Jinghui Pa-
vilion on the Tea Mountain (夜聞賈常州崔湖州茶山境會歡
宴).’”

茶 Bao Heng (包衡) says in his Record of Pure Appreciation  
(清賞錄) that Emperor Wen of Tang (唐文宗, 809–840) once 
commented to his attendants, “If I don’t read memorials one 
night and read books the next, how can I be an emperor?” He 
summoned scholars to his inner chamber to study the clas-
sics and history books and to analyze essays. The palace maids 
served them tea.

茶 Records of Famous Attractions (名勝誌) states that Lu Yu 
resided at a place five li49 east of Shangrao County.50 Lu grew 
up in Jingling51 and lived in seclusion at Tiao Stream, Wu- 
xing. He named himself “Old Man Mulberry Ramie (Sang-
zhu Weng, 桑苧翁).” Later, when he lived in Xincheng  
(新城), he acquired another alias: “Man of the East Ridge 
(donggang zi, 東岡子).” The prefectural governor Yao Ji (姚
驥, served 796) once visited his house; in the yard he saw a 
man-made pond that recalled a vast ocean, and rockeries in the 
shape of towering mountains. Later on, a recluse named Shen 
Hongqiao (沈洪喬) repaired his old house and moved in.

茶 Records of Raozhou (饒州志) states that Lu Yu’s tea hearth 
was located at the Guanshan (冠山) cliff in Yugan County.52 
Lu ranked the water of Yue (越) Brook the second best out of 
any water for brewing tea, so he decided to stay at the nearby 
Chan (Zen) Buddhist monastery. He carved the hearth out of 
stone and brewed tea with the water from the brook. It is also 
called the “Cinnabar Stove,” because the Daoist Zhang Yun (張
氳) of the Jin Dynasty (266–420) once practiced his alchemy 
here.53 During the Dade period,54 a military censor followed 
the alchemist here and searched the stove. He did indeed find 
two pills of immortality and stored them in a golden box. But 
upon his return, he opened the box and the pills were nowhere 
to be found.

茶 Continued Records of Natural History (續博物志)55 states 
that “certain objects may cut through or break other objects. 
For example, jadeite can slice through gold, and human Qi can 
turn rhinoceros’ horns into powder; people in the north use 
needles to crack ice, while people in the south use thread to 
break apart tea cakes.”

茶 Geography of the Taiping Period (太平山川記)56 recorded 
that a certain tea hut served as a residence for Yu Lü (於履) 
during the Five Dynasties (907–979).

茶 The Encyclopedia (類林)57 states, “During the Five Dynas-
ties, Duke He Ning of Lu (魯公和凝, 898–955), alias ‘Chengji 
(成績),’ enjoyed drinking tea all day long at the imperial court 
with his fellow officials. When the flavor of the tea was not up 
to their standards, they would punish the attendants for being 
careless. They called themselves the ‘tea club.’” 
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茶 Miscellaneous Accounts of Langlou (浪樓雜記) records the 
following: “In the fourth year of the Tiancheng era (929), a tax 
magistrate wrote a memorial to the emperor asking the emper-
or to bestow tea herbs upon all officials when they went home 
on leave to visit their parents and families. He suggested a gift 
of three jin of Sichuan tea and two jin of wax-surfaced tea58 to 
civil officials across all divisions, from high assistant ministers 
to subordinate administrators. All military officials would also 
get their due share according to their titles.”

茶 Ma Ling (馬令) wrote in his History of the Southern Tang 
Dynasty (南唐書)59 that “Mao Bing (毛炳, 990–1028) of Feng-
cheng60 was a learned man, but he was so poor that he could 
not support his family. So he went to Mount Lu to become a 
tutor. Whenever he got paid, he would go to the market to get 
drunk on wine. At that time, Peng Hui (彭會) was known for 
his love of tea, while Mao Bing was known for indulging in al-
cohol. So there was a popular saying that went, ‘Mr. Peng needs 
three cakes of tea to write a verse; Mr. Mao takes half a liter of 
wine to compose a poem.’”

茶 History of the Chu State: The Spring and Autumn Annals 
of the Ten Kingdoms (十國春秋 • 家楚王馬殷世家)61 states, 
“In the sixth month of the second year of the Kaiping era,62 
judge Gao Yu (高鬱, ?–929) presented a memorial to the em-
peror suggesting that the free trade of tea be allowed among 
commoners. In addition, tax collected from the northern tea 
merchants could be used for military funding. The emperor 
followed his suggestions. The following month, King Ma Yin of 
Chu (馬殷, 853–930) petitioned the emperor for permission 
to construct a canal connecting the north and south for trans-
porting tea, silk and military horses. The King of Chu would 
continue sending 250,000 jin63 of Tribute Tea to the court each 
year. The emperor agreed. This meant that the people of the 
Chu Kingdom were free to go up into the mountains to harvest 
and process their own tea. They were taxed in proportion to 
their earnings, and the tea sales tax brought the imperial court 
tens of thousands of gold coins in revenue. Gao Yu purchased 
another house exclusively for storing tea, which earned him the 
moniker ‘Master of Eight Beds.’”

茶 Biographies of the Eminent Gentlemen in Jingnan (荊南列
傳)64 records that “Wen Liao (文了) was a monk from Wu 
State in the South. He was a consummate tea brewer and was 
known as the greatest master of his era. Once, King Wuxin of 
Chu (武信王, 858–929) visited Jingnan and stayed at the Pur-
ple Cloud (Ziyun) Monastery. The king tried some tea brewed 
by this monk and was so impressed that he dubbed it the ‘di-
vine drink.’ The king later granted him the title ‘Grand Master 
of Huating Pavilion (huating shui dashi, 華亭水大師).’ People 
of the time also knew him as the ‘milky demon’ (ruyao, 乳妖).”

茶 According to the Collection of Stories (談苑), the best tea 
from Beiyuan was White Milky Rounds (bairutou, 白乳頭), 
while the best tea produced south of the Yangtze River was 
Golden Waxy Surface (jin lamian, 金蠟面) tea. A royal of-
ficial named Li had the milky tea custom-made into smaller 
sizes and flat cakes, with over twenty different variations. He 
gave them names such as “Palace Exclusive (jingting, 京挺)” 
or “Milky (deru, 的乳).” In addition, he also had a ground tea 
paste made, which was called royal dragon tea.
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44. Legend has it that Lu Yu was raised by this monk, 
who taught him how to appreciate tea.
45. This encyclopedia of miscellaneous records has been 
attributed to Chen Jiru (陳繼儒, 1558–1639). However, 
a large number of mistakes made later scholars question 
this attribution.
46. In his article, Steven D. Owyoung translates this as 
“Little Blemish,” which may be a better translation.
47. The author was Xu Xianzhong (徐獻忠, 1469–1545). 
Wuxing is an area that includes the modern-day cities of 
Huzhou and Hangzhou in Zhejiang Province, plus Yix-
ing in Jiangsu Province.
48. Changxing (長興) is located in modern-day Zhejiang 
Province. This ancient trail, built for transporting Tribute 
Tea, is now a popular tourist attraction.
49. During the Tang Dynasty (618–907), 1 li was equiv-
alent to 323 modern-day meters. So 5 li is about 1.6 ki-
lometers, or a mile. 
50. Shangrao (上饒) County is located in modern-day 
Jiangxi Province.
51. Jingling (竟陵) is located in modern-day Hubei Prov-
ince.
52. Yugan (餘幹) County is located in modern-day  
Jiangxi Province.
53. Daoist alchemy involved concocting an elixir or pill 
of immortality using the mineral cinnabar (vermilion), 
a process known as “lian dan” (煉丹, literally “refining 
cinnabar”). So the stove is named “danlu (丹爐)” after 
this process.
54. There were two Dade (大德) periods in Chinese his-
tory, 1135–1139 and 1297–1307.
55. The author was Li Shi (李石, 1108–1181).
56. The Taiping Period lasted from 976–983.
57. The author was Wang Pengshou (王朋壽) and 
the book was printed in 1189, during the Jin Dynasty 
(1115–1234). A Tangut-language edition of the book was 
excavated in Khara Khoto, Mongolia, by Russian explorer 
P. K. Kozlov in 1908–9.
58. During the Tang Dynasty (618–907), 1 jin was equiv-
alent to 661 grams. The Five Dynasties likely followed the 
Tang system of measurements. Subsequently, in the Song 
Dynasty (960–1279), the measures changed, and 1 jin 
was equal to 633 grams. Nowadays, China is metric and a 
jin is 500 grams, whereas Taiwan is more traditional and 
measures a jin at 600 grams.
59. This book was printed in 1105.
60. Fengcheng (豐城) is located in modern-day Nan-
chang City, Jiangxi Province.
61. This book was written by Wu Renchen (吳任臣, 
1628–1689).
62. This would be the year 908.
63. 250,000 jin was equivalent to 158,250 kilograms of 
tea.
64. Jingnan was a state that existed from 924–963, during 
the Ten Kingdoms period (907–979). It was located in 
modern-day Hunan Province.

Notes
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茶 The monk Wenying (釋文瑩, active 1060–1078) wrote this 
passage in his Anecdotes Over a Jade Pot (玉壺清話): “Huang 
Yijian (黃夷簡, 935–1011) was famous for his elegant poetry. 
He served under the King of Wuyue, Qian Chu (錢俶 reigned 
948–978),65 posthumously named Zhongyi (忠義, meaning 
‘loyal and righteous’), for twenty years. In the earlier years of 
the Kaibao era (968–977), Emperor Taizu of Song (宋太祖, 
reigned 960–977) promoted Qian to a highly honored posi-
tion, praising him as a respected official of great accomplish-
ment. Qian sent Huang as his representative to the court to 
express his gratitude to the emperor. After returning from the 
capital, Huang claimed he was sick and escaped to a summer 
house in Anxi for his own safety.66 In his poem ‘Living Among 
the Mountains (山居),’ he wrote, ‘After a night of rain, all the 
vegetables bloom; the fresh fragrance of tea fills the springtime 
mountains.’ He enjoyed managing his home in a subdued and 
elegant style. He returned to serve at the court during the Xian-
ping era (998–1003) and became the Deputy Head of Guanglu 
Temple. He later passed away peacefully.”

茶 According to Five Sorts of Miscellaneous Musings (五雜
俎),67 “People in Jian’an enjoy tea competitions, which are also 
known as ‘tea battles.’ Another game people play is called a 
‘melon battle.’ The youth of a certain family named Qian will 
each pick a melon, then attempt to predict the number of seeds 
inside it. Then they cut open the melons to see whose guess was 
the closest. It is all very well to compete with tea, but this sort 
of melon seed battle is really rather vulgar.”

茶 The Qianque Encyclopedia states, “There were two tea plants 
in front of Amrita (Ganlu) Hall in the Min Kingdom.68 They 
were so luxuriant that the palace people called them ‘sublima-
tion trees.’ Every year in early spring, the palace ladies would 
gather under the trees and pluck the nascent buds to hold a 
‘basket-emptying party’ in the hall.”

茶 History of the Song Dynasty (宋史) records that “At the be-
ginning of the fourth year of the Shaoxing era (1134), the Ex-
ecutive Officer (xuanfusi, 宣撫司) was also in charge of the 

tea and horse trade. Previously, the tea cakes bestowed upon 
imperial officials were decorated with patterns of dragons and 
phoenixes. But one day, the Empress Dowager Mingde (明德
太后, 960–1004) voiced her disapproval of this, exclaiming 
‘How are mere officials deserving of such treasures as these?’ So 
she ordered a new line of fragrance-infused Jingting tea cakes to 
be produced for the officials.”

茶 History of the Song Dynasty: Biographies of the Officials (宋
史 • 職官志) states, “The tea storehouse took charge of Trib-
ute Teas from the Jiang (Jiangsu), Zhe (Zhejiang), Jing (Jing-
hu), Jian (Fujian) and Hu (Hubei) areas, to award the Imperial 
Academy scholars and for sale.” 

茶 History of the Song Dynasty: Biography of Qian Chu (宋史 
• 錢俶傳) records that “In the third year of the Taiping Xing-
guo era (979), the emperor invited Qian to a banquet at the 
Hall of Everlasting Spring accompanied by Liu Chang (劉鋹, 
942–980) and Li Yu (李煜, 937–978). Qian brought with him 
100,000 jin of Tribute Tea and 10,000 jin of Jian’an tea, as well 
as silver and silk.”69

茶 According to Miscellaneous Notes from the Jiashen Year (甲申
雜記),70 “During the Emperor Renzong’s reign (1022–1063), 
all the new Jinshi who passed the Imperial Examination in the 
spring season would gather in Jiying Hall while the Empress 
and all the concubines would be watching them from the 
Taiqing Pavilion. Empress Cisheng Guangxian (慈聖光獻, 
1016–1079) would bestow tea cakes upon the Jinshi and Seven 
Treasure tea (qibao cha, 七寶茶) upon the examiners.”

茶 An Ocean of Jade (玉海)71 states, “In the third year of the 
Tiansheng era of the Song Dynasty (1025), Emperor Renzong 
of Song (宋仁宗, reigned 1022–1063) visited the Southern 
Imperial Villa to inspect the wheat harvest and threw a grand 
feast for the officials at Yujin Garden. Upon hearing the sound 
of looms from a nearby farmhouse, the Emperor bestowed a 
gift of some tea upon the weaving women.”

Notes
65. Qian Chu was another king from the Ten Kingdoms peri-
od. He lost his position as monarch to the first emperor of the 
succeeding Song Dynasty (960–1279).
66. Anxi (安溪) is located on China’s southeastern coast, in 
modern-day Fujian Province. Apparently, Huang sensed a 
strong possibility he was in grave danger, so he fled as far as he 
could to the southeast to preserve his life.
67. The name of this book literally means “five-colored 
threads.” It was written by Xie Zhaozhe (謝肇淛, 1567–1624).
68. Min (閩) was a short-lived kingdom during the Ten King-
doms era, lasting from 909 to 945. It was located in the mod-
ern-day Fujian area.

69. This is equivalent to 63,300 kilograms of tribute tea and 
6,330 kilograms of Jian’an tea.
70. This book was written by Wang Gong (王鞏, 1048–1118) 
in 1104.
71. This book was written by Wang Yinglin (王應麟, 1223–
1296) as a study guide for the subject of “general knowledge 
(boxue hongci, 博學宏詞)” in the imperial examination. 

博學宏詞
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茶 Tao Gu (陶穀, 903–970) wrote the following passages in 
his Records of the Pure and the Supernatural (清異錄): “A certain 
person once got some tea paste from Jian’an. He processed it 
into eight smaller cakes, decorated them with gold thread and 
offered them to King Xi of the Min State (王延曦, ?–944) be-
fore he usurped his father’s throne. However, after the mutiny, 
the tea cakes were stolen by a servant and gifted to a court lady.

“Fu Zhaoyuan (符昭遠) did not like tea. Once, when at-
tending a tea party hosted by an ombudsman, he commented, 
‘This stuff looks austere and stern, devoid of any harmony or 
beauty. It ought to be called ‘cold-face grass.’ 

“Sun Qiao (孫樵, active 867) wrote a letter to accompany 
a gift of some tea that he sent to an official named Jiao. In it he 
wrote, ‘I sent fifteen cakes of Wan Ganhou tea72 to your dining 
hall. This tea was all harvested during a thunderstorm and pro-
cessed with plenty of humidity. It grew in Jianyang, a land of 
rich red mountains and jade-green waters. Please treat this with 
extra care, for it is a rare and lofty treasure, born of trickling 
moonlight and cloudy shrine.’73 

“Tang Yue (湯悅, active 755–762) wrote his Ode to Uncle 
Tea (森伯頌) to praise a certain famous tea. Right after you 
drank it, the coolness of the tea coated the entire inside of your 
mouth and teeth. After a while, it made your limbs feel cool. 
These two different sensations can be described with the same 
word, yet only a tea aficionado could perceive them both.74

“Fan Chuan (梵川), a monk from the Wu State in the 
south, vowed to make an offering75 to Master Fu Dashi (
傅大士, 497–569) of the Shuanglin (Double Tree) Tem-
ple.76 Therefore, he went to the top of Mount Mengding77 
and began living in a hermit’s hut there in order to grow tea.  

Three years later, the tea had become sufficiently fragrant. So, 
he harvested the best ‘Holy Poplar Flowers’ and ‘Auspicious 
Buds,’ which together produced less than five jin of tea to offer 
to Master Fu.

“He Zihua (何子華) of Xuancheng78 once held a party at 
Poujin Hall. Amid the wine-soaked revelry, he brought out 
a portrait of Lu Yu painted by Yan Jun (嚴峻) and said, ‘In 
previous dynasties, those who were crazy about horses were 
called “horse addicts”; those who were obsessed with wealth 
were called “money addicts”; those who were preoccupied with 
their children were called “offspring addicts”; while those who 
indulged in bookish pursuits were called “Zuozhuan addicts” 
after Mr. Zuo’s famous commentary on the Spring and Autumn 
Annals. This gentleman, Lu Yu, fairly soaked himself in tea—so 
what should we call him?’ Yang Cuizhong (楊粹仲) replied, 
‘Though tea is precious, it is still a plant, after all. So why don’t 
we call Mr. Lu a “sweet grass addict”?’79 Everyone agreed and 
applauded Yang’s comment.”

茶 The Encyclopedia of Facts (類苑)80 records that “Tao Gu ac-
quired a maid who used to be a concubine of General Dang 
Taiwei (黨太尉, 927–978). Once, he used snow water to brew 
some high-quality caked tea and asked the maid, ‘[I’ll bet] the 
Dang household never did anything like this, did they?’ She 
replied, ‘How could you expect a tough general like Dang to 
do anything as fancy as this? All he did was to sip lamb-milk 
liquor and listen to singers in his golden tent.’ Hearing this, 
Tao felt ashamed of his conceited and condescending comment 
to the maid.” 
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茶 The poem “Drinking Tea Under the Flying Dragon Water-
fall (茶飛龍澗飲茶)” by Hu Qiao (胡嶠, active 947) contains 
the lines, “Syrupy tea is Mistress Sweetheart; Refreshing tea is 
the Sleepless Marquis.” Tao Gu was impressed by the poet’s cre-
ativity and asked his nephew Tao Yi (陶彝) to compose some 
corresponding lines. Tao Yi responded with the lines, “Cooling 
tea is the Minty Buddha; Sweet aftertaste hails the Olive Fairy.” 
Yi was only twelve years old at the time, yet these two lines 
showed that he already had a solid foundation in the literary 
arts. 

茶 Records of Extended Prosperity Palace (延福宮曲宴記)81 
states, “On the last day of the second lunar month in 1120, 
Emperor Huizong82 held a banquet for the Prime Minister, 
royal officials and imperial scholars at the Yanfu Palace. The 
emperor ordered his attendants to bring a set of tea utensils and 
proceeded to personally pour and whisk the tea. Soon enough, 
a creamy white foam appeared atop the tea, as pale as a white 
moon among the stars. The emperor urged all the officials to 
taste his tea, declaring ‘I made this tea by my very own hand!’ 
After they had all tasted it, the officials knelt in deference to 
express their gratitude to the emperor.”

茶 According to the Song Dynasty Chronicles (宋朝紀事),83 
imperial scholar Hong Mai (洪邁, 1123–1202) compiled Ten 
Thousand Quatrains of Tang Poetry (唐詩萬首絕句), and he 
submitted a memorial to the emperor with a copy of his book. 
Pleased with his excellent choice of poems and knowledgeable 
commentary, the emperor bestowed upon Hong a gift of one 
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hundred tea cakes, ten pieces of fragrant incense, twenty in-
cense sticks and one hundred liang of gold vessels.84

茶 According to Folk Customs Under the Reigns of Qiandao 
and Chunxi (乾淳歲時記),85 “In the early to mid-spring, the 
Chief Officer of the Water Transportation Department in Fu-
jian would submit the first batch of fresh tea, called the ‘New 
Experiment from the North Garden (Beiyuan shixin, 北苑試
新).’ No more than a hundred of these 1-cun86 cubes were pro-
duced as a Tribute Tea to the emperor. They were wrapped in 
yellow gauze, then in soft cattail leaves, and then covered with 
a double layer of yellow gauze. Each of the tea cubes would 
be stamped with the department’s red seal, enclosed in a red 
lacquer box with a gilded lock and then put into a basket wo-
ven from thin bamboo strips. The teas under all these layers of 
wrapping were Sparrows’ Tongues (queshe, 雀舌) and Watery 
Buds (shuiya, 水芽). It cost about 400,000 gold coins to make 
one tea cube, which only produced a few cups of tea. Occa-
sionally, officials who were not stationed in the palace would 
be graced with a single tea cube. They would carefully cut the 
tea cube into several pieces using a length of thread in order to 
share this rare treasure among their colleagues.”

茶 Rituals of the Southern Migrants (南渡典儀)87 states, “When 
the emperor inspected the Imperial Academy, the Imperial 
Medical Officer would convey the emperor’s decree after the 
lectures were all finished. All members were allowed to sit down 
for some tea. Whenever the emperor took an inspection tour, 
there would be a retinue of thirty-one attendants in charge of 
wine and another thirty-one for tea.”

Notes
72. The name Wan Ganhou (晚甘侯) literally means “Marquis of Late 
Sweetness.” This is a special variety of Wuyi tea with a gan (see note below) 
aftertaste that only emerges quite a while after drinking the tea—some 
even claim it takes about an hour. 
73. This passage is arguably the earliest documentation of Wuyi Cliff Tea.
74. This is referring to “gan (甘),” covered in past issues of the magazine. 
This tea term refers to a cooling sensation akin to mint, usually in the 
mouth. Some people associate it with sweetness, but it is more of a sen-
sation than a flavor. It does not refer to the type of sweetness associated 
with sugars.
75. Historically, Chinese Buddhists started a tradition that was not found 
in India and Central Asia, which involved burning their own heads or flesh 
with incense as an offering to the Buddha. Theoretically, self-mutilation is 
strictly forbidden in Buddhism, so this practice has been subject to debate 
since the 19th century when international travel became more accessible. 
Recently, monks in Vietnam and even Tibet have also picked up on this 
practice to protest political oppression.
76. Fu was well respected by Emperor Wu of Liang (梁武帝, reigned 
502–549), who was a devout Buddhist. Fu suggested that the emperor 
build a temple near the capital, Nanjing—this was the Shuanglin Temple 
mentioned here.
77. Mount Mengding (蒙頂山) is in modern-day Sichuan Province.
78. Xuancheng (宣城) is located in modern-day Anhui Province.
79. The word he used here was “gancao (甘草),” which is the Chinese 
name for licorice and literally means “sweet grass.” So Yang’s two-plant 
pun won him a round of applause.
80. The Encyclopedia of Facts was written by Jiang Shaoyu (江少虞) and 
was printed in 1145.
81. This is a historical account written by Prime Minister Li Bangyan (李
邦彥, ?–1129). It recounts matters regarding Yanfu Palace from its inau-
guration in 1113, including all the banquets held there. 

82. Emperor Huizong of Song (宋徽宗, reigned 1100–1126) enjoyed ar-
tistic pursuits such as calligraphy, collecting artifacts and painting. After 
the “barbarian” Jurchens besieged and sacked the capital, the remaining 
Song Dynasty (960–1279) forces fled to the south and tried to rebuild 
the Southern Song Dynasty. See the April 2016 issue of Global Tea Hut. 
83. This book was written by Zhang Bangzhan (張邦瞻, 1567–1623), a 
military governor of Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. He was inspired 
by the event section of the Comprehensive Mirror in Aid of Governance  
(資治通鑑) completed in 1084. During this period, some scholars started 
to structure their records of dynastic history according to the events that 
occurred, rather than in chronological order or in the form of biographies. 
This specific historiographical genre is called “recording events from begin-
ning to end (jishi benmo, 紀事本末).”
84. During the Song Dynasty when this occurred, one liang was equal to 
roughly forty grams. 
85. This book was written by a junior officer of Water and Transportation, 
Zhou Mi (周密, 1232–1298). It detailed folk customs according to the 
24 solar terms and other major festivals from 1165–1189. After the court 
moved to the south and the majority of China proper was ruled by the 
“barbarian” Jin Dynasty, many Chinese were disheartened by their new 
circumstances. So, some scholars would look for silver linings and try to 
convince themselves that they still had a good lives, even in this region that 
they used to look down on.
86. During the Song Dynasty (960–1279), 1 cun was equal to 3.12 centi-
meters, or about 1.23 inches.
87. This was also written by Zhou Mi. The book records how the court 
in the south observed proper and authentic rituals from the north, which 
seems to be a politically correct choice of topic for a book of that time. 
This demonstrates a long-standing prejudice of northern people towards 
the south, where many scholars and politicians were banished for various 
reasons.
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茶 The Diary of Sima Guang (司馬光日記)88 contains this 
passage: “In the beginning, the official in charge of issuing 
imperial instructions, Li Yaoqing (李堯卿), would walk up to 
all the scholars and proclaim, ‘Attention, hear his Majesty’s de-
cree!’ After he finished reading it, all the scholars invited to the 
occasion would kneel down to express their gratitude to the 
emperor. Then they would go up the stairs to sit down with Li 
Yaoqing and wait for tea to be served. This convention can be 
traced back to the palace rituals from the Han Dynasty (202 
BCE to 220 CE).”

茶 Ouyang Xiu (歐陽修, 1007–1072) wrote in his Postscript 
to the Records of Dragon Tea (龍茶錄後序) that “During the 
Huangyou period (1049–1054), I used to report to the em-
peror directly, since I was in charge of compiling the Detailed 
Records of the Emperor’s Daily Life (注起居注). I was honored 
that Emperor Renzong often asked about my work. He told me 
how Jian’an tea became a Tribute Tea and informed me of some 
issues regarding tea tasting and other common misinformation 
about tea. Reminiscing about the emperor’s great kindness to-
ward me, I am filled with such a deep sense of gratitude that I 
am moved to tears. I am resolved to fully dedicate myself to this 
book and will inscribe it in stone for posterity.”

茶 Miscellaneous Jottings (隨手雜錄)89 records the following: 
“When Su Shi (蘇軾, 1037–1101) was exiled to Hangzhou, 
the Emperor Zhezong (宋哲宗, reigned 1085–1100) once 
sent a messenger to visit him. The messenger whispered to Su, 
‘Before I left the palace, I went to say farewell to the emperor. 
The emperor told me to go and say goodbye to the Empress 
Dowager first, then to come back and see him again. When 
I returned, he led me to a cabinet, stuffed something into my 
hands and whispered, “This is for Su Shi. Keep this matter be-
tween you and me.”’ Then the messenger took out the package, 
which turned out to be one jin of tea with the emperor’s per-
sonal handwriting and seal on the package. Su wrote a letter of 
appreciation to the emperor and asked the messenger to present 
it to him.

“Once, when Pan Zhongsan (潘中散) served as the proc-
urator of Chuzhou,90 he performed a public ritual. Creamy 
white foam appeared on all 120 cups of tea—except for one, 
which looked as dark as black ink. After some enquiry, a ser-
vant admitted that he had mistakenly poured some wine into 
that cup. Pan then lit the incense again, prostrated himself and 
repented the error. To everyone’s great surprise, creamy white 
foam soon appeared atop that cup of dark tea.”

茶 Casual Conversations with Mr. Stone Forest (石林燕語)91 re-
cords the following: “Jianzhou used to send two jin of Large 
Dragon and Phoenix Tea Cakes as a Tribute Tea; eight cakes 
together weighed one jin. During Emperor Renzong’s reign, 
Cai Xiang, alias ‘Junmo’ (蔡襄, 1012–1067) became the gov-
ernor of Jianzhou. Under his leadership only very fine tea leaves 
were used, and he produced Petite Dragon Tea Cakes. Ten of 
these cakes weighed one jin, and he contributed ten jin of tea 
annually. Emperor Renzong wanted to demote Cai Xiang for 
disrespecting convention, but luckily many senior officials peti-
tioned on Cai’s behalf and he was pardoned. Thus, Petite Drag-
on Tea Cakes became the new Tribute Tea from then on. 

“Later, during the Xining period (1068–1077),92 Jia Qing 
(賈清) was in charge of transportation in Fujian. Jia further 

refined these small tea cakes to make Secret Cloud Dragon (mi 
yun long, 密雲龍) Tea Cakes, which were half the size of the 
Petite Dragon Tea Cakes. He also packaged two of them to-
gether in one bag and called them ‘Double Tea Cakes.’ Both 
the large and small tea cakes were packaged in red silk, and 
the emperor used them as gifts to reward his officials. Only 
the Secret Cloud Dragon Tea Cakes were wrapped in yellow 
silk and were made exclusively for the emperor. Later on, there 
were Auspicious Cloud Soaring Dragon (ruiyun xianglong, 瑞
雲翔龍) Tea Cakes. After the Xuanhe period (1119–1125),93 
dragon tea cakes became less expensive and finely made than 
before, so they became popular as presents. Later on, higher 
quality dragon tea was made into branded cakes with metal 
rings. The emperor bestowed these tea cakes on so many offi-
cials of various ranks that it would be impossible to record it 
comprehensively here.”

茶 According to Writings from the Waterfront in Spring (春渚紀
聞),94 Su Shi once had dinner with his friends Huang Tingjian 
(黃庭堅, alias “Luzhi 魯直,” 1045–1105) and Zhang Lei (張
耒, alias “Wenqian 文潛,” 1054–1114). After enjoying some 
bone broth, some of the guests expressed a desire to drink some 
tea. So Su took out his powdered Dragon Tea Cake for all the 
guests, joking that “if Dragon Tea Cakes could talk, they would 
surely be bemoaning my lowly social status!”

茶 Wei Liaoweng (魏了翁, 1178–1237) wrote in his Tea for 
the Ancestors in Qiongzhou (邛州先茶記)95 that “Li Junkeng 
(李君鏗) from Mount Emei was in charge of tea affairs in 
Linqiong.96 His local administrator informed him that they 
needed to perform a ritual in the ancestral hall within three 
days of the harvest. When Li asked him for further details, the 
official replied, ‘It is a rule that has been passed down since 
Han97 proclaimed himself king here. It is only a convention, we 
have never sent an official memorial to the emperor regarding 
this ritual.’ Li said, ‘We report to our ancestors before each 
meal, so we should do the same for tea. Other than providing 
a sustainable livelihood for the people, tea is a major source of 
financial support for cavalry horse administration and frontier 
defense. If we do not take this duty seriously, it would be akin 
to forgetting our ancestors.’ Therefore, Li ordered the existing 
ancestral hall to be demolished and built a bigger and grander 
one. He then wrote a memorial describing the glory of the local 
forefathers and begged the emperor to grant the hall an honor-
ific title to acknowledge the local people. Upon hearing this, I 
wrote it down and made it into a regulation.”

茶 Accounts of Hand-clapping (撫掌錄) states that after the 
Chongning period (1102–1106), the court reinforced the tea 
monopoly and the regulations were even stricter than before.98 
Anyone who sold tea without a permit would be fined severely. 
Yet there were only limited numbers of official inspection per-
mits, and tea transportation routes were often long and mean-
dering. Once unlawful activities were spotted, not only would 
the tea be confiscated, but the offenders’ names would also be 
publicized. Foolish, greedy people could seldom avoid being 
caught, and there was no escaping the punishment. Those who 
were tempted to take this sort of risk referred to tea baskets 
as “grass tigers,” implying that tea baskets could cause just as 
march harm as a tiger.
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茶 Writings While Fishing at Tiao Brook records a poem com-
posed by Ouyang Xiu in response to a quatrain composed at 
Shihui Hall in Yangzhou by Liu Chang (劉敞, alias “Yuanfu 原
父,” 1019–1068): 

Snow still crowns the trees on Mount Mengding;
Spring storms are yet to rumble over Jian Creek.
In warm central climes, the buds spring early;
The newest of all things makes a fitting tribute.

Author’s note: Shihui Hall was where they produced Tribute 
Tea. I could not find any mention of tea produced in Yangzhou 
in Lu Yu’s Tea Sutra. However, Mao Wenxi (毛文錫, active 
914) recorded in his Tea Manual (茶譜) that “Chanzhi Temple 
near Shu Hill in Yangzhou was once a palace during the Sui 
Dynasty (581–619). The tea that grew there was sweet and fra-
grant, similar to the tea from Mengding.” However, I have no 
idea when or how it became a Tribute Tea.

茶 According to Lu Brook Poetry Notes (盧溪詩話), Huang 
Tingjian, alias “Elder Double-Well” (Shuangjing Laoren, 雙井
老人), once sent some fine tea wrapped in green silk and wax 
paper to his friend. The tea was so fine that it weighed less than 
two liang.99

茶 Green Pattern Poetry Notes (青瑣詩話)100 records that 
“Prime Minister Li Fang (李昉, 925–996) once said, ‘During 
the Tang Dynasty, military governors101 were regarded as vul-
gar, uncivilized officers. Once, an Imperial Scholar gifted a mil-
itary governor some tea. Out of surprise and appreciation, the 
governor wrote a poem in response, that went: 

Does a rough-edged warrior deserve such grace? 
I can but offer this poem in exchange for a taste.’” 

Author’s note: The military governor in this anecdote was none 
other than Xue Neng (薛能, ?–880).102

茶 According to Miscellaneous Records from Jade Hall (玉堂雜
記),103 “One day in the eleventh lunar month of the fourth 
Chunxi period,104 it was my turn to be on duty at the Imperial 
Academy. The emperor announced to me, “I have noticed you 
are not much of a drinker, as the other day when I invited some 
officials to a feast, I saw your face was looking rather red. So, 
here are twenty cakes of petite spring tea and five of Ye Shiying 
dark tea, in lieu of liquor.”

茶 Chen Shidao (陳師道, 1053–1101) wrote in his Com-
mentary by Houshan (後山叢談) that “When Zhang Yong  
(張詠, alias ‘Zhongding 忠定,’ 946–1015) was the governor in 
Chongyang,105 most people there made their livings from tea. 
Zheng said to the people, ‘Even though tea is a profitable busi-
ness, the imperial court will eventually have a monopoly over 
it. Wouldn’t we be better off switching to a different crop soon-
er rather than later?’ So he ordered the people to pull out the 
tea trees and plant mulberry trees instead. Not understanding 
Zhang’s reasoning, the people complained bitterly. Not long 
afterward, a tea monopoly was imposed by the court, and peo-
ple in other counties suffered greatly and lost their livelihoods. 
Meanwhile, the mulberry trees in Chongyang had matured 
enough to make silk to be sold to the north. They produced as 
many as several million bolts of silk each year. 

“After Li Fang106 passed away, Song Shou (宋綬, alias ‘Xu-
anxian 宣獻,’ 991–1040) who served as an aide at the palace, 
went to visit Li’s respected widow on her birthday. More than 
twenty people knelt down in front of Mrs. Li’s window, and 
Song said, ‘I understand that your ladyship does not drink alco-
hol. So I will toast to your longevity with tea.’ He then reached 
into his overgarments and brought out some tea to pour into 
his cup. He raised the cup toward Mrs. Li and prostrated him-
self once more, then they all took their leave.”

88. Sima Guang (司馬光, 1019–1086) compiled the first chrono-
logical history of China, the Comprehensive Mirror in Aid of Gover-
nance. It summarized Chinese history from 403 BCE to 959 CE. 
89. Miscellaneous Jottings was written by Wang Gong (王鞏, 1048–
1118). There are thirty-three different anecdotes recorded; thirty 
of them record events prior to Emperor Yingzong’s reign (1063–
1067).
90. Chuzhou (處州) is located in modern-day Zhejiang Province.
91. The author Ye Mengde (葉孟得, 1077–1148), went by the alias 
“Stone Forest (Shilin, 石林)” because there were rocky mountains 
near his home in Bianshan (卞山, modern-day Huzhou, Zhejiang 
Province).
92. Era name of Emperor Shenzong (宋神宗, reigned 1067–1085).
93. Era name of Emperor Huizong (宋徽宗, reigned 1100–1126).
94. The author He Yuan’s (何薳, 1077–1045) father He Qufei  
(何去非, active 1082–1091) had been promoted to a higher post 
thanks to a recommendation from Su Shi, so the He family ap-
preciated Su a great deal. However, the political situation was too 
complicated for He Yuan, so he retired early to Zhejiang Province.
95. The Chinese character “先” here actually means “ancestor,” as 
in the words “zuxian (祖先).” Li had never heard of “he xian cha 
(謁先茶)” or “drinking ancestor tea.” He thought it made sense 
because the Chinese used to have a simple ritual of reporting to the 
ancestors before each meal (some people still do this today). This 
tradition was probably local.
96. Linqiong (臨邛) or Qiongzhou (邛州) is in modern-day Sich-
uan Province.
97. The author says that someone with the surname “Han” had 
proclaimed himself king. The only famous Mr. Han who had been 
active in the Sichuan area before Wei’s time was Han Qi (韓琦, 
1008–1075). There were many Kings of Han throughout Chinese 
history, but none of them bore the surname “Han.” 
98. Cai Jing (蔡京, 1047–1126) developed the tea monopoly reg-
ulations in 1102. All tea merchants had to apply and pay for per-
mission to sell tea. There were annual permits and seasonal permits. 
99. A liang was often 37.8 grams, so this means less than 75 grams.
100. During the Han Dynasty (202 BCE–220 CE), the qingsuo (青
瑣) green pattern alluded to in this book’s title was reserved exclu-
sively for the palace. The author, Liu Fu (劉斧, active 1073), was a 
petty officer who collected and wrote fantastic fictions. 
101. The official title referred to here is that of “Jiedushi (節度使),” 
the governor of a regional military station (fanzhen, 藩鎮). The first 
fanzhen was established in 711 at Liangzhou, modern-day Gansu 
Province. One Jiedushi by the name of “An Lushan (安祿山, 703–
757)” rebelled against the emperor and proclaimed himself emperor 
in 756. Since they were always outside of the capital, they were also 
referred to as “outskirt military stations (waizhen, 外鎮),” which is 
the term used by Lu Tingcan.
102. In the late ninth century, small-scale rebellions were hap-
pening everywhere. Troops from Xue Neng’s neighboring station 
once marched toward his without a proper cause; Xue thought they 
didn’t look like rebels, but his subordinate Zhou Ji (周岌, ?–884) 
was afraid they posed a danger and killed Xue in an act of mutiny.
103. The author of this book was Zhou Bida (周必大, 1126–1204), 
a prolific writer, an Imperial Scholar and Prime Minister.
104. This was the year 1177.
105. Chongyang (崇陽) is in modern-day Hubei Province. This 
occurred in the year 980, when Zhang was 34 years old.
106. This is the same Li Fang mentioned in note 95.
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茶 Zhang Shunmin (張舜民, alias “Yunzou 芸叟,” active 
1065–1094) wrote in his Sketches of Life (畫墁錄) that “Yang- 
xian tea was the best tea during the Tang Dynasty. There was 
no record of Jianxi tea or North Garden (Beiyuan) tea. During 
the Zhenyuan era (785–805), the State Governor of Jianzhou, 
Chang Gun (常袞, 729–783), started to steam, bake and grind 
tea leaves into a paste. Later on, he made tea paste into round 
pie shapes with a hole in the center, which could be strung to-
gether. The tea that Lu Yu brewed was therefore herbaceous.107 
During the Song Dynasty, new techniques emerged in Jianxi 
tea production that were more refined than ever before, in-
cluding picking and baking techniques. Scholars and officials 
began to show an unprecedented interest in the appreciation 
of tea. When Ding Wei (丁謂, 966–1037) was in charge of 
transportation in Fujian, he started producing Phoenix Tea 
Cakes. Later, the production of Dragon Tea Cakes was limited 
to forty cakes per year, which were enjoyed exclusively by the 
royal family. Even high officials had only heard the names of 
these teas but were not lucky enough to taste them. During the 
Tiansheng era (1023–1032), small tea cakes of much superior 
quality were produced. The members of the Secretarial Council 
and Privy Council were privileged to receive one jin of this tea. 
The eight senior officials of those two councils shared one single 
tea cake that was decorated with gold threads. These eight high 
officials would cherish the share they received, only showing 
it to their most distinguished guests and composing poems to 
praise this rare treasure. Ouyang Xiu wrote a poem called ‘Ode 
to the Dragon Tea Cake’ to eulogize just such an occasion. 

“When bestowed with a Big Dragon Tea Cake, officials 
would cut it into dice-sized pieces as offerings to Buddhas, oth-
er deities or ancestors. After that, the tea would be brewed to be 
shared with their parents, most honored guests or other family 
members. At the end of the Xining period, Emperor Shenzong 
ordered Jianzhou to begin producing Secret Cloud Dragon 
Tea Cakes, which were even smaller and higher in quality. 
Ever since Secret Cloud Dragon Tea Cakes were invented, the 
previous two types of Dragon Tea Cakes became less popular. 
During the Yuanyou period, I was once appointed to supervise 
the Special Imperial Examination (zhiju, 制舉). The emperor 
ordered me to bestow three tea cakes upon those who got into 
the first rank. However, after the members of the imperial court 
and the high officials took what they wanted, there was nothing 
left to gift to the scholars.

“During the Xining period, Su Zirong (蘇子容) was as-
signed a mission to the north and Yao Lin (姚麟) was appoint-
ed as his assistant. Yao asked Su, ‘Shall we take some tea cakes 
as presents?’ Su replied, ‘These are made exclusively for the em-
peror—how could we take them to the people in the north?’ 
Soon afterward, an important gentleman went to the north, 
and he collected and brought a large amount of tea cakes with 
him. Ever since then, the people in the north wouldn’t accept 
any gifts other than Dragon Tea Cakes. They even knew that 
the Petite Dragon Tea Cakes were the most valuable gifts of 
all. One person traded two tea cakes for one bolt of local silk 
on a certain occasion, while another traded one bolt of silk for 
four tea cakes. Eventually, someone would be unsatisfied with 
their trade, and the situation would became heated, with strong 
words exchanged. Recently, one nobleman was sent to be sta-
tioned at the frontier; he used Dragon Tea Cakes for ordinary 
consumption and only considered Secret Cloud Dragon to be 
really good tea.”

茶 Helin’s Commentary on Poetry and Essays (鶴林玉露)108 re-
corded that “People in the Lingnan109 region drink the brewed 
leaves of betel nut trees instead of tea.”

茶 Peng Cheng (彭乘, active 1012) wrote in A Scholar Bran-
dishes His Pen (墨客揮犀) that “Most people would not express 
their comments on tea in front of Cai Xiang (蔡襄, alias ‘Jun-
mo 君謨,’ 1012–1067) because he was the reason why Jian tea 
became valued throughout the nation. Later on, he started to 
make Petite Dragon Tea Cakes, which were much better than 
the big ones. One day, Cai Yecheng (蔡葉丞), a newly titled 
scholar (mixiao, 秘校) from Futang110 invited Cai Xiang to his 
home for some Petite Dragon Tea. After a long conversation 
over their tea, another guest showed up and joined them. Cai 
Xiang took a sip of the new brew of tea, pondered the flavor, 
and commented: ‘This tea was not made of pure Petite Dragon 
Tea Cake. Some Big Dragon Tea was mixed into this batch.’ 
Cai Yecheng was surprised and summoned the tea attendant for 
questioning. The attendant explained ‘I only ground enough 
Petite Dragon Tea for two people ahead of time. When another 
guest arrived, I didn’t have time to grind more Petite Dragon 
tea, so I had to make do with some Big Dragon tea.’ Cai Ye- 
cheng was thoroughly impressed by Cai Xiang’s expertise in tea.

“When Wang Anshi (王安石, alias ‘Yujing 玉荊,’ 1021–
1086) was a senior scholar, he once visited Cai Xiang. Cai 
Xiang was delighted by Wang’s visit, so he took out his best 
tea, cleaned the utensils himself and brewed some tea to serve 
Wang. Wang then took out a pouch, took a pinch of medical 
‘wind dispersing’ powder, added it to his tea and drank it. Cai 
was shocked, but Wang simply declared nonchalantly, ‘Great 
tea!’ Cai laughed heartily, admiring Wang’s straightforward 
manner.”

茶 Lu Yinglong (魯應龍) wrote in his Fantastic Tales (閒窗括
異誌) that “Decang Temple at Dang Lake had an altar reserved 
for a Water and Land Ritual. A wealthy local named Shen Jian- 
chang often donated money and asked the temple to perform 
the ritual for him. If the patron was sufficiently devout, aus-
picious patterns would appear on top of the tea offered at the 
altars. The patterns were so clearly visible that people were 
amazed by this most unusual phenomenon.”

茶 Zhou Hui (周輝) wrote in his Miscellaneous Records of Qing-
bo (清波雜志)111 that “Once, my late father asked Zhang Jin-
yan (張晉彥) for some tea. Zhang replied with two poems: 

Miyun Dragon Tea the Emperor does send
To little more than six of his noblest men.
Instead, I send tea from a humble mountain lodge; 
Its flavor still nice for an old poet to recommend.

Jiaokeng became known from Su Shi’s lines;
Even teas from the royal mills it outshines.
A gift among nobles, and now from me, too;
I’m sending some to try, for you.

“Zhang was not well at that time, so these poems were writ-
ten down by his son on his behalf. Later on, they were some-
how compiled into the Yuhu Collection (於湖集).112
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“Jiaokeng (焦坑) tea was from the foothills of the Yu Moun-
tain Range.113 It tastes quite bitter, yet with a sweet aftertaste 
emerging after a while. Su Shi once wrote of it in his poem 
‘Returning from the South to Xiansheng Temple’:

The frost-melt at Fushi has dried without a trace;
We sample Jiaokeng tea before Grain Rain.114

“I have obtained some Jiaokeng tea on several occasions, 
but I never thought of it as anything special. However, the lo-
cals held this tea in high regard and wrapped it up nicely to 
give as presents to the local officials. Nonetheless, how could it 
possibly compare to Jian tea?”

茶 Splendid Dreams of the Eastern Capital (東京夢華錄)115 re-
cords that “There were fairy caves and bridges in a teahouse 

called the North Hill (beishanzi, 北山子) on Caomen Street116 
[back in Kaifeng]. Young men and women often went there at 
night to have tea and enjoy their free time.”

茶 According to Five-Colored Threads (五色線), the tea called 
“Riding the Fire (Qihuo)” was named thus because it was not 
made before nor after the “fire.” At the Qingming (“Clear and 
Bright”) solar term, on Tomb Sweeping Day, it is customary 
to re-light the fires for cooking.117 Therefore, the tea made at 
Qingming was called “riding the fire.”

茶 According to Dream Pool Essays (夢溪筆談),118 “For a long 
while, Wang Chengdong (王城東) held Yang Danian (楊大
年, 974–1020) in high regard. Wang stored his quality tea in a 
special tea bag, which he only shared with Yang. He would not 
serve tea from that tea bag when any other guests visited him.”

107. We are not completely sure why the author is saying the tea Lu 
Yu drank was “herbaceous.” Perhaps he is pointing out that present 
(for him) Song Dynasty (960–1279) tea was better than what Lu 
Yu had access to.
108. The author was Luo Dajing (羅大經, active 1222–1252). He-
lin (鶴林), which literally means “forest of cranes,” is Luo’s alias.
109. Lingnan (嶺南) includes the modern-day regions of Guang-
dong, Guangxi, Hainan, Hong Kong and Macau. 
110. Futang (福唐) was located in modern-day Fujian Province. 
That was why Cai Yecheng, even as the most junior of officials, had 
some access to Petite Dragon Tea Cakes.
111. Qingbo is the name of one of the city gates of Hangzhou, 
the capital of the Southern Song Dynasty. The author was the son 
of a famous poet, Zhou Bangyan (周邦彥, 1056–1121), and lived 
through the Northern and Southern Song dynasties. 
112. The author was Zhang Xiaoxiang (張孝祥, 1132–1169).
113. The Yu Mountain Range (庾嶺) is between modern-day Ji-
angxi and Guangdong Provinces.
114. Grain Rain (穀雨) is the last term in spring; it starts on April 
20 and ends on May 5.
115. The author was Meng Yuanlao (孟元老, 1090–1150). Meng 
was residing in the capital of the Northern Dynasty (960–1126) 
when the Jurchen Jin invaded. Following most other refugees, he 
fled to the south. This book is a detailed and nostalgic description 
of the old capital’s urban life, seasonal products, festivals, foods, 
customs and traditions. 
116. During the Song Dynasty (960–1279), city gates were named 
after the destination of the road passing through them. The Cao 
Gate (曹門) led to Caozhou in the east, and the road inside of the 
citadel was called “Caomen Street.” Even though the gate is now 
gone, the street name remains the same today.
117. The day before Qingming is the Cold Food Festival, in mem-
ory of Jie Zhitui (介之推, seventh century BCE). During Jie’s time, 
several kingdoms fought constant wars. Jie helped his exiled duke 
regain his power. However, the duke rewarded everyone who had 
helped him except Jie. Feeling baffled, Jie retreated to a mountain. 
Realizing his oversight, the duke sent envoys to lure Jie back to the 
palace, without success. Feeling annoyed, the Duke ordered a forest 
fire to be lit in an attempt to force Jie out, only to later find Jie had 
burned to death on the mountain. The remorseful duke banned fire 
in all forms, including cooking, on that day to commemorate Jie, a 
man of great integrity. 
118. The author was Shen Kuo (沈刮, 1031–1095). He was a 
general and he was arguably the greatest polymath of his time—a 
scientist, geologist, astronomer, biologist, herbalist, mathematician, 
physicist, engineer (he invented the first movable type printer in the 
world, as well as inventing new timber work and irrigation tech-
niques), metallurgist and literary and art critic, among other talents.
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茶 Botany in China and Abroad (華夷花木考)119 states that 
“One day, when the Northern Song Dynasty had ended and 
Emperor Huizong and his successor Emperor Qinzong were 
being held prisoner by the Jin court, the two of them came 
across a temple. There they saw two stone warrior statues with 
their hands joined together in front of their chests. These stat-
ues of deities were very large, and their heads almost touched 
the ceiling. There were no vessels on the table other than some 
stone vases and an incense burner. A non-Chinese monk came 
out and asked, ‘Where are you from?’ They replied, ‘From the 
South.’ The monk called his attendants to serve tea and invited 
the two emperors to come inside. The tea tasted so good that 
they asked for some more. So the monk and the attendants 
went into the back for a long while but did not return. The 
emperors went to check on them, only to find a empty room at 
the back. Then they saw a small hut among the bamboo grove. 
There they found stone statues of a monk and two attendants, 
which looked just like the ones who had served the tea earlier.”

茶 Ma Yongqing (馬永卿, active 1109–1136) wrote in Mis-
cellaneous Accounts by the Lazy Daoist (懶真子錄) that “Wang 
Yuandao (王元道) once said, ‘Legend had it that a fairy nun 
from Shanxi cultivated the Daoist practice so well that she be-
came a breatharian, one who lives without any intake of food. 
She looked to be in her thirties, but no one knew how old she 
really was. Then along came a hermit named Li Ximin (李熙
民), a righteous and honest person who used to be a judicial 
officer at Yangzhai in Shanxi Province. He thought this legend 
sounded strange, so he went to Qingpingjun to investigate for 
himself. When he met the Daoist nun, he admired her lofty 
and virtuous composure and demeanor, and he asked her, ‘May 

I offer you a cup of tea?’ The nun replied ‘I haven’t drunk tea 
for a very long time, but I shall take a sip for your sake today. 
After drinking the tea, she laid down her arms and showed her 
hands, which appeared white as snow. Shortly afterward, the 
tea she had drunk earlier dripped out from her fingers and co-
agulated on the floor, remaining the same color as when it was 
freshly brewed. Hermit Li asked his attendants to scrape up this 
coagulation and taste it. The attendants reported that it tasted 
and smelled just as nice as before it was ingested. Hermit Li was 
utterly astounded.”

茶 A Letter to Monk Zhinan from Zhu Zi’s Collection (朱子文
集)120 states that “[I] happened to come across some Anle tea, 
so I will share twenty bottles of it with you, O Venerable One.” 

茶 Lu You (陸遊, alias “Fangweng 放翁,” 1125–1210) com-
posed a poem after he went to Dingdong Court121 to brew tea 
with the local spring water, along with He Yuanli (何元立) and 
Cai Jianwu (蔡肩吾):

New white tea buds plucked from Mount Emei
Outshine the purple shoots of Guzhu in spring.
I place the stove beneath branches green;
Old days come alive for our company of three.

茶 Zhou Bida composed a poem to see Lu You (alias “Wuguan, 
務觀”) off to become the officer in charge of the tea and salt 
monopoly in Fujian122 that went:

In old age, the Tea Sage tore his book
So greatly did he miss Fujian.
Today his successor makes the journey
To offer tribute to the sages of old.
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茶 According to Mei Yaochen’s Collection (梅堯臣集),123 “Yan 
Chengxu (晏成續), the official in charge of rituals in the pal-
ace, gifted me five different grades of Double-Well (雙井, 
Shuangjing) tea, four implements for brewing tea and nearly 
sixty poems. I composed a poem express my gratitude.”

茶 Huang Tingjian, alias “Shangu (山谷),” once composed 
a playful poem describing how the scholar Wang Yangxiu  
(王揚修) ground up a Secret Cloud Dragon Tea Cake, and 
thirteen of his colleagues enjoyed the tea.

茶 Zhao Buzhi (晁補之, 1053–1110) responded to Zeng Jing-
zhi’s (曾敬之) poem on brewing tea at Nengfu Hall with a 
poem of his own:

A bowl of tea brings Baiyue’s spring;
Summer in Jade Brook is pleasant indeed.
Reminiscing on days gone by,
We sit sipping in Nengfu Hall.

茶 There is a poem in Collected Works of Su Dongpo (蘇東坡
集) commemorating when he said farewell to his good friend 
Zhou Chaoyi (周朝義), who he was seeing off to Hangzhou, 
which goes:

The Southwest was afflicted by tea;
Tales recall two men named Li.
Who was there to set things right?
The Six Gentlemen of honesty.
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Author’s note: The two men named Li were Li Qi (李杞) and 
Li Ji (李稷, ?–1082). The six gentlemen mentioned in the 
poem were Chen Shidao (陳師道, 1053–1101) and his neph-
ew Chen Zhengru (陳正儒), Zhang Yonghui (張永徽), Wu 
Chunweng (吳醇翁), Lu Yuanjun (呂元鈞) and Song Wenfu 
(宋文輔). The tea policy of Li Qi and Li Ji had been causing 
people to suffer in Sichuan for a long time; the six gentlemen 
tried their best to expose the harsh tea policy to help the local 
people.124 

“When I was in Huangzhou,125 the monk Canliao  
(參寥) came to visit me all the way from Wuzhong126 and 
stayed at my place. One day, I dreamed of a poem composed 
by Canliao; upon waking, I only remembered two lines of it: 

Tomb Sweeping and Cold Food Day have passed;
Rock spring and tea stove herald a new phase.

“Seven years later, I had a post in Qiantang while the monk 
Canliao lived at Zhiguo Temple beside the West Lake.127 In 
the yard of the temple, there was a spring bubbling out of a 
crack in the rock. The spring water was sweet and cold, just 
perfect for brewing tea. The day after the Cold Food Festival, 
a few friends and I crossed the lake by boat to visit the monk 
Canliao. We fetched some spring water to brew Huabo tea on a 
stove. It suddenly dawned on me that I had dreamed about this 
moment seven years prior. All the guests were very surprised 
when I told them this. This made us all realize that some of the 
amazing occurrences recorded in biographies were not merely 
make-believe stories.”

Notes
119. The author was Shen Maoguan (慎懋官, active 1553).
120. The author, Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130–1200), was a famous Confucian 
who developed the Neo-Confucianist philosophy that also influenced Jap-
anese and Korean philosophy.
121. Dingdong Court (丁東院) was located in Leshan (樂山), mod-
ern-day Sichuan Province.
122. Lu You received this posting in 1178, and it lasted for one year.
123. The author, Mei Yaochen, lived from 1002–1060.
124. In 1074, Emperor Shenzong sent Li Qi to Sichuan to trade tea for 
horses from the neighboring peoples. However, Li took it as a lucrative 
opportunity for himself and collected all the tea from local merchants, 
then raised the tax much higher than before. Therefore, the local people 
suffered from this unjust policy. Li Qi became severely ill and left the post 
the following year. His successor found out that he collected so much tea 
that it would have taken them years to transport it all out of Sichuan. Of-
ficials who sent memorials to the emperor criticizing Li’s policy, including 
the six gentlemen mentioned by Su Shi (Su Dongpo), were all exiled to 
remote frontiers. The emperor was happy with the higher tax, regardless 
of how it affected the lives of the common folk. So in 1077 he sent in yet 
another harsh and sycophantic official, Li Ji, to continue the terrible policy 
exploiting the local tea farmers. In 1082, Li Ji was on a mission to inspect 
the westernmost border when the Tangut people invaded the area. It was 
said that people hated Li Ji so much that the local Chinese solders killed 
him while fighting the Tangut army. Legend has it that out of respect and 
appreciation for those six gentlemen’s integrity, people started to refer to 
six important tea utensils as “the six gentlemen.”

125. Huangzhou (黃州) is in modern-day Hubei Province. Su Shi was a 
talented poet, painter and calligrapher, and most of all, he was warm, kind, 
compassionate and righteous. Since he passed the Imperial Examination 
in 1061, his eloquent arguments made him a promising official, yet his 
straightforwardness and sharp criticism alarmed some high officials, espe-
cially the Prime Minister Wang Anshi (王安石, 1021–1086), who insisted 
on implementing his new policy. In 1071, Su was fed up with Wang’s 
repression and asked the emperor for a post outside of the capital. Even 
though he was no longer at the court, Wang kept slandering Su Shi, which 
began Su’s long journey of transferring from one remote place to another. 
In 1079, his opponents were so powerful that the emperor sentenced him 
to death. Luckily, the Empress Dowager and a few high officials defended 
Su and he was exiled to Huangzhou, where he settled in an empty lot his 
friend gave him. This turned out to be the famous “Eastern Slope (Dongpo, 
東坡).” With his artistic nature and kind heart, Su was warmly welcomed 
by all the local people, especially since he did his best to change their lives 
for the better. In addition, Su Shi made lemonade from life’s lemons by 
writing travel journals and composing poetry, which further irritated those 
who had been jealous of him from the beginning. Up until 1086, when 
the emperor summoned him back to the capital, he spent the fifteen short 
years assigned to ten different posts, each several hundred kilometers away, 
or more.  
126. Wuzhong (吳中) is in modern-day Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province.
127. All these places are located in modern-day Hangzhou, Zhejiang Prov-
ince. Just three years after Su returned to the court, he was once more 
exiled to Hangzhou by rival factions. 
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茶 Su Shi wrote in his Accounts of Things that Resonate with 
Each Other (物類相感誌) that “If we season tea made out of 
young buds, then it will not taste bitter, but sweet.” He also 
says that “If drinking excess tea makes one feel bloated, then 
drinking some vinegar will relieve this symptom.” He further 
says that “If one burns stale tea leaves, the smoke will soon 
drive any flies away.”

茶 The Collected Works of Yang Chengzhai (楊誠齋集)128 re-
cords a passage called Thanking Fu Shangshu for His Gift of Tea 
(謝傅尚書送茶) that goes: “When enjoying fresh tea in the 
wild, one should bring a big gourd ladle to fetch water from 
a brook. One may collect fallen twigs along the banks of the 
brook as fuel for a stone range made with rocks. After the jade 
powder is cooked, one can enjoy the fragrant drink as a graceful 
gift from Heaven. It is a shame that I am not eloquent enough 
to truly capture it in words for posterity; all I am good for is 
messing about in the garden.”

茶 Zheng Jinglong (鄭景龍) wrote in his Sequel to the Antholo-
gy of Song Dynasty Poetry (續宋百家詩) that “Sun Zhiju (孫智
舉) of the Song Dynasty composed a poem reminiscing about 
his visit to Registrar Officer Wang, whereupon they drank 
some chrysanthemum tea.”

茶 Lu Yuanzhong (呂元中) recorded in his Records of Fengle 
Spring (豐樂泉記)129 that “Ouyang Xiu located this sweet-tast-
ing spring. One day, one of his guests brought some new tea, 
so Ouyang told his tea attendant to fetch some water from the 
sweet spring to brew the tea. On the way back, the servant 
fell and spilled the water, so he filled the bottle from another 
spring. Ouyang could taste that the water was not from the 
sweet spring and asked the servant what had happened. The 
servant confessed that he got the water from the valley at the 
foot of Mount Fengle. So Ouyang named that spring Fengle 
Spring.”

茶 Accounts of Delicacies states, “Huang Tingjian (黃庭堅, alias 
‘Luzhi 魯直’) once said, ‘Steam the lamb from Tongzhou,130 
coated with plenty of apricot jam, until it is well done. Eat the 
lamb with a dagger instead of chopsticks. Eat the lamb with 
noodles made from Nanjing flour, soaked in cool water right 
after they are cooked then seasoned with leaves from the pago-
da tree (Sophora japonica, or hui 槐). In addition, cook some 
fragrant rice from Gongcheng131 that goes with the pork from 
Xiangyi.132 The meal wouldn’t be complete without a perch 
from Songjiang133 cooked by a chef from the south. Last but 
certainly not least, brew the top-grade Zengkeng134 tea with 
Gulian Spring water from Mount Kang. And then, lie down 
beneath a window facing north, and have someone read you 
the Ode to the Red Cliff and its sequel. What a joyful day that 
would be!’” 

茶 According to the Biography of Su Shunqin (蘇舜欽傳),135 
“When I am in the mood, I take a boat out past the Pan and 
Chang Gates.136 Chanting and reciting ancient texts over tea 
brewed with sweet water always dissolves my worries!”

茶 Family Instructions (過庭錄)137 records that “When Liu Ban 
(劉攽, alias ‘Gongfu 貢父,’ 1023–1089) was the governor of 
Chang’an, he got to know a beautiful and intelligent courtesan 
named Chajiao (茶嬌, literally, ‘Tea Beauty’). He was quite en-
chanted with her, and after the news of their affair had reached 

the imperial court, Liu was summoned back to the palace. On 
the day that Liu returned to the capital, Ouyang Xiu journeyed 
forty-five li outside of the city gates to greet him. Seeing that 
Liu was still sleeping in his sedan due to a hefty hangover, Ouy-
ang joked, ‘It seems alcohol is not the only substance that can 
make a person ill—apparently tea can, too!’”

茶 Compiled Records of Joining Two Matching Jade Discs records 
that “The monk Zhichong of Juelin Temple made tea of three 
different grades. Jinglei Jia (倞雷莢, ‘Thunder Bud’) tea was 
for his guests, Xuancao Dai (萱草帶, ‘Daylily Belt’) tea was for 
himself, while Zirong Xiang (紫茸香, ‘Purple-Tuft Fragrance’) 
tea was for offering to the Buddhas. Visitors who went there 
for tea often brought waterproof bags with them to take the 
leftover tea back home.

“Once there was a manager of a relay station in the southern 
reaches of the Yangtze River who considered himself competent 
and efficient. He sent word to the governor, saying, ‘Everything 
in the station is in good order. Please come and inspect it, if 
it should suit you.’ When the governor came to the relay sta-
tion, the first room he came to was the storeroom for various 
kinds of alcohol. He pointed to a portrait that hung outside 
the room and asked, ‘Who is this?’ The officer replied, ‘That is 
Du Kang.’138 The governor commented, ‘Well, he certainly de-
serves to be here.’ The second room the governor went into was 
the tea storeroom. The governor pointed to the portrait on the 
door and asked, ‘Who is this?’ The officer replied, ‘That is Lu 
Yu.’ The governor was pleased. The third room they visited was 
full of salted meat, pickled vegetables, cutting boards and other 
utensils. The governor pointed to the portrait on the door and 
asked, ‘Who is this?’ The officer replied, ‘That is Cai Yong.’139 
The governor laughed out loud and said, ‘Now, this one isn’t 
especially appropriate.’”

“Raising silkworms was a popular livelihood in Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang. They used to put the cocoons in salt jars so that the 
silkworms would not hatch into moths. After the raw silk was 
reeled from the cocoons, the local people would brew some 
tea and pour rice powder into the tea to make a sort of por-
ridge called “jar-cleaning porridge.” All members of the clan 
would get together and consume the porridge. They believed 
this would bring prosperity to the silkworm business the fol-
lowing year.” 

茶 Notes from the Hall of the Golden Hoe (經鉏堂雜記)140 re-
cords the following: “The sounds of pine trees whispering in the 
breeze, running brooks splashing, birds tweeting, bugs chirping 
at night, cranes singing, zithers playing, chess pieces clinking, 
chess pieces touching the board, raindrops falling on the steps, 
snowflakes falling on the windows and tea boiling: these are a 
few of the purest sounds one can hear.”

茶 Memoirs of the Desert and the Pines (松漠紀聞)141 says, 
“People in the tea houses of Yanjing142 play the double-six 
game,143 while people in the tea houses of the south play chess.”

茶 Millet Dream Records (夢粱錄)144 states, “In the tea shops 
there are flower shelves decorated with fantastic pine and juni-
per bonsai plants. In addition, the clerks make clinking noises 
with teacups to attract customers. They serve Seven Treasure 
tea145 and deep-fried dough snacks146 with diced green onions. 
Sometimes, there may also be prostitutes working on the sec-
ond floor—these tea shops are called ‘Flower Tea Houses.’”
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茶 Markets and Shops of the Southern Song Dynasty (南宋市
肆記)147 records that “When a guest enters an entertainment 
house in Pingkang,148 the waiter serves him tea freshly poured 
out of the teapot. Even though it is merely a cup of tea, the vis-
itor is obliged to tip the waiter thousands of coins; that cup of 
tea is called ‘tea for ordering flowers (prostitutes).’ Tea shops for 
entertainment include Pure Fun (Qingle, 清樂), The Eight Im-
mortals (Baxian, 八仙), The Beads (Zhuzi, 珠子), Pan’s Place 
(Panjia, 潘家), Three in a Row (Liansan, 連三) and Two in a 
Row (Lian’er, 連二). At Xie’s mansion there is a type of alcohol 
named ‘Conqueror of Tea.’”

茶 According to the Daily Life in the Capital (都城紀勝),149 
“All the big tea shops are decorated with calligraphy and paint-
ings by famous artists. The so-called ‘friendship tea shops’ only 
serve tea, whereas the ‘water tea shops’ are really brothels, and 
the tea, fruit and stools that they set out are just a cover-up. 
Young men go there and willingly pay an exorbitant amount of 
money known as a ‘dry tea fee.’ Sometimes, the waiters holding 
the teapots would force passersby to drink it, or participate in 
other disreputable games.”

茶 Assumed Historical Records (臆乘)150 states, “A Record of 
Buddhist Monasteries in Luoyang, written by Yang Xuanzhi, 
mentions the ‘buttermilk maid.’ This refers to tea, implying 
that tea is the ‘maid’ of buttermilk.”

茶 A story in the Fantastic Tales from Fairyland (瑯環記)151 
contains a passage that reads, “Once upon a time, a group of 
travelers encountered the immortal Maojun on a swelteringly 
hot day. The immortal took some tea leaves out of his pouch 
and gave some to each person. They all felt much cooler after 
eating the tea leaves. Maojun said, ‘These are the leaves of the 
Mutuo tree from Penglai Island;152 all the fairies on the island 
drink the water made from these tree leaves. They also eat the 
pistils of the Baowen flower to stave off hunger. This is why Xie 
Youzhen (謝幼貞) composed a poem with the line, “Pluck the 
tender Baowen pistils; Gather the fallen Mutuo leaves.”’”

茶 Yang Xunji (楊循吉, alias “Nanfeng 南峰,” 1458–1546) 
wrote in his book Hand Mirror (手鏡) that “During the Song 
Dynasty, Shen Qingyou (沈清友), a lady from Gusu,153 wrote 
a sequel to Miss Bao Linghui’s Ode to Fragrant Tea.”154

茶 Sun Kuang (孫鑛, alias “Yuefeng 月峰, “1543–1613) re-
corded in his Records of Su Shi’s Writings on Food (坡仙食飲錄) 
that “Secret Cloud Dragon Tea Cakes are extremely sweet and 
fragrant. Song Liaozheng (宋廖正), alias ‘Minglue (明略),’ 
became a disciple of Su Shi late in his career, yet Su was very 
impressed by Song’s talents. At that time, the four most famous 
of Su’s disciples were Huang Tingjian, Qin Guan (秦觀, 1049–
1100), Zhao Buzhi and Zhang Lei (張耒, 1054–1114), who 
were known as the ‘Four Scholars Under Master Su.’ Whenever 
they visited, Su always asked his concubine Zhaoyun to brew 
some Secret Cloud Dragon Tea Cakes for them. One day, Su 
asked her to brew some Secret Cloud Dragon tea once more, 
so everyone in the household thought the Four Scholars must 
have come to visit. But when they peeped into the hall, they 
discovered that the guest was Song Liaozheng.”

128. By Yang Wanli (楊萬裡, alias “Chengzhai (誠齋),” 1127–
1206).
129. Fengle Spring is located in modern-day Chuzhou (滁州), 
Anhui Province. Actually, it was Ouyang Xiu who wrote Records 
of Fengle Pavilion (豐樂亭記) while Lu Yuanzhong wrote Spring 
Crepe Myrtle Records (紫薇泉記). There were two famous sweet 
springs in Chuzhou: Fengle Spring and Ziwei Spring. When Ouy-
ang Xiu was demoted to a posting in Chuzhou, he discovered a 
sweet spring and he named it Fengle Spring, building a pavilion 
there so people could enjoy the spring water. 
130. Tongzhou (同州) is located in modern-day Shanxi Province.
131. Gongcheng (共城) is located in modern-day Xinxiang (新
鄉) County, Henan Province.
132. Xiangyi (襄邑) is located in modern-day Henan Province.
133. Songjiang (松江) is located in modern-day Shanghai City.
134. Zengkeng (曾坑) is located in modern-day Fujian Province.
135. Su Shunqin (蘇舜欽) lived from 1009–1049.
136. These two gates are in modern-day Suzhou. Pan Gate (盤門) 
is at the southwest corner of the Main Canal of Suzhou, Jiangsu 
Province. Originally built during the Spring and Autumn period 
(app. 771–476 BCE), Chang Gate (閶門), also known as “Wu 
Gate,” is at the northwest corner of the Main Canal.
137. The author, Fan Gongcheng (範公偁, 1126–1158), record-
ed what his father Fan Zhifang (范直方, 1083–1152) told him 
about the glory of his family from 1147–1148. The phrase “guo 
ting (過庭)” in the title literally means “passing the courtyard,” 
which alludes to a passage in the Analects of Confucius (論語) and 
means learning passed down to sons.
138. Legend has it that Du Kang (杜康) was an expert at making 
alcohol, or even that he was the inventor of alcohol. 
139. Caiyong (蔡邕, alias “Cai Bojie 蔡伯喈,” 132–192) was an 
Eastern Han statesman, writer and calligrapher—in other words, 
a man of letters with no ostensible connection to cured meat or 
pickles!
140. The author was Ni Si (倪思, 1147–1220).
141. This is Hong Hao’s (洪皓, 1088–1155) memoir of his exile 
to Cold Mountain (Lengshan (冷山), modern-day Jilin Province). 
Then he was exiled once more to Yingzhou (英州, modern-day 
Guangdong Province) from 1146–1155. So he wrote his mem-
oirs of the far North while living in the southernmost province 
of China. 
142. Yanjing is modern-day Beijing. 
143. Shuanglu (雙陸), or the “double-six” game (Japanese: Su-
goroku, Korean: Ssangnyuk), is very similar to the game of back-
gammon played in Middle Eastern countries. 
144. The author was Wu Zimu (吳自牧, active 1264–1274). The 
title alludes to a fable called The Millet Dream (黃粱夢) written 
by Shen Jiji (沈既濟, active 750–797) about a gentleman who 
dreams a whole lifetime after a Daoist gives him a magic pillow. 
He passes his exam, succeeds in life, marries and dies all while the 
millet is cooking.   
145. Seven Treasure tea (qibao leicha, 七寶擂茶) has many differ-
ent recipes in different regions. The basic elements are tea, cereals, 
nuts and seeds (such as sesame or peanuts), seasonings (such as salt 
or dried tangerine peel) and herbs (such as green onions).
146. Sangza (sanzi, 饊子) are a popular snack in northern Chi-
na, consisting of deep-fried noodles twisted into a pyramid shape. 
They are made by pulling wheat flour dough into thin ropes, which 
are then deep-fried. They feature in traditional Uyghur cuisine.
147. The author was Zhou Mi (周密, 1232–1298).
148. The red light district in the Tang Dynasty (618–907) capital, 
Chang’an, was called “Pingkang (平康) District.” So people also 
used the name “Pingkang” to refer to the red light district in the 
capital of the Southern Song, Hangzhou. 
149. This book was printed in 1235.
150. The author was Yang Boyan (楊伯巖, ?–1254).
151. It is debatable whether this collection of fantastical short 
stories was written during the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) or the 
Ming Dynasty (1368–1644).
152. Penglai Island (蓬萊島) is a fabled island in Chinese my-
thology.
153. Gusu (姑蘇) is modern-day Suzhou, Jiangsu Province.
154. Bao Linghui (鮑令暉) was a poet active from 420–446, 
during the Southern Dynasties period (479–502). She was a na-
tive of Donghai (modern-day Linyi City in Shandong Province) 
and is the only known female writer from the Southern Dynasties 
whose works survive today.

Notes
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茶 “Huang Tingjian (黃庭堅, alias ‘Shangu 山谷’) also once 
wrote a poem mentioning a type of tea called ‘Elegant Cloud 
Dragon (yuyunlong, 矞雲龍).’” 

茶 The Jiahe Gazetteer (嘉禾誌)155 states that “The Tea Brew-
ing Pavilion was located in the eastern meditation hall of the 
Jingde Temple, in the middle of the Southwestern Lake in Xiu- 
shui County. The famous scholar Su Shi of the Song Dynasty 
and the monk Wen from Baoben Chan (Zen) Monastery came 
here three times to fetch water for brewing tea. People of the 
later generation built the pavilion at this site to commemorate 
this significant history. The ruins of the pavilion can still be 
seen today.”

茶 According to Records of Tourist Attractions (名勝誌), “The 
Tea Immortal Pavilion was situated on Mount Langya in Chu-
zhou. During the Song Dynasty, a monk built it for the State 
Governor Zeng Zhao (曾肇, alias ‘Zikai 子開,’ 1047–1107). 
The name of the pavilion refers to some lines from a poem by 
Du Mu:

Who could have known the ailing governor
Would thus become a Tea Immortal?

“Zeng Zikai mentioned this pavilion in his poem:

None are kinder than mountain monks;
They built me my hut, thatched of roof.
The Tea Immortal meets the Sage of Herbs
In a pavilion hailing from Du Mu’s poem.

“Zeng was the governor of Chuzhou in the second year of the 
Shaosheng period (1095).”

茶 Chen Jiru (陳繼儒, alias “Meigong 眉公,” 1558–1639) 
wrote in Pearl Boat (珍珠船) that “Cai Junmo said to Fan 
Zhongyan (范仲淹, alias ‘Xiwen 希文,’ posthumous name 
‘Wenzhong 文正,’ 989–1052), ‘In your poem “Song of Pluck-
ing Tea,” you wrote, “On golden grind, verdant dust billows; In 
jade cup, emerald ripples swell.” However, the best teas these 
days are milky white, while the green ones are inferior. So how 
about revising the phrases “verdant dust” and “emerald ripples” 
into “gem-like dust” and “pure ripples”?’ Xiwen said he ap-
proved of these revisions. 

“Cai Junmo used to be addicted to tea. In his later years his 
health was not so good, so he could no longer drink tea, but he 
still collected and appreciated it.”

茶 The Qianque Encyclopedia records that “During the Sha-
oxing period (1131–1162) of the Song Dynasty, there was a 
Deputy Minister called Cao Jian (曹戩). His mother loved tea, 
but there was no well up in the mountain where she lived. So 
Cao observed the precepts, abstained from meat and prayed to 
Heaven. He then started to dig a well. When he had barely dug 
a hole one foot deep, a clear spring gushed out of the ground. 
That spring was thus named the ‘Spring of Filial Piety (Xiaogan 
Quan, 孝感泉).’

“A native of Fujian Province named Xu Ke (徐恪) lived in 
Dali.156 He once received a package from home with several 
tea cakes bearing the seals, ‘Jade Cicada Paste (yuchan gao, 玉
蟬膏)’ and ‘Envoy of the Cool Breeze (qingfeng shi, 清風使).’

“Cai Junmo was an expert in tea. There was a top-grade tea 
growing in the cracks between the rocks at Nengren Temple 
in Jian’an. The monks at the temple made eight tea cakes and 
called them ‘Rocky White (shi yan bai, 石岩白).’ Four cakes 
were sent to Cai, while the other four were secretly sent to an 
imperial scholar named Wang Gui (王珪, alias ‘Yuyu 禹玉,’ 
1019–1085) in the capital. One year later, Cai Junmo was sum-
moned back to the palace and he visited Yuyu on his way. Yuyu 
asked his disciples to find the best tea from his tea canisters to 
grind up and brew for Cai. Holding his cup of tea in front of 
him without even having tasted it yet, Cai said to Yuyu, ‘This 
smells like the Rocky White tea from Nengren Temple. May I 
ask how you acquired it?’ Yuyu couldn’t believe that Cai Junmo 
could have such keen powers of perception, so he asked his 
disciple to bring the canister to him. After he verified it for 
himself, he was convinced and thoroughly impressed.”

茶 Monthly Climate by the Lunar Calendar (月令廣義)157 
states, “There are five peaks on Mount Meng (蒙山) in Ming-
shan County, Yazhou, Sichuan Province. There are several tea 
gardens on the top; the highest garden on the central peak, 
Shangqing Peak (上清峰), produced Ganlu158 tea. It is said that 
there was a monk who had been sick from too much coldness159 
for a long time. One day, he met an old man who inquired 
about his illness. The old man asked the monk, ‘Why don’t you 
drink tea?’ The monk replied, ‘I was under the impression that 
tea is cool in nature—so how could it help cure my illness?’ 
The old man explained, ‘I’m not talking about just any tea. The 
immortals spoke of Thunderstorm Tea (leiming cha, 雷鳴茶). 
Have you heard of it?’ ‘No, I haven’t,’ replied the monk. ‘You 
should hire as many people as you can find to go to the tea 
garden on the central peak of Mount Meng around the Spring 
Equinox. When the thunderstorms start, ask those people to 
start picking as many tea leaves as possible and continue for 
three days. If you harvest one liang160 of leaves and drink the 
tea brewed with the local water, then your chronic ailment will 
be cured. If you can harvest and drink two liang, you will be 
rewarded with good health for the rest of your life. If you drink 
three liang of such tea, all your bones and internal organs will 
be as if created anew. If you drink four liang of such tea, you will 
become an immortal on earth. As long as the tea is clean and of 
good quality, there is nothing it cannot cure—guaranteed!’ So, 
the monk built a hut on the central peak to wait for the Spring 
Equinox. When the time came, he harvested a bit more than 
one liang of tea leaf. Before he had even finished drinking the 
tea, his chronic illness was completely cured. It is a pity that the 
monk could not stay there longer and harvest more tea. None-
theless, he lived to be more than eighty years old and was still in 
robust health. When he went into town, most people thought 
he was only in his thirties, because his hair and eyebrows were 
a dark greenish-blue. Later, he went to Mount Qingcheng, and 
no one knew his whereabouts after that. Nowadays, there are 
tea gardens on all four surrounding peaks, and the central peak 
flourishes most densely of all with tea trees. Heavy clouds and 
mist hang constantly around the peaks, obscuring the sun and 
moon. Wild animals and birds roam the mountains, and there 
is scarcely a trace of human activity.”

茶 Conversations in a Time of Peace records that “Zhang Wen-
gui (張文規) considered the teas from Baizhu, Baiping Zhou, 
and Mingye Xia (Bright Moon Gorge) to be the three finest in 
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the Wuxing area. Zhang was a talented and enthusiastic schol-
ar. Su Che (蘇轍, alias ‘Ziyou 子由,’ 1039–1112), Kong Wu-
zhong (孔武仲, active 1063–1096) and He Zhengchen (何正
臣, 1039–1099) were all friends of Zhang Wengui.”161

茶 Xia Shufang (夏樹芳, alias “Maoqing 茂卿,” 1551–1639) 
recorded a legendary conversation over tea in his book, Anec-
dotes About Tea (Cha Dong, 茶董):162 “Once, Liu Yu (劉煜) was 
enjoying tea with Liu Yun (劉筠, 997–1031). Liu Yun asked 
his attendants, ‘Is the water boiling yet?’ The attendants all re-
plied, ‘Yes, it’s boiling (滾, gun).’ Liu Yun then quoted from the 
Book of Documents to make a play on words: ‘They all replied: 
Gun.’163 Liu Yu replied with a quotation from the Analects to 
make another pun: ‘Then I shall make (dian) the tea.’164

“Huang Tingjian (黃庭堅), alias ‘Luzhi (魯直),’ wrote a 
poem on one half of a Petite Dragon Tea Cake that he gave to 
Zhao Buzhi:
 
Bubbling from the table comes the sound of boiling tea;
Like wagon wheels clattering on a winding track.
Mint and sesame pique the thirst;
Yet our tea mills must remain pure of scent. 

“Upon reading this, Su Shi commented, ‘[So many delicacies!] 
No wonder Huang is poor!’”

Notes
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155. Shan Qingxiu (單慶修) and Xu Shuo (徐碩) com-
piled this gazetteer—a dictionary of place names—of 
modern-day Jiaxing (嘉興) City, Zhejiang Province. It was 
printed in 1289.
156. Dali is located in modern-day Yunnan Province.
157. This book was written by Feng Yingjing (馮應京, 
1555–1606) and was printed in 1601.
158. Ganlu (甘露) literally “Morning Dew,” referring to 
Amrita, the Elixir of Life.
159. According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, all foods 
and herbs can be categorized as having one of five tempera-
ture characteristics: hot, warm, neutral, cool and cold.  
160. Usually 37.8 g.
161. The only Zhang Wengui (張文規) who held an offi-
cial post in Wuxing that we could find a record of was ac-
tive between 805 and 820, more than a century earlier than 
the others mentioned here. This Zhang Wengui also wrote 
a book called Miscellaneous Records of Wuxing (吳興雜錄).  
162. The title of this book, Cha Dong (茶董), is a refer-
ence to the historian Dong Hu (董狐), a contemporary of 
Confucius. When Dong Hu was willing to risk the lives 
of his entire family by refusing to cover up for the king, 
Confucius hailed Dong Hu as the most righteous of histo-
rians. Later on, when Gan Bao (幹寶) wrote In Search of the 
Supernatural: A Written Record (搜神記), people were so 
impressed with his history of supernatural beings that they 
called Gan Bao “the Dong Hu of the spirits.” So, titling his 
book Cha Dong implies that Xia Shufang was intending to 
write a comprehensive book on tea—perhaps making him 
the “Dong Hu of tea”!
163. This play on words is based on two homophones, gun 
(滾)—the verb “to boil”—and Gun (鯀), the name of a 
mythical figure. (The Mandarin pronunciation is close to 
“gwoon,” as in the first part of the English word “wood.”) 
The story in the Book of Documents that Liu Yun is quot-
ing was about the legendary Emperor Yao (堯, 2356–2355 
BCE). At that time, there was a terrible flood, so he asked 
his people if they could recommend someone to solve this 
problem. All his men replied: “Gun [is the man for the 
job],” hence the witty phrase that Liu Yun uses.
164. This second pun is a play on the word dian (點). The 
way people in the Song Dynasty (960–1279) made tea was 
called “dian cha (點茶).” The same character also appears 
in the name of historical figure Zeng Dian (曾點, 546–? 
BCE). The story Liu Yu alludes to was about Confucius 
chatting with four of his close disciples. Confucius asked 
his disciples to express their ideals and dreams. Zilu (子路, 
542–480 BCE), Gongxi Chi (公西赤, 519–? BCE) and 
Ran Qiu (冉求, 522–? BCE) all told Confucius of their 
philosophies about how to run a country. Meanwhile, Zeng 
Dian was busy playing the zither. When Confucius asked 
him to speak up, he said, “My dream is this: I would like to 
dress in spring clothing in late March and go on an excur-
sion with four or five friends and six or seven servants. We 
would go to the Yi River to take a dip, enjoy the breeze and 
then sing all the way home.” Confucius sighed and said, 
“I am with Dian”—a phrase which can also mean “I shall 
make (dian) the tea.” So in this context, Liu Yun is not 
only employing the character “dian (點)” to make a literary 
pun, but also alluding to the fact that they were enjoying 
a moment of carefree leisure, having a heart-to-heart with 
a good friend instead of devoting all their time solely to 
politics.
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茶 Chen Shijiao (陳詩教) wrote in his History of Garden Irri-
gation (灌園史) that “There once was a courtesan in Hangzhou 
who was famous for writing poetry. She collected specialty teas, 
and once she even got into a competition with Cai Junmo over 
who was better at appreciating and writing about tea. Cai had 
to admit that he was impressed.

“Jiang Shen (江參, twelfth century), alias ‘Guangdao (貫
道),’ was from the south. He was a thin man and drank a lot 
of scented tea.”

茶 The Compendium of All Things (博學匯書)165 states, “Sima 
Guang was chatting with Su Che about tea and ink slabs. Sima 
commented that ‘Tea and ink slabs are total opposites. For tea, 
the whiter the better, while for ink slabs, the darker the better. 
For tea, the heavier the better, whereas for ink slabs, the lighter 
the better. For tea, the fresher the better, while for ink slabs, the 
older the better.’ Su replied, ‘The best tea and the finest of ink 
slabs are both fragrant, because they share the same virtue. They 
are both firm, as they share the same integrity.’ Sima Guang 
couldn’t agree more.”

茶 Yelü Chucai (耶律楚才, 1190–1244) of the Yuan Dynasty 
wrote a poem titled “Making Tea in the Western Region while 
Snow Falls (在西域作茶會值雪)”:

We sip my Lingnan tea, 
a gift from a learned sage;
We admire the swirling flakes, 
our carriage deep in snow.

茶 According to Stories of Yunlin (雲林遺事),166 “While liv-
ing in Guangfu, Xu Dazuo (徐達左, ?–1369) designed and 
built a villa called Yangxian Lou (“Abode of Sages”) at the foot 
of Mount Dengwei.167 Scholars and celebrities soon began to 
gather there, including Ni Zan, alias ‘Yuanzhen (元鎮).’ Ni 
once ordered his servant boy to go to the mountain and fetch 
some water from the Seven Treasures Spring to bring back to 
the villa. Of the two pails of water the boy carried back on his 
shoulders, the water from the front pail was used for brewing 
tea, while the one from the back was designated for people to 
wash their feet. Out of curiosity, one of the guests asked Ni 
the reason for this. Ni replied, ‘The water in the front buck-
et was not in contact with anything undesirable, so it can be 
used to brew tea. But the one at the back might have been 
contaminated if the servant passed gas on the way back, so it 
is only fit for washing one’s feet.’ He really was very obsessed 
with cleanliness.”

茶 Chen Jiru wrote in his Records of Attachment to the Old Ways 
(泥古錄) that “On the third day of the ninth lunar month of 
the third year of the Zhizheng period (1344), Cheng Zheng  
(陳征) and I stayed at Yu’an’s place. We burned incense sticks 
and brewed some tea while we painted mountains, rocks and 
autumn waterfalls; such moments really are a Heavenly delight. 
Wang Meng (王蒙, 1308–1385), alias the ‘Hermit of Yellow 
Crane Mountain (Huanghe Shanren, 黃鶴山人)’ wrote some 
inscriptions on the paintings.”

茶 Zhou Xu, (周敘, active 1419–1451) wrote in his Travelogue 
of Mount Song (嵩山遊記) that “I saw a stone inscription of a 
tea inventory by the monk Xue’an (雪庵) that is preserved at 

Huishan Temple. Each character was three cun168 in diameter; 
it was truly a grand sight!”

茶 Zhong Sicheng (鍾嗣成, active 1328–1332) wrote in 
his Biographies of Qu Poets of the Yuan Dynasty (錄鬼簿) that 
“Wang Shifu (王實甫, 1260–1336) composed Young Master 
Su’s Tea Boat Under the Moonlight (蘇小郎月夜販茶船).”

茶 Tales from Wuxing records that “Emperor Taizu of the Ming 
Dynasty (明太祖, 1328–1398) was fond of Guzhu tea. He or-
dered that 32 jin169 of Guzhu tea be sent as a Tribute Tea each 
year. Two days before the Qingming Festival, the local officer 
who was responsible for Tribute Tea would arrive at the tea 
garden and personally inspect the harvesting of the tea. When 
attending the ancestor worship ritual at Fengxian Hall in Nan-
jing, he only had to burn incense sticks; he did not need to 
bring any other sort of offering.”

茶 Monographs on Seven Topics (七修類稿)170 states “In the 
twenty-fourth year of the Hongwu period in the Ming Dynasty 
(1393), the emperor decreed the different amounts of annual 
Tribute Tea for each tea-producing locale. Tea from Jian’ning 
was the best of all. The local officials were instructed to let the 
tea farmers pick tea for as long as it took, without interfering. 
The tea farmers were not obliged to participate in labor service 
like other adults. In addition, the following four teas were not 
allowed to be ground and compressed into Big or Petite Drag-
on Tea Cakes: Seeking Spring (Tanchun, 探春), Pre-Spring 
(Xianchun, 先春), Second Spring (Cichun, 次春) and Purple 
Shoot (Zisun, 紫筍).”

茶 Yang Weizhen (楊維楨, 1296–1370) wrote in Dreams of 
Brewing Tea (煮茶夢記) that “As I, the Iron Cliff Daoist, re-
clined on my stone bed, it was already after the second strik-
ing of the gong (er geng, 二更).171 The gentle moonlight cast 
shadows from the plum blossom trees across the paper sliding 
door and part of the window. A crane stood silently, all alone. 
I called on my servant boy to fetch some water from the White 
Lotus Spring and prepare my bamboo stove. I selected some 
Heavenly Buds (Lingxiao Ya, 淩霄芽) for him to brew. Sipping 
the tea, I felt as if I were floating through the cosmos, soaring 
in a celestial dream.”

茶 Lu Shusheng (陸樹聲, 1509–1605) wrote in his Tea Hut 
Records (茶寮記) that “My tea hut is located to the west of the 
Whistle Pavilion Parapet (Xiaoxuanpi, 嘯軒埤). With a hearth 
in the center, I have everything I need for brewing tea here, in-
cluding ladles, storage jars, pouring vessels, washing equipment 
and whisks. I chose a servant with some knowledge of tea to be 
in charge and another as an assistant to boil and fetch the water. 
Whenever I have guests, a cloud of smoke from the tea stove 
floats up from behind the bamboo grove. Whenever a monk 
comes to visit me, I sit cross-legged with him, drinking tea and 
chatting about our lives, removed as they are from the bustling 
world. On the sixteenth day of the ninth lunar month, Upāsaka 
Wuzheng,172 the monk Yanzhen from Mount Wutai173 and the 
monk Mingliang from Mount Zhongnan174 came to visit me. 
We tasted some Heavenly Pool Tea (tianchi cha, 天池茶). So I 
wrote this to commemorate the occasion.”
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茶 Little Encyclopedia of the Ink Girl (墨娥小錄)175 records the 
following: “Thousand Li176 tea (qianli cha, 千里茶) is made in 
this way: take 1.5 liang of fine tea (xicha, 細茶, 60 g), 1 liang of 
Senegalia catechu (hai’ercha, 孩兒茶, 40 g), 1 liang of persim-
mon frost (shishuang, 柿霜, 40 g), 6 qian of Pseuderanthemum 
powder (fencao, 粉草, 24 g) and 3 qian of mint (12 g), then 
put all these ingredients together and grind them into powder. 
Then add some honey to the powder and roll it into small pel-
lets about the size of a white bean. These are very convenient to 
bring along on a long journey.”

茶 Tang Xianzu (湯顯祖, alias “Lingchuan 臨川,” 1550–
1616) wrote in Preface to the Record of Tea Drinking (題飲茶
錄) that “Scholar Tao once said that ‘water is key to tea,’ which 
captured the essence of tea-making. Feng Mengzhen (馮夢禎, 
1548–1606), the Chancellor of the Imperial Academy, is an ex-
pert in brewing tea. He always cleans the tea set himself before 
offering tea to his guests. Some guests tease him for doing so. 
He replies, ‘Tea is like a beautiful woman, or an ancient work 
of calligraphy, or a famous painting. How could one let vulgar 
men handle such treasures?’”

茶 Lu Yi (陸釴, 1439–1489) recorded in his Leisurely Jottings 
While Ill (病逸漫記) that “When the crown prince was ready 
to receive lessons, he would ask his attendants to invite me to 
his study. When the lectures were over, the crown prince would 
tell his attending officer, ‘Present some tea and snacks to my 
teacher.’” 
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Notes
165. The author was Lai Jizhi (來集之, 1604–1682).
166. Stories of Yunlin was written by Gu Yuanqing (顧元慶, 1487–
1565), who also edited the Book of Tea (Cha Pu, 茶譜)—see the 
April 2017 issue of Global Tea Hut. This book contains stories 
about the painter Ni Zan (倪瓚, 1301–1374), alias “Yunlin” (雲林, 
“Cloud Forest”), which were collected in On Compilations (說纂) 
by Gu Yuanqing’s friend, Du Mu (都穆, 1459–1525).
167. Mount Dengwei (鄧尉山) is in modern-day Suzhou City.
168. During the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), 1 cun was equal to 
3.2 centimeters. So each character was roughly 10 centimeters wide.
169. During the Ming Dynasty, 1 jin was equal to 590 grams—
lightly less than during the Song Dynasty (960–1279), when it was 
633 grams. Modern China uses 500 g and Taiwan 600 g.
170. The author was Lang Ying (郎瑛, 1487–1544).
171. In ancient China, each town would hire a person as the time-
keeper, who would go around striking a gong at around 7 p.m. to 
urge people to go to bed. That timekeeper would work all night, 
signaling the time every two hours to safeguard the town. So the 
second time he struck the gong was around 9 p.m.
172. The title “Upāsaka” indicates a male lay Buddhist devotee.
173. Mount Wutai (五臺山) is one of China’s sacred Buddhist 
mountains and is located in modern-day Shanxi Province.
174. Mount Zhongnan (終南山) has been a popular dwelling place 
for Daoist hermits since at least the Qin Dynasty (221–209 BCE) 
and for many Buddhists in later periods, too. It is located in mod-
ern-day Shanxi Province.
175. The surviving copy of this book was reprinted by Wu Ji (吳
繼). Later research showed it may have been written between the 
late Yuan and early Ming dynasties, around the thirteenth century.
176. One li was about 500 meters.
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茶 According to Words from the Jade Study (玉堂叢語),177 
“Chen Yin (陳音, 1436–1494), alias ‘Kuizhai (愧齋),’ was a 
good-natured and forgiving gentleman. While he was serving 
in the Imperial Academy, his wife once tried to test his limits. 
When his guests arrived, he called out, ‘Please serve the tea.’ 
His wife replied, ‘No tea! The water hasn’t boiled yet.’ Chen 
replied, ‘Never mind, then.’ He called out again, ‘Please serve 
some dried fruits and snacks.’ His wife replied, ‘No snacks! I 
haven’t bought any yet.’ Chen replied, ‘Never mind, then.’ The 
guests burst out laughing, nearly splitting their sides. Ever since 
then, Chen was known by the nickname ‘Never-Mind Chen.’”

茶 Shen Zhou (沈周, 1427–1509) wrote in his Gossip with 
Guests (客坐新聞) that “The monk Daji (大機) from the Su-
zhou area lives in an old house with three or four rooms, all 
spotlessly clean. He is a tea expert, and there is an ancient well 
in his yard with fresh, clear water. Whenever guests arrive, he 
offers them a cup of tea, thoroughly cleansing for the internal 
organs. My late father was a good friend of the monk Daji and 
also liked to drink tea. Whenever my father went into town, he 
would always visit the monk.”

茶 Shen Zhou also wrote in Postscript to Reflections on Jie Tea 
(書岕茶別論後): “Since ancient times, famous mountains 
have always been the preserve of tourists and travelers, while 
tea is the domain of high-minded scholars. All things were 
created for a specific purpose. Zhou Qingshu (周慶叔) trav-
eled all over the country to write his essay Reflections on Jie Tea. 
Even those who are extremely wealthy and live in luxury may 
not have the great fortune to experience such a journey, and 
all those hedonists who indulge in gluttony and waste would 
not appreciate Zhou’s interests. He lives a life of seclusion in 
Changxing,178 but he will not leave home without his tea par-
aphernalia. He once invited me to his place to appreciate his 
yellow tea in snow-white cups. It is a pity that neither Lu Yu 
nor Cai Junmo had the chance to meet Zhou Qingshu. Alas, I 
pour my tea onto the earth and sigh in lament of this unfortu-
nate circumstance.”

茶 Feng Mengzhen said in Writings from Swirling Snow Hall  
(快雪堂漫錄), “When Li Panlong (李攀龍, alias ‘Yulin 於麟,’ 
1514–1570) served as the Deputy Chief Justice in Zhejiang, he 
once received some of the finest Jie tea from Xu Ziyu (徐子與). 
Later, when he met Xu at Zhaoqing Temple, Xu inquired about 
the tea. Li replied that he had given the tea to his servants! This 
was because Jie tea tends to have big leaves and lots of stems. 
As a northerner, Li did not know what a top-notch product 
that Jie tea really was. I am writing this anecdote down here 
just for fun.”

茶 Min Yuanheng (閔元衡) wrote a piece entitled Ice-clear Tea 
in a Jade Pot (玉壺冰): “Sitting up late on a peaceful night, I 
light my stove to brew some tea. In the silence of such a night, 
with the occasional ding of a bell, I could never tire of reading 
until the crack of dawn, never feel the call of sleep. What more 
could one ask for in life?”

茶 According to Forgotten Accounts of the Ou River (甌江遺
誌), “The annual tribute in tea from Yongjia179 is ten jin of tea 
buds and five jin of Leqing tea buds. The volumes of Tribute 
Tea from Rui’an and Pingyang180 are the same. The five most 

famous local ‘treasures’ from Mount Yan181 are as follows: Drag-
on Pool Waterfall (longjiu, 龍湫)182 tea, Guanyin bamboo, the 
Golden Star plant (Griffith Phymatopsis), the Mountain Musi-
cian bird (shanyuegong niao, 山樂宮鳥) and the Fragrant Fish 
(xiangyu, 香魚).183 The tea covered with white fur is called 
‘Bright (ming, 明)’ tea while the purple one with a stronger 
fragrance is called ‘Dark (xuan, 玄)’ tea. Both kinds of tea taste 
like a lighter version of Tianchi (Heavenly Pool) tea.”

茶 Wang Shimao (王世懋, 1536–1588) wrote in his Fantastic 
Tales Recorded in My Study (二酉委譚),184 “In general, I cannot 
abide formal attire, especially on summer days. The weather in 
the Yuzhang185 area is awfully hot, and this year has been even 
hotter than usual. On the seventeenth day of the third lunar 
month, I had a drink with my guests at Prince Teng’s Pavil-
ion.186 The sun was blazing with such extreme heat that I was 
drenched in sweat from head to toe and felt quite light-headed. 
I returned home feeling suffocated and irritable. My wife pre-
pared a bath for me, so I took off my clothes and slipped into 
the bathtub. Just then, a gift was delivered: a parcel of the new 
season’s Cloudy Mist (yunwu, 雲霧) tea, which had just been 
produced at the West Mountain,187 was sent to me by Zhang 
Youbo (張右伯). The large, pale tea leaves smelled like beans, 
and reminded me of Huqiu tea. So I stepped out of the bathtub 
at once, sat under the bright moonlight, and asked my atten-
dant to fetch some fresh water to brew the tea. As soon as the 
tea slid down my throat, I felt as if I were flying, borne aloft by 
a celestial wind beneath my wings. This ecstatic state was cer-
tainly not something that can be experienced on the journey to 
officialdom. If it were not past bedtime for Mr. Cai of Linquan, 
I would have invited him to enjoy the tea with me. The next 
day, I brewed the rest of the tea for Mr. Cai, yet it didn’t taste 
the same as it had the night before. Reminiscing about that 
night, I recorded it in this letter for Mr. Cai.”

Notes
177. This was written by Jiao Hong (焦紘, 1540–1620).
178. Changxing (長興) is located in modern-day Huzhou City, 
Zhejiang Province.
179. Yongjia (永嘉) is located in modern-day Wenzhou, Zhejiang 
Province.
180. Rui’an (瑞安) and Pingyang (平陽) are both in modern-day 
Wenzhou (溫州) City, Zhejiang Province.
181. Mount Yan (雁山) is located in modern-day Leqing (樂清) 
City, Zhejiang Province.
182. This is one of the three most famous waterfalls in China. 
183. This fish might be Plecoglossus altivelis, known as “ayu” or 
“sweetfish” because of its sweet flesh.
184. The Chinese title of Fantastic Tales Recorded in My Study is 
Eryou Weitan (二酉委譚). Legend has it that there were thousands 
of books hidden at Big You Mountain (Dayoushan, 大酉山) and 
Small You Mountain (Xiaoyoushan, 小酉山) after the First Emperor 
of Qin (259–210 BCE) ordered all books burned, except for those 
on medicine, infrastructure and botany. From this comes the phrase 
“knowledge worthy of the two Yous (caiguan eryou, 才貫二酉).” 
185. Yuzhang (豫章) is located in modern-day Nanchang (南昌) 
City, Jiangxi Province.
186. Prince Teng’s Pavilion (滕王閣) is one of the three most fa-
mous pavilions in southern China. It was built by Prince Teng (Li 
Yuanying, 李元嬰, 628–684) in 653.
187. The West Mountain (西山) referred to here is located at 
Dongting Lake (洞庭湖) in Hunan Province.
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茶 According to Yongchuang Pavilion Essays (湧幢小品),188 
“Wang Jin (王璡, active 1395–1403) came from Changyi.189 
During the early Hongwu period (1368–1398), he was the 
Mayor of Ningbo.190 Once, an official with the title of Investi-
gating Censor (jishi, 給事) came to visit him, so he offered tea 
to the high official. When Wang realized that the censor was 
there to lobby on behalf of someone, he became irritated and 
shouted, ‘Take the tea away!’ The censor felt ashamed and left. 
Ever since then, Wang was known by the nickname ‘Mayor 
Take-the-Tea-Away.’”

茶 According to Chorography of Lin’an (臨安誌),191 “There is a 
pool inside of Qixia Cave. The pool is extremely deep and the 
water in it is extremely sweet. The well-respected Mr. Wei used 
to brew tea with water from this pool.”

茶 Sequel to the Chorography of the West Lake (西湖誌餘)192 re-
cords that “In earlier times, there were only taverns for drinking 
alcohol in Hangzhou, but no tea shops. However, there were 
tea specialists known as ‘Tea Scholars’ who only served tea for 
wealthy people at their banquets.”

茶 Commentary on Poetry by Pan Zizhen (潘子真詩話)193 re-
cords that “Despite not being good at it, Ye Tao (葉濤, 1050–
1110) enjoyed composing poems. He wrote one titled ‘Tea 
Tasting’:

Grind it into dragon and phoenix in the sky;
Boil it into crab and shrimp on the land.

“Certain people ridiculed his work, saying, ‘You’d hardly think 
that was a poem about tea. It sounds more like a poem about a 
jade carver eating southern food!’”

茶 Dong Qichang (董其昌, alias “Rongtai 容台,” 1555–
1636) commented in his Collected Works of Rongtai (容台集) 
that “Cai Junmo (Cai Xiang), posthumously entitled ‘Loyal 
and Kind’ (Zhonghui, 忠惠), designed the Petite Dragon Tea 
Cakes, and was roundly criticized for it by Su Shi. In Su’s opin-
ion, what Cai did was not unlike the actions of Qian Weiyan 
when he presented the most precious Yaohuang Peony to the 
emperor,194 and they both belied their lack of integrity through 
these acts.195 However, I would think that this simply reflect-
ed the close and amiable relationship between emperors and 
their officials at that time. Furthermore, Cai never earned any 
special favors from the emperor with his Tribute Tea. This in-
cident merely exemplifies a sincere and laudable action during 
a prosperous time. Su Shi copied Ouyang Xiu’s Writings from 
Chuzhou twice, yet refused to copy Cai Junmo’s Record of Tea  
(茶錄). So, I have now copied Cai Junmo’s Record of Tea in Su 
Shi’s calligraphy style, to apologize to Cai on Su’s behalf. Su 
was thrown into jail for referring to a ‘hibernating dragon’ in 
his poem, and got into a lot of trouble.196 In the end, Su was 
judged not guilty [so he should know better than to blame it 
on words]. As long as people exercise common sense, different 
ideas and comments should be tolerated.

“The Ministrant of Rites in Jinling197 often gifted me some 
Songluo tea,198 which did not look like anything special. But af-
ter I returned home and brewed it, I found it to be spectacular. 
After some inquiry, I was told that it was from Min Wenshui’s 
collection.199 Min lived in Jinling and was also a tea aficionado. 

Seagulls stand out for their ability to fly over oceans without 
needing to land; such rarity is highly sought after. Likewise, real 
experts do not wish to mingle with celebrities; Min Wenshui 
was just such a reclusive person. In the past, the tea sage Lu Yu 
was provoked into writing Discourse on the Slander of Tea (毀
茶論) simply because he was insulted by an important person. 
But a down-to-earth person such as Min Wenshui would never 
react as Lu Yu did.”

茶 Li Rihua (李日華, 1565–1635) wrote in his Notes from 
Liuyan Study (六研齋筆記) that “There is a terrace of tea trees 
by Qixia Temple on Mount She.200 Tree plants grew there nat-
urally among a variety of other trees; they were not planted 
intentionally. Lu Yu of the Tang Dynasty came here to pick 
tea, and Huangfu Ran (皇甫冉, 716–769) once wrote a poem 
about it for Lu Yu.”

茶 Miscellaneous Compositions from Purple Peach Pavilion (紫
桃軒雜綴), also written by Li Rihua, states that “There is no 
tea on Mount Tai. People living on Mount Tai instead harvest-
ed the young buds from the parasol tree (Firmiana simplex or 
wutong, 梧桐) and made them into a drink called ‘maiden tea.’ 
Besides this, they also make a drink from pine moss. How very 
creative!”

茶 According to Collected Works of Zhong Bojing (鍾伯敬
集),201 “There is a poem called ‘Tea Message’ that goes:

A letter a year I get from thee;
All by the grace of a harvest of tea.

“Zhong Bojing and Xu Bo (徐波, alias ‘Yuantan 元嘆,’ 1590–
1663) were close friends. Xu lived in the state of Wu (mod-
ern-day Jiangsu Province) while Zhong lived in the state of 
Chu (modern-day Hubei Province), which were over a thou-
sand li apart. They took the opportunity to contact each other 
once a year when Zhong needed to purchase tea. The way they 
managed to remain friends became a lovely story called ‘Tea 
Messages.’” 

茶 I have read Qian Qianyi’s (錢謙益, 1582–1664) On Offer-
ing Tea (茶供說), which goes: “There once was a recluse liv-
ing at the Lou River202 named Zhu Rugui (朱汝圭). He was 
a tea expert and asked me to write about him. In return, he 
would go to Guzhu and pick some fresh tea to offer to the 
Buddhas on my behalf. I saw that in the Śūrangama (lengyan, 
楞嚴) ritual, the monks often offered milk, sugar and honey. In 
the west, the Brahmans and Sramanas often offered grapes and 
sugar cane juice. I have never seen tea on the altar in Buddhist 
rituals before. Lu Yu was once a monk, and the monk Jiaoran 
(皎然, 730–799) was also cultivated in Chan (Zen) medita-
tion. Yet not a word about offering tea to the Buddhas can 
be found in Lu Yu’s Tea Sutra, nor in Jiaoran’s poems about 
tea. Buddhists in countries west of China made offerings to the 
Buddhas of flower garlands and burning incense sticks, rather 
than tea. There is no textual reference for offering tea to the 
Buddhas. Yet Zhu Rugui was very dedicated in making his of-
ferings of tea; he always put the Golden Bud tea into clean 
white porcelain cups on the altar. Since he made these offerings 
to the Buddhas diligently and with pure intentions, he would 
surely enjoy rebirth in a Heavenly pure land of the Buddhas.  
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Zhu offering the Buddhas the pure, wonderful fragrance of tea 
was just like the Daoist who drank tea and grew wings at the 
immortal land of Cinnabar Hill (Danqiu, 丹邱). I did not dare 
to accept the gift of tea that Zhu offered me, so I also devoted 
it to the Buddhas. Later on, tea experts routinely offered tea 
to the Buddhas and used it in Buddhist rituals. As I knew this 
practice was started by Zhu Rugui, I wrote this article, On Of-
fering Tea, in his honor.”

茶 The Anthology of the Five Lamps (五燈會元)203 states that 
“In Madhurā (in India), there was a luxuriant forest thick with 
branches and bright green leaves called ‘Youliu tea.’”

茶 “A monk asked Chan Master Rubao (如寶) ‘What are the 
conventional habits of monks?’ The Master replied, ‘We drink 
three bowls of tea after each meal.’ The monk also asked Chan 
Master Guquan (穀泉), ‘If unexpected guests show up, how 
should we receive them?’ The Master replied, ‘With pepper 
buns from the Yunmen school and tea from the Zhaozhou 
school.’”204

茶 According to the Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Sorted Sub-
jects (淵鑑類函),205 “Zheng Yu (鄭愚, active 837–881) com-
posed the ‘Tea Ballad (茶詩)’:

With tender buds fragrant and new,
I crown it Queen of Herbs.
Ground by night with mingling smoke;
Boiled in snow-melt on a winter stove.

“Thus tea got its nickname, ‘Queen of Herbs.’
“The jasmine flower (suxin, 素馨) is also called ‘tea look-

alike (baiming, 稗茗).’206 Chen Baisha wrote in his Notes on Jas-
mine (素馨記) that jasmine got this name as it could be mixed 
in a small quantity with tea to enhance the tea’s fragrance. It 
also has another name, ‘Yesmin207 (yeximing, 耶希茗).’”

茶 According to the Peiwen Imperial Dictionary (佩文韻府),208 
“Yuan Haowen (元好問, 1190–1257) noted in one of his po-
ems that the people of the Tang Dynasty used the word ‘tea 
(cha, 茶)’ as an endearing nickname for young girls.”

茶 Travelogue of Southern Guizhou (黔南行記) records that 
“Lu Yu wrote in his Tea Sutra that the tea from Huangniu 
(Yellow Buffalo) Gorge was well worth tasting, so I asked the 
boatman to find me some. He bought a basket of tea from 
an old lady, but the tea leaves simply looked like grass. Ap-
parently, no one put much effort into making and marketing 
tea up in the mountains. In Xiazhou,209 I asked some scholars 
and officials about Huangling (黃陵) tea. They were all under 
the impression that Huangling tea was vulgar and tasted rather 
bitter, saying it was barely drinkable. Later on, when I asked a 
petty officer, he told me only the monks’ tea tasted any good. 
So I asked the officer to purchase some for me, and he got me 
ten tea cakes at quite a reasonable price. I took the tea cakes 
with me to Yellow Buffalo Gorge, set up my stove under a tree 
and brewed it myself. The tea was surprisingly nice, so I of-
fered some to Yuan Ming (元明) and Yao Fu (堯夫). They both 
thought this Huangling tea was just as good as the fancy teas 
from the south. It was then that I realized all those scholars and 
officials had judged the tea purely by its appearance.”

Notes
188. The author was Zhu Guozhen (朱國禎, 1557–1632).
189. Changyi (昌邑) is located in modern-day Shandong Province.
190. Ningbo is the second-largest city in modern-day Zhejiang 
Province. Wang Jin was the Mayor of Ningbo from 1395–1403.
191. Lin’an was the capital of the Southern Song Dynasty (1127–
1279) and is in modern-day Hangzhou. 
192. This was Tian Rucheng’s (田汝成, 1503–1557) addition to 
his first book about the West Lake.
193. The author Pan Zizhen was a disciple of Huang Tingjian (黃
庭堅, 1045–1105).
194. This historical anecdote involves Qian Weiyan (錢惟演, 
977–1034), posthumously named “Sigong (思公).” While Qian 
was the Mayor of Luoyang, he once made the extravagant gesture of 
transporting the most delicate and beautiful variety of native peony, 
the Yaohuang Peony (姚黃花) to the emperor Xuan of Tang (唐玄
宗, reigned 712–756). The emperor then transported a southern 
lychee fruit from Fuzhou all the way to the capital for his favorite 
concubine. It required relayed messengers to keep these items fresh.
195. Su Shi wrote an extended poem in a format employing sev-
en-character phrases titled “Lychee Lament,” in which he criticized 
Qian, calling him a sycophant and a disgrace to his father and an-
cestors.  
196. Su Shi composed a poem eulogizing a pagoda tree (Styphnolo-
bium japonicum), with lines that go, “Reaching to the sky/its roots 
grow straight and deep/Only a hibernating dragon/could know how 
far they reach.” An opponent of Su Shi accused him of making a 
derogatory comment about the emperor with the term “hibernat-
ing dragon.” The dragon traditionally symbolized the emperor. So, 
describing a dragon as hibernating underground was not unlike 
wishing the emperor dead. Su narrowly escaped being killed over 
this accusation before he was acquitted.
197. Jinling (金陵) is modern-day Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province.
198. The word songluo (松蘿) generally refers to usnea, a genus 
of pale grayish-green lichens that grow like mini-shrubs or tassels 
anchored on bark or twigs. However, according to Xu Cishu’s (許
次紓, 1549–1604) Commentary on Tea (茶疏) and Feng Shike’s  
(馮時可, active 1571–1617) Tea Manual (茶錄), Songluo tea was a 
famous tea from Huizhou (徽州), in modern-day Anhui Province.
199. According to Zhang Dai (張岱, 1597–1679), his friend Zhou 
Monong (周墨農) told him in 1638 that Min Wenshui (閔汶水) 
was from Anhui and had been selling tea at the Peach Leaves Ferry 
(taoye du, 桃葉渡). So Zhang went to the ferry to wait for Min for 
a long time. The master came but saw the guest and left. Zhang 
waited til nightfall and the master returned, impressed by Zhang’s 
determination. So, he decided to teach him about tea. 
200. Mount She (攝山) is located near modern-day Nanjing City.
201. The author was Zhong Xing (鍾惺, 1574–1625).
202. The Lou River (婁江) is near modern-day Suzhou City.
203. Anthology of the Five Lamps was compiled by the monk Puji  
(普濟) at Lingyin Temple (靈隱寺), Hangzhou, in 1252. It consists 
of the most important Chan Buddhist lineage transmission records 
in China, including the Jingde Record of the Transmission of the Lamp 
(景德傳燈錄) and four other texts also titled Record of the Trans-
mission of the Lamp, written during the Song Dynasty (960–1279).
204. The first Chan Master of the Yunmen School of Chinese Chan 
Buddhism was Yunmen Wenyan (雲門文偃, 864–949). One day, 
a monk asked Master Yunmen what was beyond the Buddha. The 
Master replied, “pepper buns.” Similarly, Zhaozhou Master Cong-
shen (從諗, 778–897) often said, “Have a cup of tea.” The ordinary 
mind is Zen, though Zen is not just the ordinary mind.
205. The author was Zhang Ying (張英, 1637–1708).
206. Bai (稗) is a plant that looks like rice but is smaller and does 
not actually yield rice. So bai is a “rice look-alike.”
207. The genus Jasminum is the Latinized form of the Persian word, 
“yasmin,” referring to sweetly scented plants. 
208. Since the Qing royals were not Han people, Emperor Kangxi  
(康熙, reigned 1661–1722) asked the Academy Scholars to compile 
dictionaries and encyclopedias to learn about Chinese culture. Im-
perial Scholars took seven years to complete this huge undertaking, 
finishing in 1711. “Peiwen (佩文)” was Emperor Kangxi’s study. 
209. Xiazhou (峽州) is in modern-day Yichang City, Hubei Prov-
ince.
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49/ Sequel to the Tea Sutra: Part III

茶 Records of Mount Jiuhua (錄九華山錄)210 states, “When I 
visited Huacheng Temple, I paid homage to the Golden Pagoda 
of Ksitigarbha. The monk Zuying (祖瑛) offered me some local 
tea, which tasted almost as good as Beiyuan tea.”

茶 Feng Shike (馮時可, active 1571–1617) wrote in his Tea 
Manual (茶錄) that “There is tea on Mount She in Song Coun-
ty.211 The tea is the same variety as Tianchi (Heavenly Pool), yet 
the picking and processing techniques are not as good. Lately, 
a monk moved there and began processing the local tea in the 
method used in Huqiu. The resultant tea tastes as good as Son-
gluo tea. However, the senior monk asked him to leave, as he 
didn’t want the tea to become too popular and stir up worldly 
trouble at their secluded temple.”

茶 Mao Xiang (冒襄, alias “Chaomin 巢民,” 1611–1693) 
compiled Writings on Jie Tea (岕茶匯鈔), which contains the 
following passage: “I remember forty-seven years ago, Mr. Ke 
(柯) from Wu was an expert on the tea farms in Yangxian. As 
soon as the parasol tree started blossoming with its white flow-
ers, he would go to the Jie tea gardens. He would usually return 
with more than ten different kinds of tea in his big bamboo 
basket. Of the best teas, he would barely get one jin, or even as 
little as a few liang; these teas had a mature flavor and a thick 
aroma of angelica212 and orchids, with a touch of the hearty 
character of metal and stones. He had been doing this for fif-
teen years. Ever since Lady Dong Xiaowan (董小宛)213 from 
Suzhou became my concubine, we have only drunk Jie tea from 
Gu Zijian (顧子兼) of Bantang, and burned Huangshu (Mel-
low Yellow) incense from Uncle Jinping (金平). The taste and 
fragrance of the tea and incense complement each other, each 
lifting the other to a more subtle and exquisite state. Every year, 
they would always send tea and incense to Lady Liu Rushi (柳
如是) of Mount Yu214 first, then to my concubine at my home-
town Longxi,215 then to Lady Wan and me, before they send 
the rest to other people. 

“Yu Xiangming (於像明) from Jinsha (金沙)216 brought 
some Jie tea with him when he came to visit me. It was truly 
fantastic! He is the best tea expert in all the south. He lives at 
Qipan (Chessboard) Peak most of the time. During the har-
vest season, his parents would go there to process the tea them-
selves. This summer, he brought tea from several locations, 
including Miaohou (Behind the Temple), Qipan Peak, Zhang-
sha and Banshan (Mid-Mountain). Even though they are not 
exactly the same, they are the best teas that I’ve had in the past 
two decades. He chose just the right water to go with the tea 
and had great control of the heat. He always washed his hands 
and all his utensils before brewing. Therefore, the color, aroma 
and taste of the tea satisfied the literati’s peculiar cravings and 
particular interests. It was just as the Daoist Danqiu said: to 
grow wings after drinking tea makes for such a pleasant life in 
one’s old age!

“Zhu Rugui, a venerable man of 74, came to visit me with 
some tea. His teas were similar to Yu Xiangming’s, except for 
one that had a particularly floral aroma. Just as some people 
are vegetarian from before they are born, Zhu has been enjoy-
ing tea from childhood. He has visited Mount Jie every spring 
and summer since he was fourteen years old. He has now been 
there over 120 times; this is his only hobby, he does not care 
for other things such as food or beautiful women. One of his 
offspring has done quite well for himself, but Zhu refuses to let 

his son take care of him, because the son did not like tea—so 
Zhu Rugui felt he did not take after his father at all. Every 
year Zhu cautiously ventures into the mountains, where fero-
cious tigers and slithering pythons roam. Then he carries the 
tea leaves on his back in big bamboo baskets to the market 
where he hawks his aromatic tea. He will happily wash the tea 
leaves and teaware from dawn till dusk without growing tired. 
He is always full of energy and sips his tea all day long. His 
upbeat enthusiasm and the fragrant tea complement each other 
perfectly, forming a rare scene at the tea market.”

茶 According to Writings on Lingnan (嶺南雜記),217 “During 
festivals in Chaozhou,218 groups of eight to twelve handsome 
lads dress up as tea-picking girls and march in lines, carry-
ing flower baskets and singing songs accompanied by various 
charming movements. Two older boys lead the team holding 
lanterns decorated with hibiscus and jasmine flowers. The 
entire group follows the lead of the older boys as they move 
back and forward. They stop at government offices and wealthy 
households to sing and are rewarded with money or fruit. The 
festival starts on the eve of the thirteenth and ends on the eve-
ning of the eighteenth of the month. I have jotted down several 
of their songs, which reminded me of the songs ‘Front Brook 
(Qianxi, 前溪)’ and ‘Midnight (Ziye, 子夜).’”

Notes
210. Records of Mount Jiuhua was written by Li Jiqi (李
際期, ?–1655).
211. Mount She (佘山) is located in modern-day She-
shan National Park in Shanghai City.
212. Angelica Dahurica.
213. Other than being one of the “Eight Beauties of the 
South,” Dong Xiaowan (董小宛, 1623–1651) was also 
talented in poetry, singing, needlework and the art of the 
tea ceremony.    
214. Liu Rushi was another one of the “Eight Beauties of 
the South.” Other than excelling in poetry and painting, 
she often appeared in public without makeup, and later 
even dressed in the male clothing.
215. Longxi (隴西) is located in modern-day Gansu 
Province.
216. This may refer to the section of the Yangtze River 
between Qinghai and Sichuan.
217. The author was Wu Zhenfang (吳震方, active 
1679–1698).
218. Chaozhou (潮州) is modern-day Chaozhou City, 
Guangdong Province.

董小宛
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51/ Sequel to the Tea Sutra: Part III

茶 Lang Ying wrote in his Monographs on Seven Topics that 
“Min Wenshui from Shezhou219 lives at the Peach Leaves Ferry. 
I went to his tea shop several times and saw that he took care 
of everything from fetching the water and tending the fire to 
serving tea in nice little wine cups. It seemed like he was on 
top of everything in the tea shop. He was not unlike the monk 
Deshan from the famous Chan story, carrying his commentary 
of the Diamond Sutra; he thought himself quite the expert but 
was not really out of the ordinary.220 People from Moling221 
often teased the people of Fujian about their tea, saying that the 
Fujianese would put any tea they could find into silk pouches 
and wear them as perfume sachets to sniff when they were out 
and about, instead of sandalwood. The fact was that people 
in Fujian did not appreciate Min Wenshui. When Fujian na-
tives such as Song Jue (宋玨, alias ‘Biyu 比玉,’ 1576–1632) 
and Hong Zhongzhang (洪仲章) visited Nanjing, they would 
pretend to know all about tea and talk about it with the local 
Nanjingers, yet they ignored Min Wenshui. With this attitude 
of thinking the grass is greener on the other side, it’s no won-
der the Nanjingers teased the Fujianese for not knowing the 
first thing about tea. There was another tea expert named Elder 
Xue (薛老) who lived in Sanshan and was known as ‘the Min 
Wenshui of the Qinhuai region.’222 Elder Xue once said that 
Min infused his tea with orchid flowers, which overshadowed 
the tea’s flavor. If Min were still alive to hear this comment, he 
would surely have been upset by it. Elder Xue lived deep in the 
mountains in order to pick and process the tea himself, wanting 
to become better than Min. Personally, I don’t think it is fair to 
judge the quality of tea by its floral aroma, let alone with orchid 
as the sole criterion. This approach is rather narrow-minded 
and shallow; therefore, I am inclined to agree with Elder Xue. 

“People in Yanshao223 refer to tea makers as ‘green men (bi-
shu, 碧豎).’ After Fusha was conquered,224 all these ‘green men’ 

became bandits.225 Cai Xiang’s (posthumous name Zhonghui) 
Record of Tea (茶錄) was engraved on a cliff in Ouning.226 I 
went there five years ago and made several rubbings to mail to 
those who would appreciate it. Sadly, the stone carving is no 
longer clearly visible today.

“Alcohol made in different regions of Min tastes more or 
less the same, and it’s the same with the teas. I got a lot of tea 
from Min this year, so in an attempt to emulate the way Su Shi 
blended all his liquors together, I mixed all my teas together. 
I could not tell the difference between the resulting tea blend 
and the original single-origin teas.”

茶 Li Xian’gen (李仙根, 1621–1690) said in Writings from 
An’nan (安南雜記)227 that “In Jiaozhi,228 people referred to 
those who helped them overcome hardships in their lives as 
‘Tea Gentlemen,’ as a compliment on their prominent status.”

茶 According to the Annotated Classic of Tiger Hill Tea (虎丘茶
經補注),229 “After Xu Tianquan230 was stripped of his title and 
came back home from Jinchi as a commoner, he went to Huqiu 
(Tiger Hill) to run a teahouse there every year from late spring 
to early summer.” 

茶 Luo Guangxi (羅光璽) made fun of the mountain-dwelling 
monks in his Notes on Tiger Hill Tea (虎丘茶記), joking that 
“they made ‘substitute tea.’

“One day, Wu Kuang (吳寬, alias ‘Pao’an 匏庵,’ 1435–
1504) and Shen Zhou (alias ‘Shitian 石田’) visited Huqiu (Ti-
ger Hill) together. They picked some tea leaves and brewed the 
tea themselves. Then they sat across from each other to drink 
the tea that they’d made and joked about how they were ad-
dicted to tea.”
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Notes
219. Shezhou (歙州) is in modern-day Anhui Province.
220. According to this story, the monk Deshan (德山) considered him-
self well-versed in the Diamond Sutra. He traveled to see a famous Chan 
Master. One day, an old lady in a market challenged him and he realized 
he didn’t really know the sutra. He then burned his sutras and commen-
taries and began rigorous meditation.
221. Moling (秣陵) is a former name for modern-day Nanjing City.
222. Sanshan (三山) is a section of Nanjing City, while Qinhuai (秦淮) 
is another ancient name for Nanjing.
223. Yanshao (延邵) is in modern-day Fujian Province.
224. Fusha (富沙) is also in modern-day Fujian Province. The author, 
Lang Yin, lived in the sixteenth century, so when he says “Fusha was 
conquered,” he may be referring to the period between the Tang (618–
907) and Song (960–1279) dynasties. During this period, several people 
proclaimed themselves king of the south, one of whom, Wang Yanzheng  
(王延政), established the Kingdom of Min in Jianzhou and reigned as 
the King of Fusha from 941 to 945.
225. Here, the phrase “became bandits” literally means “moved into the 
green woods.” The word “green woods (lulin, 綠林)” often refers to ban-
dits like Robin Hood. Lulin began as the name of one of two major agrar-
ian rebellion movements against Wang Mang’s (王莽, 45 BCE–23 CE) 
short-lived Xin Dynasty (9–23 CE).
226. During Cai Xiang’s time, Ouning (甌寧) was called Jianzhou. This 
was where he invented his famous Tribute Tea cakes.
227. An’nan was the Chinese name for what is now Vietnam during the 
seventeenth century.. At that time, An’nan attacked the Chinese border; 
the author, Li Xian’gen, was a general who was sent to the frontier. 
228. Jiaozhi (交趾), or Jiaozhou (交州), referred to a region encompass-
ing modern-day Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces and northern Viet-
nam. The name was in use beginning in 111 BCE.
229. The author was named Chen Jian (陳鑑). However, there are four 
different historical figures from Ming Dynasty (1368–1644) history who 
are called “Chen Jian.” Judging from where they lived and worked during 
their careers, the most likely candidate was active after 1415; the date of 
his death is unclear.

230. “Xu Tianquan (徐天全)” was an alias of Xu Youzhen (徐有貞, 
1407–1472), a highly controversial political figure in fifteenth-century 
China whose history is long and convoluted, though rather interesting 
as well. Other than studying Confucianism, he was also well-versed in 
astronomy, geomancy, the military arts and Yin/Yang philosophy. Before 
July 1449, when the Mongolian Oirats Esen Taishi invaded China, Xu 
claimed he knew of the potential danger from astrological readings. How-
ever, the Emperor Yingzong (英宗, reigned 1436–1450 and 1457–1464), 
who was under the influence of a powerful eunuch named Wang Zhen  
(王振, ?–1449), decided to lead his army to the frontier himself. Un-
trained soldiers and ill-planned strategies resulted in the capture of the 
emperor. Back at the palace, for damage control purposes, the Empress 
Dowager decided to make the emperor emeritus’ younger brother the new 
emperor, so that the Mongolians would not keep advancing to the capital. 
This strategy worked for eight years. Somehow, the Chinese found a way 
to rescue the captured emperor and brought him back to the Chinese 
palace. Of course, the then-current Emperor Jingtai (景泰帝, reigned 
1450–1457) could not embrace his elder brother, the “original” emper-
or, so he kept the emperor emeritus under house arrest in the southern 
chamber where the workers lived. Seven years later, when Emperor Jingtai 
fell ill, Xu Youzhen and the emperor emeritus successfully deposed Em-
peror Jingtai in a palace coup. After Emperor Yingzong seized the throne, 
he and Xu began wreaking a terrible revenge upon everyone who was a 
favorite of the previous emperor. However, Xu’s calculating nature did 
not get him far, and he soon fell out of favor with Emperor Yingzong and 
was demoted and banished to Guangzhou. More information about Xu 
came to light that irritated the emperor even further, and he ordered that 
Xu be publicly executed. At the last moment, the emperor changed his 
mind and stripped Xu of his official status, making him a commoner and 
exiling him to an even more remote place—Jinchi (金齒), in modern-day 
Yunnan Province—to live with the aboriginal people there. Years later, the 
emperor let Xu return to his hometown of Suzhou. After he went back to 
Suzhou, Xu started going by a different name, “Tianquan (天全),” which 
was not recorded anywhere in the official history. He thus passed into 
obscurity and was heard from no more.
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茶 According to Yuyang’s Commentary on Poetry (漁洋詩話),231 
“There was a man called Lin Quezhai (林確齋) who grew up in 
Jiangyou;232 no one knew his official name. He lived in Mount 
Guanshi233 with his progeny, and they all planted and tended 
tea together. During the day, he took the lead in the tasks of 
plowing and carrying heavy loads on their shoulders. At night, 
he taught them classics such as Mao’s Commentary on the Book 
of Songs (毛詩) and The Lament (離騷). Anyone who passed 
through Guanshi would see three or four bare-footed youths 
wearing cloth caps, working hard while chanting texts from the 
classics. I never imagined I would see such a scene except in 
paintings of times gone by.”

茶 The Collected Works of You Tong (西堂集)234 contains a play 
entitled “A Play About Tea Written for the Sleepless Marquis.”

茶 Zhu Yizun (朱彝尊, 1629–1709) wrote in his Old Stories 
of Beijing (日下舊聞)235 that “Three days after the Shangsi 
Festival,236 the freshly produced tea would arrive at the capital 
in horse-drawn carts. Upon its arrival, the price was fifty gold 
coins for one jin of tea inside the palace, and twenty to thirty 
gold coins for one jin elsewhere in Beijing. One or two days 
later, the price would drop to two or three gold coins for one 
jin. See Customs and Festivals in Beijing (北京歲華記).”

茶 According to the Sunny Library Collection (曝書亭集),237 
“The monk Xinghai (性海) of Tingsong (聽松, “Pine Breeze”) 
Temple at Mount Xi once had a stove made of bamboo. The 
scholar and painter Wang Fu (王紱, 1362–1416) once visit-
ed the temple and saw this stove. Impressed by the bamboo 
stove, Wang painted a landscape handscroll and inscribed a 
poem on his work. After years of wear and tear, Sheng Yong  
(盛顒, 1418–1492) had a copy of the bamboo stove made and 
took it to the capital. Again, many officials and literati were all 
impressed by the bamboo stove and composed poems singing 
its praises. Later, Gu Zhenguan (顧貞觀, alias ‘Liangfen 梁
汾,’ 1637–1714) had another bamboo stove made based on the 
descriptions of the original from written texts and also brought 
it to the capital. The Manchurian royal and poet, Nara Singde 
(Chinese name ‘Nalan Xingde 納蘭性德,’ alias ‘Cheng Ron-
gruo 成容若,’ 1655–1685) gifted Gu the painting by Wang Fu 
mentioned above, which was in his collection. In the autumn 
of the Bingyin year (1686), Gu brought his bamboo stove and 
the painting to visit me and stayed at my place near Haibo 
Temple. Jiang Chenying (薑宸瑛, alias ‘Ximing 西溟,’ 1628–
1699), Zhou Yun (周篔, alias ‘Qingshi 青士,’ 1623–1687) 
and Sun Zhimi (孫致彌, alias ‘Kaisi 愷似,’ active 1662–1688) 
happened to be here visiting me, too. We sat under the green 
vines, brewed some Wuyi tea with that bamboo stove and com-
posed poetry with forty different rhymes. I recorded this event 
here to show other like-minded gentlemen.” 

茶 According to Cai Bingfang’s (蔡炳方, 1626–1709) Revised 
and Expanded Edition of Notes on the Vast Territory (增訂廣輿
記),238 “In the You County of Changsha City Prefecture in the 
Huguang region,239 there were some historical remains of what 
was called the City of the Tea King (Chawang Cheng, 茶王
城); this was Tea-Hill City (Chaling Cheng, 茶陵城) founded 
during the Han Dynasty.”240

茶 Ge Wanli (葛萬裡, active 1690–1715) wrote in his Record 
of All Things Fantastic (清異錄) that “Ni Zan (倪瓚), alias ‘Yu-
anzhen (元鎮),’ drank his tea with nuts in the tea bowl and 
called it ‘a clear spring over white rocks.’ He only offered this 
special tea to distinguished guests. Once, Ni offered this tea to 
a guest who turned out to be extremely thirsty. Seeing the guest 
gulp down the drink all in one go, Ni regretted his decision and 
took the teaware to the back chamber. 

“Huang Zhouxing (黃周星, alias ‘Jiuyan 九煙,’ 1611–
1680) once dreamed of reading a poem called ‘Ode to Tea 
Plucking (採茶賦).’ Upon waking, the only line he remem-
bered was ‘Dyeing the lofty clouds a jade-green hue.’” 

Notes
231. The author of this huge and extremely com-
prehensive three-hundred-volume series was Wang 
Shizhen (王士禎, 1634–1711).
232. Jiangyou (江右) refers to the modern-day  
Jiangxi Province area.
233. Mount Guanshi (冠石) is located in mod-
ern-day Shandong Province.
234. The author was the playwright You Tong (尤侗, 
alias “Xitang, 西堂,” 1618–1704).
235. Beijing was also known as Rixia (日下).
236. In ancient times, the Shangsi (上巳) Festival 
was a day for everyone to bathe in a creek to wash 
away all evils and be shriven. It took place on the 
third day of the third lunar month (late spring) and 
so probably celebrated the season as well. By the Six 
Dynasties (220–420), the tradition was not followed 
anymore and most people just went to the riverside 
for picnics, and the literati and officials drank wine 
and composed poems. The festival was also a sort of 
coming-of-age ceremony for fifteen-year-old girls in 
China. Girls would dress in new clothes and pick 
flowers by the river to announce to others that they 
were ready to transition to adulthood and hence of 
marriageable age.
237. This was also written by Zhu Yizun.
238. The comprehensive atlas of China, Notes on the 
Vast Territory, was written by Lu Yingyang (陸應陽, 
1542–1624).
239. You (攸) County in Huguang (湖廣) is mod-
ern-day Zhuzhou (株洲) City, Hunan Province. The 
first historical reference to this place dates to 202 
BCE.
240. In fact, when this location was first designated 
as an administration county in 202 BCE during the 
Han Dynasty (202 BCE–220 CE), it was called “You 
(攸).” The earliest appearance of the name Chaling 
was not until 813, when Li Jifu compiled the first 
comprehensive collection of maps and records of the 
historical development of all the city prefectures, ru-
ral prefectures and counties of all ten regions, which 
was titled Maps and Records of Prefectures and Counties 
in the Yuanhe Period (元和郡縣誌).
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55/ Sequel to the Tea Sutra: Part III

茶 According to Records of Aliases (別號錄),241 “Zeng Ji (曾
幾, 1084–1166), alias ‘Jifu (吉甫),’ of the Song Dynasty, went 
by the style name of ‘Tea Mountain (Chashan, 茶山).’ Xu 
Yingyuan (許應元, 1506–1565), alias ‘Zichun (子春),’ of the 
Ming Dynasty, also had a style name that meant ‘Tea Mountain 
(Mingshan, 茗山).’”

茶 According to the Record of Things Seen and Heard (隨見
錄), “In the courtyard of the Zhu Xi Academy at Wuqu River 
on Mount Wuyi, there grows a particular tea tree whose leaves 
smell like odorous bugs. However, after processing and roast-
ing, the tea smells even more fragrant than the leaves from oth-
er tea trees. So the tea and tree are called ‘Stinky-Leaf Fragrant 
Tea (臭葉香茶).’ In addition, there are several old tea trees that 
are said to have been planted by Zhu Xi (朱熹) himself [during 
the Song Dynasty]. These are called Song Trees.”

茶 Travelogue of the West Lake (西湖遊覽誌) states that “On 
the first day of Lixia,242 every household would prepare freshly 
brewed tea and various nuts and fruits to gift to their neighbors 
and relatives. This was called ‘tea for seven households.’ 

“The monk Qian from Mount Nanping was an expert in 
brewing tea. According to him, tea-brewing was not something 
that one could learn from verbal instructions. One must learn 
through dedicated attention and ample practice.”

茶 Liu Shiheng (劉士亨) composed a poem called “Thanks to 
High Monk Lin for His Gift of Sweet-scented Osmanthus Tea 
(謝上人惠桂花茶),” which reads:

Golden osmanthus and golden buds roast upon their frame;
Beside Crane Creek I sip from a hare’s fur cup.243

Spring thunder delivers its gift of rain to the leaves;
Petals are touched with celestial autumn hues.
This pure fragrance surpasses the famed Yangxian,
Bearing drinkers aloft to the Palace of the Moon.
Lu Tong’s tea ode cannot be improved;244

Desiring an escape from Zen, I pause for Zhaozhou tea.245

茶 Li Shixiong (李世雄, alias “Hanzhi 寒支,” 1602–1686) 
wrote in his Essays by Hanzhi (寒支集) that “There was a spe-
cial kind of bird in the mountains near Xincheng (New Town). 
Its call resembled the music of a flute,246 so the mountain was 
called ‘Flute Melody Mountain (Xiaoqu Shan, 蕭曲山).’ There 
was a very nice tea made on that mountain called Flute Melody 
Tea. I composed a song to commemorate this.”

茶 According to the Doctrines Manifested by Chan Monks  
(玄顯教編),247 a Daoist named Xu lived at Tianchi (Heavenly 
Pool) Temple on Mount Lu. He had not eaten any solid food 
for nine years. He also had a black crane as a pet. Whenever 
he picked fresh tea in the mountains, he would send the crane 
to gather some pine twigs for him to brew his tea. Whenever 
other Daoists visited him, he would brew some tea and drink 
it with his visitors.

茶 Zhang Pengchong (張鵬翀, 1688–1745) composed a poem 
called “A Gift of a Zheng Family Tea Cake From the Emperor  
(御賜鄭宅茶賦)” that went:

Heavenly clouds deign 
to grace the dusty earth;
Bright fingers of sunlight 
touch the depths of the palace.
With stately step, 
the dragon rears its head 
from fragrant paste;
With solemn spirit, 
the wax coat melts in milky drops.
Dipped in ink, 
a paintbrush conjures flying script;
Its virtue weighed, 
it rivals the purest of ministers.

Notes
241. This book was also written by Ge Wanli. 
242. Lixia (立夏), or “Start of Summer,” is one of the 24 solar terms 
and signifies the beginning of summer in traditional Chinese cultures. 
It begins when the sun reaches the celestial longitude of 45° and ends 
when it reaches the longitude of 60°. 
243. Teacups with a hare’s-fur glaze (tuhao zhan, 兔毫盞) became the 
most sought-after teacups from then on. 
244. Lu Tong (盧仝, 790–835) was famous for his love of tea and 
for his poem “Seven Bowls of Tea.” A translation and discussion of 
the poem can be found in the October 2014 issue of Global Tea Hut, 
pages 21–22.
245. “Zhaozhou tea” (趙州茶) refers to the monk Zhaozhou, who 
often answered questions with, “Have a bowl of tea!” He was encour-
aging people to focus on living, as opposed to thinking—to escape the 
limitations of rationality. 
246. The instrument referred to here is a xiao (蕭), a vertical end-
blown bamboo flute. It is one of China’s most ancient musical instru-
ments. The Japanese call it a shakuhachi (尺八).
247. The author was Yang Pu (楊溥, 1372–1446).
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Tea has helped me to connect with myself, to make the time 
and space to look inside myself, to start to trust and be hon-
est with myself. She has helped me to ask sometimes pleasant, 
sometimes harsh and unpleasant questions and find answers, to 
practice, make mistakes and be okay with that. To be a student 
(although I have sometimes fought against it). To make room 
for new experiences and insights and rise above all the emo-
tions, stories, facts, beliefs and behaviors that don’t resonate 
with me anymore. She has also helped me to make room for 
the Sacred and to start to appreciate the role of ceremony in 
my life. Through tea, I am finally able to celebrate being unique 
and being myself as I am.

Tea has also helped to connect with so many other people 
from China to Panama and from Australia to Canada. Just a 
few weeks ago, Rivo and I served tea to twenty people. It was 
a birthday party, and I noticed how lucky I am that I have 
chosen Tea and Tea has chosen me, because it has enriched my 
life with a sincerity, openness, honesty, trust, authenticity and 
loving-kindness. But most importantly, Tea has helped me to 
connect with the bigger picture called Nature and life. Each 
day, each breath, each sip, Tea has taught me about intercon-
nectedness and how we need each other to co-create this world.

I  guess she is around sixty. She lives on a tiny island in a 
small treehouse. She is like a magician. She knows the lan-
guage of plants; she knows how and when to pick different 

herbs; she knows how to use them; she understands Nature’s 
rhythms and signs. She is “Kunksmoor” in Estonian. She is a 
fairytale and cartoon figure who was very inspirational to me 
when I was a little girl. I very much wanted to be like her when 
I was five years old. 

I picked all kinds of different plants from our little garden, 
which grew under the pine and maple trees; I dreamed of hav-
ing my own little treehouse and many of my family members 
and dogs had to play along that they needed to be taken care of, 
that they needed healing or medicine so that I could bring my 
herbs and help them like Kunksmoor. This was also the time 
when I discovered Tea. 

At first, I enjoyed loose-leaf tea, probably from Georgia or 
the Darjeeling region, then all kinds of different bright and 
shiny teabag versions of tea until years went by and I finally 
found living tea. Tea was that wonderful something that had a 
place in my life every day. My days started and ended drinking 
tea. Of course, I was a novice in the tea world and far from do-
ing it all consciously. But the more I enjoyed my everyday ritu-
al, the more that magical plant called to me, so I started to ask 
different teashop owners in Tallinn if they knew where I could 
learn about tea. They didn’t. To be honest, I didn’t exactly know 
what I wanted to study and what it was that I was actually 
looking for. But I kept asking anyway. And then it happened... 
I remember vividly how happy I was when literally next door 
to my home a cozy little tea shop called “Chado” opened. Just a 
minute away was a beautiful tea place with all those herbs and 
exceptional teas with Chinese names that I couldn’t pronounce. 

It was 2010, wintertime, when I first stepped into that shop. 
These were the first days this shop was open. I met Steve Kok-
ker (慈聽, Ci Ting), the owner of Chado, who himself was so 
exotic for me. He was so passionate about tea. He introduced 
me to green and red teas, bamboo leaf teas and other exotic 
non-Estonian herbs, and I left with them all. Although I had 
my own little tea hub now, the eagerness to know more, under-
stand tea and everything that surrounds it, lingered. So, after 
studying herbalism, I found myself at tea workshops, went to 
the Chinese tea course at Tallinn University, accidentally hap-
pened to listen to an Estonian radio show where Wu De talked 
about tea. In the autumn 2015, I then joined a tea ceremony 
in Tallinn where Wu De was serving tea… These were some 
of the magical moments that have led me down new tea roads 
and travels, meeting new people, discovering new things and 
having insights. I started to understand what I was looking for 
all along. 

57/ TeaWayfarer

茶人: Signe Sillasoo, Estonia

Each month, we introduce one of the Global Tea Hut members to you in order to help you get to know more people 
in this growing international community. It’s also to pay homage to the many manifestations that all this wonder-
ful spirit and Tea are becoming as the Tea is drunk and becomes human. The energy of Tea fuels some great work 
in this world, and we are so honored to share glimpses of such beautiful people and their Tea. This month, we would 
like to introduce Signe Sillasoo.
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介
紹Do I stay grounded? Am I original, a unique 

version of a tradition? I find my roots and 
from them grow strong in a shape and form 
that honors the world and the Holy.

December Affirmation

Center News

We have a very special holiday offer to say 
thanks to all of you for all your continued support. 
Throughout this entire month, we are offering a 10% 
discount towards the purchase of all the courses. There 
is an Intro to Cha Dao, Boiled Tea, Incense Ceremo-
ny and the Seven Genres of Tea. We have also put up 
some discourses from the Tea Sage Hut courses. These 
courses might also make a nice gift for friends or family 
for the holidays. We have enjoyed making these courses 
and hope they enrich your tea journey.

We have been on an epic journey towards 
complete sustainability and are almost at the finish 
line. Finding completely Earth-friendly packaging for 
everything is very difficult and requires a big invest-
ment of space and money to buy in large quantities. 
We send all teaware in sustainable honeycomb wrap-
ping and have recently switched all our tea packets to 
home-compostable ones, which you can see on the web-
site. The magazine itself is fine, but the last two steps 
are replacing the outer envelope and tea tin.

Did you know you can buy hard copies of past 
issues on the website? They are affordable and we have 
a lot of past issues, including many of the Classics we 
have translated.

We have some new affordable mold-made 
bowls and gongfu tea cups. We worked long and hard 
to get the shape and material right for these, hoping 
that they will lower the barrier to entry for tea lovers.

Check out the set of Forest Floor and Forest 
Path, one of which is featured in this issue. There is a 
lot to learn from drinking these two teas side by side. 
We are excited to offer them.

We wanted to make it clear that all the dona-
tions from our fundraiser are still in the bank in 
the United States. We don’t touch that money. It 
all sits, awaiting the day when we make a move 
towards land or a property with a building we 
will renovate. (We still haven’t decided which of 
those options is right for us.) Our fundraiser is 
listed on GoFundMe under “Global Tea Hut.” 
Help us spread the word. As things start taking 
more and more turns towards stability, and Tai-
wan loosens restrictions, we will start making 
more decisions and taking action in more defi-
nite directions.

We are continuing our search for land with 
or without a building. We hope to have some 
updates to our search soon, including perhaps a 
video on our YouTube channel and some social 
media coverage of some potential spots. Things 
will hopefully open up in Taiwan soon, which 
would allow some of you to stop by for some 
tea. It will also allow us to start going out and 
looking at properties again, which is great. We 
hope to find a landing spot this year and start 
the process of developing Light Meets Life for 
present and future Chajin.

Inside the Hut
Coming Soon to Global Tea Hut Magazine

Wood Firing Zen & Tea

Tea & DietGongfu Experiments II
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The most classical tea magazine in the world!  
Sharing rare organic teas, a magazine full of tea his-
tory, lore, translations, processing techniques and 
heritage, as well as the spiritual aspects of Cha Dao. 
And through it all, we make friends with fellow tea 
lovers from around the world.

www.globalteahut.org
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